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Patenta-c-Patents-c-
Patent is not, .accurately speaking, a monopoly, for it is net created by executive

authority at expense of and to prejudice of all community except grantee of patent;
inventor deprives public of nothing which it enjoyed before his .dtscovery but gives
something of value to community 'by adding to sum of human knowledge ; he may
keep invention secret and reap its fruits indefinitely j in consideration of its dis
closure andjgmsequerrt benefit to community- patent is granted.

Patents-Specification-Sufliciency of disclosure-
Law requires such disclosure to be made in application for patent that others

skilled in art may understand invention and how to put it to use.

Patents-s-Title-c-Ernplover and .employee-
Patent is. properry and title can pass only by assignment; if not yet issued, agree

ment to assign when issued, if valid. as contract,. will be specifically enforced;" ere
pective r-ights and obligations of employer and employeev touching invention con
ceived by latter, spring from contract of employment.: one employed to make inven
.trcn who succeeds cdurmg term of service in accomplishing that task is bound to
assign to employer patent obtained; on other hand if employment be general, albeit
it covers field of labor and -effort in performance of which employee. conceived the
invention for what he obtained .patent, contract is not so broadly construed as to
require assignment of patent. It;,

Patents-Patentability-Invention- :.
Invention consists neither in finding out laws-of nature nor in fruitful' research as

to operation of natural laws but in discovering how those laws may be utilized or
applied for beneficial purpose by a process, a device or a machine; it is result of
inventive act, birth of an Tdea, .and its reduction to practice; product of original
~hought; concept demonstrated to be true by practical application or embodiment
In tangible form: embodiment is not the invention and is not subject of a patent.

Patents-e-Tftle-c-Employer: and employee-
Employment merely to design or construct or devise methods of manufacture j§

not same as employment to invent j shop right is that, where servant during hours
of employment -working with master's materials and appliances conceives and per
fects invention for which he obtains patent, he must accord master non-exclusive right
to practice invention; but employer has no equity to demand eonveyance of inven
tion; this remains property of him who conceived it together with right conferred
by patent to exclude all others than employer. from accruing benefits.

Patents-c-T'itle-c- . .
Title of the patentee is subject to no superior right of Govemment; grant is not,

as in England, a matter of grace or favor So that conditions may be annexed .at

Fed. (2d) 199 (C. C. A. G). There are
two tests of equivalency (l),Jdentity of .-1;,

function" and (2) substantial-identity __of
way of performing that function. Walker
on Patents, 6th Ed. 511. Primary as well
as secondary patents are infringed by no
substitutions that do not fully respond to
these tests. Even if identity. of function
were present, the patent notheing a pri-

. mary one, the requirement of substantial
identity of way should ··.ot·be 'considered
so elp~i(" '.. ~~le important ·dif-
feren.. ~"" _.•lo...uler of operation.

There is no infringement,anCl the"de
cree below is affirmed.

-~'- .. ',' .... :' ..... :.
Chicago Forging & Manufacturing Co.-.,. Bade-Cummi1la Mfg.'

and this was recognized .. by plaintiff'sexw
pert, the patentee .. was not ..•. entitled to
claim all structures which exercised the
desired function, but only those which he
himself invented, and a device which pro
duces the same result .... through transla
tion of force operates in a substantially
different manner than one in which force
is directly applied. This is not infringe
ment, Westinghouse v, Boyden .. Power
Brake ce., 170 U. S. 537, 568, especially
where the patent is not a .. generic .. one
and the patentee is entitled to but a nar
row range of equivalents. See Directo
plate Corp. v. Donaldson Lith. Co., 51
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~e of executi-ve; laws passed by Congress alone may be looked to for guidance
as to extent .of limitations of respective rights afinventor and public; Constitution
efinCesDO public policy which requires holder of patent to cede use or benefit of
illvention,to United. States.

Patents-Applicants-
. No'servant of United States has by statute been disqualified for applying for and
receiring patent for his invention save officers and employees of Patent Office during
perioo,,'for,which they hold their, appointments.

Patents-Title-Government employees-
Supreme Court has applied rules enforced as between private employers and

servants to relation between Government and its officers and employees; United
States is entitled, in same way and to same extent as private employer, to shop
rights, that is, free and, non-exclusive use of patent which results from efforts of
those employed in their working .hours and 'with material belonging to Government;
statutes, decisions and administrative practice negate existence of duty binding one
in service of Government different from obligation of' one in private employment j
United States like any other employer, if it desires assignment of employee's rights,
must prove contractual obligation on part of employee to assign patents to Govern
ment; employees of Bureau of Standards who did not agree to exercise inventive
faculties in their work and who made invention not within its scope need not assign
patents to Government; written evidence of employment does not mention research,
much less in .....errtion ; never was word said to employees prior to discoveries concern
ing invention or patents or duties or obligations respecting these matters j other
employees of Bureau of Standards and other departments had, .whfle so employed,
received numerous patents and. enjoyed exclusive 'rights against all private persons
without let or hindrance from Govemment:" no act of Congress authorizes United
States to take patent or to hold one by assignment; no statutory authority exists
for transfer of patents to any department ar officer of Government or for adminis
tration of-patents or issuance of licenses on behalf of the United States; inventors
do not hold patents in trust .for Government.

Patents-Title-Government employee-s-
Act of 1883 and as amended in 1928 provides patent without fee for Government

employee who in course of employ conceives invention; he should afford Government
free use thereof but should be protected in right to exclude all others; similar right
accrues to Government employee paying fees for patent.

Patents-Jurisdiction of courts--
Until 1910 Court of Claims was Without jurisdiction to award compensation to

owner of patent for unauthorized use by United States or its agents; power extended
only to trial of. claims based upon express or implied contracts for such use; in 1910
Congress enlarged jurisdiction to embrace former class of claims, but imposing re
strictionthat it should not extend to owners of patents obtained by employees of
Government while in service.

Patents-c-Tttle-c-Gcvemment employees-- _
Congress has refrained from imposing 'upon Government servants contract obliga

tion to assign to Government patent for invention discovered or developed during
period of Government service and incidental to Hne-of official duties, and court will
not assume such coritract obligations,

Patents-Radio Receiving Apparatus title transfer refused-
1455141, Lowell & Dunmore,Radio Receiving Apparatus, title transfer refused.
1606212, Dunmore & Lowell, Power Amplifier, title transfer refused.
1635117, Dunmore, .S~gnal Receiving System, title transfer refused.

On writs of certiorari to the United LAND with· him on the brief) for pett-
States Circuit Court of Appeals .. for tioner; JAMES H. HUGHES, JR. (E.
the Third Circuit. ENNALLS Bm, JOHN B. BRADY and

THOMAS D. THACHER, Solicitor General WARD & GRAY withhim on the brief)
(CHARLES B.· RUGG, Assistant Attor- for respondent.
ney General, ALEXANDER HOLTZOFF, Mr. Justice ROBERTS delivered the
PAUL D. MILLER and H. BRlANHoL- opinion. of theCourt.-Threesuits were-*'The remaining portion Of the. syllabus was based upon a paragraph deleted from the opiniOi£

by order of the -eeart, (See Note, .P'. 1151.)
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brought in the District Court for Dela
ware against the respondent as exclusive
licensee under three separate patents is
sued to Francis. W. Dunmore and Perci
val D. Lowell. The-hills recite that the
inventions were made while the patentees
were employed in the radio laboratories
of the Bureau of Standards, and are
therefore, in equity,. the' property of the
United 'States. The prayers are for a
declaration that the respondent is a
trustee for the Government, and, as such,
required to assign to the United States
all its right, title and interest in the pat
ents, for. aJl. accounting of all moneys re
ceived as licensee, and for general relief.
The District Court consolidated the cases
for trial, and after a hearing dismissed
the bills.' The Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit affirmed the decree,'

The courts below coneurr-ed tn findings
which are not challenged and, . in sum
mary, are:

The Bureau of Standards is a subdi
vision. of the Department of Commerce.'
Its functions consist in the custody of
standards; the comparison of standards
used in scientific investigations, engineer
ing, manufacturing, commerce, and edu
cational institutions with those adopted
or recognized by the Government; the
construction of standards; their multi
ple or. subdivisions; the testing and call ..
bration of standard measuring. appara
tus; the solution of problems which arise
in connection with standards; and the
physical properties of materials. In 1915
the Bureau was also charged by Con
gress with the duty of investigation and
standardization of methods and instru
ments employed in radio communication,
for which special appropriations were
made.' In recent years it has been en
gaged in research and testing. work of
various kinds for the benefit of private
industr-ies, other departments of the Gov
ernment, and the general public."

The Bureau is composed of divisions,
each charged with a specified field of ac
tivity, one of which is the electrical di
vision. These are further subdivided
into sections. One section of the elec
trical division ls the radio section. In
1921 and 1922 the employees in the lab
'oratory of this section numbered ap-

149 F. (2d) B06 [g U. S. Pat. Q. 1B1].
'59 F. (!d) 881 Ira U. S. Pat.Q. 887].
I See Act of March .8. 1901, 81 Stat. 14'9; Act

of February 14, 1903, Sec. 4, 82 Stat. 826.
4 Act of March 4.. 1915.' 88 Stat. 1044; Act: of

May 211, 1920, 41 Stat. 684; Act of March 8, lSI!l,
41 Stat. 1808.

6 The fees charged cover merely the cost. ot the
eerstce rendered. 88 provided in the Act of June
80, U82,Sec. 812, 47,Stat.410.

proximately twenty men doing technical
work and some draftsmen and mechanics
The twenty were engaged in testing radi~
apparatus and methods and in 'radio re
search work. They were .subdivided into
ten groups, each group having a chief.
The work of each group. was defined in
outlines by the chief or alternate chief
of the section.

Dunmore and Lowell were employed in
~-the radio - section and engaged in re
search and testing in the laboratory. In
the outlines of laboratory work the sub
ject of "airplane radio" was assigned to
the group of which. Dunmore was chief
and Lowell a member. The subject of

-'Tadio '.receiving sets"was assigned to
a group of which J. L. Preston was chief,
but to which neither Lowell nor Dun
more belonged.

In May,' 1921, the Air .. Corps of the
Army and the Bureau of Standards en
tered into an arrangement whereby the
latter undertook the prosecution of forte
four research projects for the benefit of
the Air Corps. To pay the cost of such
work, . the Corps transferred and al
located to the Bureau the sum of $267,~
500. Projects Nos. 37· to 42, inclusive,
relating to the Use of radio in connection
with aircraft, were. assigned to the radio
section and $25,000' was allocated to pay
the cost of the work. Project No. 38
was styled "visual indicator for radio
signals," and suggested the construction
of a modification of what was known as
an "Eckhart recorder." Project No. 42
"was styled "airship bomb .control and
marine torpedo control." Both were
problems of design merely.

In the summer of 1921 Dunmore, as
chief of the group to which "airplane
radio'" problems 'had been assigned, with
out further instructions from his supe
riors, picked out for himself one of these
navy problems, that of operating a relay
for remote control of bombs' on airships
and topedoes in. the sea, "as one of par
ticularinterest and having perhaps a
rather easy solution, and worked on it."
In September he solved it,

In the midst of aircraft'investigations
and numerous routine problems of the
section, .Dunmore was wrestling in his
own mind, impelled thereto solely by his
own scientific. curiosity, with the subject
of substittuing house-lighting alternat
ing current for direct battery current in
radio apparatus. He obtained a relay
for operating a telegraph instrument
which was in no way related-to the re
mote control .relay devised for aircraft
use. The.conception of. theapplieation
of alternatingcurrentooncemed partie-
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aIarlY broadcast reception. This' idea
.-as conceived by, Dunmore August 3,
-1921. and he reduced the invention ~o
'~ce December 16, 1921. Early in
1922 he advised his superior of his inven
'&ion and spent ;additio:na1 time in per
fecting the details. February. 27, 1922,
be filed an application for a patent.

In the fall of 1921 both Dunmore and
Lowell,were considering the problem of
applying a~tetnatingcur:ent "t? broad
cast receiving sets. This project was
not involved in or suggested by the prob
lems with which the radio section was
then dealing and was not assigned by
any superior as a task to be solved by
either of.these employees. It was, inde
pendent of their work and voluntarily
assumed.

While -performing their, regular tasks
ihe~' experimented at the laboratory ~n
devising apparatus for operating a radio
receiving set by alternating current with
the hum incident thereto eliminated. The
invention was completed .on December
10, 1921. Before its completion no in
structions were received from and no
conversations relative to the invention
were held by these employees with the
head of the radio section, or with any
superior.

They also conceived" the idea of ener
gizing adynamic ..type of land . speaker
from an alternating curr-ent house-light
ing circuit and reduced the invention to
practice on January 25, 1922. March"
21, 1922, they filed an application for a
"power amplifier." The conception em
bodied in this patent was devised by the
patentees without suggestion, instruc
tion, or assignment from any superior.

Dunmore and Lowell were permitted
by. their chief, after the discoveries had
been. brought to his attention, to pursue
their work in the laboratory and to per
fect the devices embodying their inven
tions, No one advised them prior to the
filing of applications for patents ..that
they would be expected to assign the
patents to the United States or to grant
the Government exclusive rights there
under.

. The respondent concedes .that the
" l!nited States may practice the inven

tions without payment of royalty, but as-
. serts that all others are excluded, during

the life of the patents, from using them
WIthout the respondent's.· consent. The
petitioner insists that the circumstances
require a declaration either that the
Government has .sole and exclusive prop
erty in the inventions or that they have,
been dedicated to the public so that any
one may use them.
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First. By Article I, Section 8, "clause 8
of the Constitution, Congress is given
power to promote the progress of science
and the useful arts by securing for-Iim
ited .times to. inventors the exclusive
rights to their respective discoveries.
R. S. 4886 as amended (U. S. Code, Title
35, § 31)' is the last of a series of stat
utes which since 1793 have implemented
the constitutional. provision.

Though .cften So characterized a pat
ent .is .not, accurately speaking, amo
nopoly, for it is not created by the ex
ecutive authority at the expense and to
the prejudice of all the community . ex
cept the grantee of the patent. Seymour
v.Osborne, 11 WalL 516, 533. Theterm

'monopoly connotes the giving of an ex
elusive. privilege for buying, selling,
working or using a thing which the pub':'
lie freely enjoyed prior. to the g-rant.'
Thus a monopoly takes something from
the people. An inventor deprives: the
pubhc of nothing which it enjoyed be
fore his discovery, but gives something
of value to the community by adding to
the sum of human knowledge. United
States v. Bell Telephone ce., 167 U. S.
224, 239; Paper Bag Patent Case,210
U. S. 405, 424; Brooks v. Jenkins, 3
McLean 432, 437; Parker.v. Haworth, 4
McLean 370, 372; Allen Y. "Hunter, "6
McLean 303, 305-306 j Attorney General
v. Rumford Chemical Works, 2 Bann. &
Ard. 298, 302. He may keep his inven
tion secret and reap its fruits indef
initely. In consideration of its disclo
sure and the consequent benefit to the
community, the patent is granted. An
exclusive enjoyment is guaranteed. him
for seventeen years, but upon the expira
tion of. that period, the knowledge of the
invention enures to the people,·· who are
thus enabled "without restriction to prac
tice it and profit by its use. Kendall v.
Winsor, 21 How. 322, 327; United States
v, Bell Telephone Co., supra, p. 239. To
this end the law requires such disclosure
to be made in the application for patent
that others skilled in the art may under
stand the invention and how to put it to
use.'

A patent is property and title to it can
pass only by assignment. If not yet is
sued an agreement to assign when Is
sued, if valid as a contract, will be
specifically enforced. The respective
rights and obligations of employer. and
employee, touching. an invention con
ceived by the latter, spring from the con
tract of employment.

II Webster's New International Dictionary:
"Monopoly."

'U.S. Code, Tit. 85, § IS.
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One employed to make an invention,
who' succeeds, during his term of .service,
in accomplishing that task, is bound to
assign to his employer any patent ob
tained. The reason is that he has only
produced that which he was employed to
invent. His invention is the. precise sub
ject of the contract of employment. A
term of the agreement necessarily is that
what he is paid to produce belongs to his
p!l.ymaster. Standard Pa'rts" Company:
v. Peck, 264 U. S. 52. On the other
hand, if the employment "be' general,
albeit it covers a field of labor and effort
in .the .performance of which the em
ployee conceived the invention for which
he obtained a patent, the contract-Is not
so .broadlyconstrued as to require an
assignment of the patent. Hapgood v.
Hewitt, 119 U. S. 226; Dalzell v, Dueber
Watch Case Mfg. ce., 149 U. S. 315. In
the latter case it. was said ~

"But" a manufacturing corporation,
which has employed a skilled workman,
for a stated compensation, to take charge
of its works, and to devote his time and
services to. devising and making improve
ments in articles there manufactured, is
not entitled to a conveyance. of patents
obtained for inventions made by him
while so employed, in the absence of ex
press agreement to that effect."

The reluctance of courts to imply or
infer an agreement by the employee to
assign his. patent is due toa recognition
of the peculiar nature of theaetof in
vention, .which: consists neither in find
ing' out the laws of nature, nor in fruit
fulresearch as to the operation of nat
ural laws. but in discovering- how those
laws may be utilized or applied for some
beneficial purpose, by a process, a device
or a machine. It is the result of an in
'ventive act, the birth of an idea and its
reduction to practice; the product' of
original thought; a concept demonstrated
to be true by practical application or ern
bodiment in tangible. form. Clark
Tread Co. v, Willunerrtic Linen Co.. 140
U. S. 481. 489; Symington Co. v. National
Castings Co., 250 U. S, 383, 386; Pyrene
Mfg. Co. v. Boyce, 292 Fed. 480, 481.

---" Though the mental concept is embodied
or realized in a mechanism or a physical
or chemical aggregate, the embodiment
is not the invention and is not the sub
ject of a patent. This distinction be
tween the idea and its application in
practice is the basis of the rule that em
ployment merely to design or to con
struct 'or to devise methods of manufac
ture is not the same as employment to
invent; Recognition of the nature of the
act of invention" also definestlie .Hniits

.~

oj the. so-called shop right, which_ shortly
s~ated, is that-where a serv~n~~.-_@_ring
his. hours of .employment, working with
"his master's materiels .and appliances,
eoncewes and perfects an invention ior
which he obtains a patent, he. must ec
cord his master" a non-exclusive right to
"practice the invention. McClurg v.
Kingsland, 1· How. 202; Solomons v.
United States, 137 U. S. 342; Lane &
Bodley Co. v. Locke, 150 U. S. 193. This
is an application of equitable principles.
SiP.ce the servant uses his master's tjme,
facilities and materials to attain a con
crete result, the_latter is in ,eJIuity" 'en
titled to use that which embodies his own
property and·:toduplicate;It as .often-,as
he-may find . occasion to employ similar
appliances in his business. But the em
player in sucb a case has no equity to
demand a conveyance of the invention,
which is the original conception of the
employee alone, in which the employer
had no part, Thisremains the property
of him who conceived it, together with
the right conferred by the patent, to ex
elude all others than the employer from
the accruing benefits. These principles.
are. settled as. respects private employ
ment. ~

Second". Does the character of the
service call for different rules as to the
relative rights of the United States and
its employees?

T.hetitle of a patentee is subject .to no
superior right of the Government. The
grant of letters patent is not, as in Eng
Iand..e matter of grace or favor,so that
conditions. may be annexed at the pleas
ure of the executive. To the laws passed
by the Congress,and tothem alone, may
we look for guidance as to the extent
and the limitations of the respective
rights of the inventor and the public.
Attorney General v. Rumford Chemical
Works, Rupra, at pp. 303·4. And this
court has held that the Constitution
evinces no public policy which requires
theholder of a patent to cede the use or
benefit of the invention to the United
States, even though the discovery con
cerns matters which can properly be
used only by the Oovernment.: as, for ex
ample. munitions of war. James v.
Campbell, 104 U. S. 356, 358. Hollister
v. Benedict Mfg. ce., 113 U. S. 59, m.

No servant of the United States has
by statute. been .. disqualified from apply
ing for and receiving a patent for his
invention, save officers and employees of
the Patent Office during the period for
which they -hcldi-.their -: appointments.·

·R.S. 480;U. S.Code, Tit. as, §4.



-19 Opinions Attorney-General, '07.
:sa 10' OpinIons Attorney-General. 819. Arid

compare ~port Judge Advocate General ot the
Navy, 1901. p, G; Digest, Opinions Judge Advo
cate General ot the Army, 11111-1980, p. J87;Opin
JODI, Judge Advocate General ot theArw:y, 1918,
Vol. t, PP.. :lttl, '88, 10(16.

mere fact that an inventor is at the time
of his invention in the employ of the
government .transfer to it any title .to,
or interest in it. An employe, perform
ing all the duties assigned to him in his
department of service, may exercise his
inventive faculties' in any direction he
chooses, with the assurance that rwhat
ever invention he may thus conceive and
perfect is his individual property. '. There
is no difference between. the' government
and any other' employer in this respect."

And in Gill v, United States, 160 U.
S. 426,435:

"There is no doubt whatever of the
proposition laid down in Solomons case,
that the mere. fact that a person is in
the employ. of the government does not
preclude him from making improvements
in the machines with which he is con
nected,' and obtaining patents therefor,
as his individual property, and that in
such. case the government would have no
more right to seize upon and appropri
ate such property, than any other. prop
rietor would have. * * ."

The distinction between an employ
ment to make an invention and a general
employment In-the course of which the
servant conceives an invention has been
recognized by the executive department
of the Government. A lieutenant in the
navy patented. an anchor while he was
on duty in the Bureau of Equipment and

.Recruiting, which was charged with the
duty of furnishing anchors for the navy ;
he was not while attached to the bureau
specially employed to make experiments
with a view to suggesting improvements
to anchors or assigned the duty ofmak
ing or improving. The .Attomey Gener-al
advised that as the invention did not
relate to a matter as to which the lieu
tenant was specially. directed to experi
merrt.with. a view to suggesting improve
ments he was entitled to compensation
from the Government for the use of his
invention in addition to his salary or pay
as a navy officer.'

A similar ruling was made with re
spect to an ensign who obtained a patent
for improvements in "B. L. R. ordnance"
and who offered to sell the improvements,
or. the right to use them, to' the Govern
ment. It was held that the navy might
properly make a contract with him to
this end,"

17-V. S. PAT. Q.

This being so, this court has applied the
rules enforced as between private em
players and their servants to .the .rela
tion between the .Government and its
officers.and .emplczees-

United States v. Burns, 12 Wall. 246,
was a suit in the Court of Claims by an
army officer as assignee of a patent ob-'
tained by another such. officer fora mili
tary tent, to recover royalty under a con
tract made by the Secretary of War for
the use of the tents. The court said, in
affinning a judgment for the plainti~:

"If an officer in the military serv... e,
not specially employed to make expert
mentswith a view to suggest improve
ments, devises a new' and valuable im
provement in arms,tents,or any other
kind of war material, he is entitled to
the benefit of it, and to letters-patent for
the improvement from the United States,
equally with .any other' citizen' not, en;"
gaged in such service: and. the govern
ment cannot, after the patent is issued,
make use of the improvement any more
than a private individual, without license
of the inventor or making compensation
to him."

In United States v. Palmer, 128 U. S.
262, Palmer, a lieutenant in the army,
patented certain improvements in infan
try accoutrements. An ..army board rec
ommended their use and the Secretary of
War confirmed the recommendation. The,
United States manufactured and pur
chased a large number of the articles.
Palmer brought suit in the Court of
Claims for a sum alleged to be a fair
and reasonable royalty. From a judg
ment for the plaintiff the United States
appealed. This court, in affirming,. said:

"It was at one time somewhat doubted
whether the government might not be en
titled to the use and benefit. of every
patented invention, by analogy to. the
English law which reserves this right to
the crown. But that notion no longer
exists. It was ignored in the case of
Burns."

These principles were recognized in
later cases involving the relative rights
~f the Government and its employees in
Instances where the' subject-matter of
the patent was useful to the public gen
erally. While these did not involve a
claim to an assignment of the patent,
the court reiterated' the views earlier
announced.

In Solomons v. United States, 137 U.
S. 842, M6,it was said:

"The government has no more power
~ appropriate a man's property invested
in a. patent than it has to take his prop
e~ invested in real estate; nor does the

",..,'

159
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--

The 'United .States is entitled, .in the
same way and to the same extent as a
private employer, to shop-zights, that is,
the free and non-exclusive use of a pat
ent which results from efforts of its em
ployee in his working hours and with
material belonging to the Government.
Solomons v. United States, supra,pp~;

1146-7; McAleer v. United States, 150 U.
S. 424 jGill v. United Stetes.. supra.

The statutes, decisions ... and adminis
trative practice negate the existence of
a duty. binding one in the service of. the
Government different from the. obligation
of one in private; employment.

Third. When the United States filed
its bills it recognized the .Iaw as hereto-
fore declared; realized that it must like
any other employer, if it desired an as
signment. of .the respondent's rights,
prove a contractual. obligation on the
part. of Lowell and. Dunmore to assign
the patents to the Government. The
averments clearly disclose this. The bill
in No. 316 is typical. After reciti.ng
that the employees were laboratory ap
prentice and associate physicist and lab
oratory assistant and associate physicist
respectively and that one of .their duties
was "to carryon investigation research
and experimentation in such problems
relating to radio and wireless as might
be assigned to them by their superiors,"
it is charged "in the course of his em
ployment as aforesaid, there was as
signed to said Lowell by his superiors in
said radio section, for investigation and
research, the problem of developing a
radio receiving set capable of operation
by alternating current. * '" *"

Thus the Government understood that
respondent could be deprived of rights
under the patents only by proof that
Dunmore and Lowell were employed to
devise the inventions. The findings of
the courts below show how far the proofs
fell short of sustaining these averments.

The Government is consequently driven
to the contention that though the em
ployees were not specifically assigned the
task of making the inventions (as. in
Standard Parts co. v. Peck, supra) still,
as the discoveries were "within the gen
eral field of their research and inventive
work" the United States is entitled to an
assignment of "the patents. The courts
below expressly found that Dunmore and
Lowell did: not agree to exercise their
inventive faculties in their work and that
invention was not within its scope. In
this connection it is to be remembered
that the written evidence of their em
ployment does not mention research,
much less invention; that never was

there a word said to either of them
prior to their. discoveries; concerning in~
verrtion or patents or their duties orob
ligations . respecting these matters j that
as shown by the records of the patent
office, employees of the Bureau of Stand
ards and other departments, had while
so employed received numerous patents
and enjoyed the' exclusive rights obtained
as against all private persons without
let .. or hindrance. from. the Gcvernment.w

UNo exhaustive examination' of theomcial rec
ords has been attempted. It is sufficient, how,
ever, tor present purposes, to call attention to the
following instances.

Dr. Frederick A. Kolster WB8 employed in the
radio section, Bureau· of Standards, from Decem,
her, 1912, until about March I, 1"21. He applied,
for the following patents: No. 1.809,866. for
radio apparatus, application· dated. November 24,
IUD. No. 1,4'7.111.5, tor radio method and ap
paratus, application dated January 80, 1911.
No. 1,811,654, tor radio method and appal'atus,
applieation dated ,March· 25. 1916. No. 1,894,5110,
tor apparatus tor ·transmltting radiant. energy,
Bppllcation dated 'November ,4., It116. The Patent
Oftice records show assitmmentl:l of these patents
to Federal Telegraph Compan:r. SaD Francisco,
Cal•• of which Dr. Kolster is now president. He
testified that these .are all subject to a non.
esclustve license in the United States to use and
practice the same.

BurtenMcCollumwas an employee of the
Bureau of Standards between 1911 and 19lK On
the dates mentioned. he filed the following aJ)o
phcattone for patents. which wereJssued to him.
No. 1.085.878, alternatlnr current induction mo
tor, March 11; 1912. No. ,l,Hl6,all4.. induction mo
tor, February 25, 1915. No.l.126,ODl, alternating
current induction motor. August 2, 1915. No.
1.124.495, method and apparatus for determining
the slope of· subsurface rock boundaries. October
24. 1928. No. 1.1240.720, method and apparatus
tor studying· subsurrece contours. October 1:l.
192~. The last two inventions were assigned to
McCoHum GeologlrialExplorations, Inc .• a Dele
ware corporation.

Herbert B. Brooks, while an employee or the
Bureau between 1912 and 1980. .med November 1.
1919, an application on which patent No. 1.857,~

197. for an electric transrormer. was Issued.
wuttem W. Coblentz. an employee of the

Bureau of. Standards trom 1918, and still such at
the date of. the trial, on the dates mentioned.
filed' appUcatlons on which patents issued as tol~
lows: No. 1,418.862,. tor electrical resistance.
September 22, 1920. No; 1,"58.185, system ot'
electrical control. September 22, 1920. No. 1,4~O,

061. optical method for producing pulsll.tlngele~
tric current, August 8. 1920.. No. 1,568.551. opti
cal means for rectifying altematlne currents.
September. 18. 1928. The Patent Oftlce records
show that alf: of these stand in the name of
Coblentz. but ere: subject to a .license. to the
United States of America.

August Hund, who was an employee of the.
Bureau from 1922 to 1927, on the dates men
tioned filed applications on which letters. patent
issued. No. 1,649.828, method or preparing Piezo
electric plates, September 80, 1925. No. 1.688,'118,
pteeo-etectrlc-c-sstat oscillator system, May 10.
1927. No.. 1,688,714, .Piezo-e!ectrllX'J'Ystal _appa
retua, May 12, 1927. No. 1.648.689, concenser
transmitter, April 10. 19111. All of these: patents
are shown of record to have been assigned to
Wired Radio Inc .. a corporation.

Paul R. Heyl and Lyman J. Briggs, while em
ployees of. the Bureau, filed an application Jan
uary 11, 1922, tor patent No. 1,660,'151, on in
ductor compass, and assigbed the 8IUDe to the

"i.
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In no proper sense may it· be. said that
the contract of emJ?loyment contemplated

-invention j everythmg that Dunmore and
Lowell knew negatived the theory that
they were employed to invent; theylmew,
on the contrary, that the. past. and then
present practice was that the employees
of the Bureau were alowed to 'take-pat
ents on their inventions .and have the
benenfits thereby conferred save: as to
use by the United States. The circum
stances preclude the implication of any
agreement to uesign their inventions or
patents.

*:Moreover no court could, however
clear the proof of such a contract, order
the execution of an assignment. No Act
of Congress has been called to cur etten-

-. tion author-izing the. United. States to
take a patent or to 'held-one by'assign
ment. No statutory authority exists for
the transfer of a patent to any depart
ment or officer of the Government, or for
the administration of patents, or the is
suance of licenses on behalf of the .United
States. In these circumstances no public
policy requires us to deprive the .inven
tor of his exclusive rights as respects
the general public and to lodge them in
a dead hand .incapable of turning, the
patent, to account for the benefit of the
public.

The record affords even less basis for
inferring, .a eontrect on the part of the
inventors to refrain from patenting their
discoveries than, for finding an agree
ment to assign them.

The bills aver that the inventions and
patents are held in trust for the United
States, and that the court should so de
clare. It is claimed. that as the work of
the Bureau, including all that Dunmore
and Lowell did, was in the public inter
est, these public servants had dedicated
the offspring of their brains to the pub
lie, and so held their patents in trust for

Aeronautical Instrument Company of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.c. ·W. 'Burrows was an employee of the Bureau
llf Standards between 1912 and 19HI. While such
employee he filed applications on the dates men
tioned for patents which were issued. No. 1,822.
405, October 4. 1917, method and apparatus for
testing magnetizable objects by magnetic leakage;
essrened to Magnetic .Analysis Corporation. Long
Island City. N. Y. No. 1.829.378, relay, March
13, 1918: exclusive license issued to make, use
an~ sell for the field of railway signaling and
tram control, to Union Switch & Signal Oompenr.
Swissvale, Pa. No. 1.439,1170. method of and Ap
paratus for testing magnetizable objects. July es,
1917: assigned to Magnetic Analysis Corporation,
Long Island City, N. Y.

John A. Willoughby. an employee of the
Bureau of Standards between 1918 and 1922.
While so employed, on June 26. 1919, applied for
"I.nd was granted a .patent, No. 1.5~j:1I.a"ti•. for. a
oop antenna.-
b

*This paragraph was deleted from the. opinion
Y order of May 8, 1988. . .

the eommon weal, .. represented here in a
corporate capacity by the United States.
The patentees, we are told,should sur
render the patents for cancellation, and
the respondent must also .give up its
rights under .the patents.

The trust cannot be express. Every
fact in the case negatives the existence
of one. Nor can it arise ex -malefioio,
The employees' conduct. was not fraudu
lent in any respect. They. promptly dis
closed their inventions. Their superiors
encouraged them .. to cprcceed ..·in perfect.
ing and -applying. the discoveries....Their
note books and reports disclosed the
work they were doing, and thereis not
a syllalSle to suggest their use of time
or material was clandestine or improper.
No word was spoken regarding any
claim of title by the Government until
after applications for patents were filed.
And, as we have seen, no such trust has
been spelled out of the relation of master
and servant, even ·in the cases where .. the
employee has perfected his invention by
the use of his employer's time and mate
rials. The cases recognizing the doc
trine of shop rights may be said to fix a
trust upon the employee in favor of his
master as respects the use of the .inven
tionby the latter, but they do not affect
the. title to the patent and the exclusive
rights conferred by it against the public.

The Government's position in reality
is, and must be, that a public policy, to
be declared bya court, forbids one em
ployed by the United States, for 'scientific
research, to obtain a patent for what he
invents, though neither the Constitution
nor any satute so declares.

Where shall the courts set the limit of
the doctrine? For confessedly, it must
be -Iimited. The field of research is as
broad as that of science itself. If the
petitioner is entitled to a cancellation of
the patents in this. case; would. it be so
entitled, if the employees had done their
work at home, in their own time and
with their own appliances and materials?
What is to be said of an invention
evolved as the result oithe solution of a
problem in a realm apart from that to
which the employee is assigned by his
official superiors? We have seen that
the Bureau has numerous divisions. It
is entirely possible that an employee in
one division may make an invention faIl
ing within the work of some other di
vision. Indeed this case presents that
exact situation, for the inventions in
question had to do with radio reception,
a matter assigned to a group of which
Dunmore and Lowell were not members.
Did the mere fact of their employment
by .the .Bureau require. these .. employees
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to. cede to' the. public every "device .they
might conceive?

Is the doctrine to be applied only
where the employment is in a bureau de
voted to scientific investigation -pro bono
w.blico? Unless it is to be so circum
scribed the, statements of this "court in'
Bums v, United States, SU'P'1'a, Solomons
v..United States, supra, and, Gillv.
United States, supra, must be"held for
naught.

Again, what are to be defined as bu
reaus devoted entirely to scientific -re
search? It is common knowledge that.
many in the Department of 'Agriculture
conduct researches and investigations,
that divistons or the War and NaVy De
partments do the like, and doubtless
there are many other bureaus and sec~

tions in various departments of govern
ment where employees are ,set''''the task
of solving problems all of which involve
more or less of science. Shall. the field
of the scientist be distinguished from the
art .of as killed mechanic'? Is it con
ceivable that one working on a formula
for a drug or:an antiseptic, in the De
partment of Agriculture stands in a dif
ferent class from a machinist in an ar
senal? Is the distinction to be that
where the government department is, so
to speak, a business department operat
ing a business activity of the govern
ment) the employee has the same rights
as one in private employment, whereas
if his work be fa!" a bureau interested
more particularly in what may be termed
scientific research he is upon notice that
whatever he invents in the field of activ
ity of the bureau, broadly defined, be
longs to the public and is unpatentable?
Illustrations of the difficulties which
would attend an attempt to define the
policy for which the Government con
fends might be multiplied indefinitely.

The courts ought not to declare any
such policy; its formulation belongs
solely to the Congress. Will permission
to an employee to enjoy patent rights as
against all others than the Government
tend to the improvement of the public
service by attracting a higher class of.
employees? Is there in fact greater
benefit, to the people in a dedication to
the public of inventions conceived by
officers of government, thanin theirex
ploitation under vpatents -by private in
dustry ? Should certain classes of in
vention be treated in one way and other
classes differently? These are not legal
questions, which courts are competent to
answer. They are 'praetical .questions,
and the decision as to what will aeeom
plish the greatest good for the inventor,
the Government and the public rests with

the. Congress. ·We· should: not read into
the. patent laws limitations and con;'
ditions which the.legislature·has not ex
pressed.

Fourth.. Moreover, we are. of opinion
Congress has approved a policy at vari
ance with the' petitioner's contentions.
'I'his is .demonstrated by examination of
two statutes, with their legislative his
tory I and the hearings and debates re
specting proposed legislation which failed
of passage.

Since 1883 there has been in force an
act " which provides:

"The Secretary of the Interior [now
the Secretary of Commerce, act of Feb
ruary 14, 1903, c. 552, Sec. 12, 32 Stat.
830] and the Commissioner of Patents
are authorized to grant any officer of the
govemment,except .. officers ...and efn
ployees of the Patent Office, a patent for
any invention of the classes mentioned
in section fortyooeighthundred and eighty
six of the Revised Statutes, when such
invention is used or to be used in the
public service, without, the payment of
any fee:' Provided. That the applicant
in his application shall state that the in
vention described; therein, if patented,
may .be used bythe government or any
of its officers or employees in the prose
cution of work for the government, or by
any other. person in the United States,
without the payment to him cf.any roy
alty thereon, which stipulation shall be
included in the patent."

This law was .evidently intended to en
courage government employees .to obtain
patents, .by relieving them ·of the pay
ment of the usual fees. The condition
upon which the privilege was accorded
is stated .. as the grant of free use by the
government, "its officers or employees in
the prosecution of work for the govern
ment, or by anyothe'f' person in the
United States." For some time the ef~

fect of the italicized phrase was a mat
terof doubt.

In 1910 the Judge Advocate General of
the Army rendered an opinion to the
effect that one taking a patent pursuant
to theiact vthrew his invention "open to
public and .prrvato vuse .. in the United
States."13· It was later realized that this
view made. such a patent a contradiction
in terms, for it secured noexelusive right
to anyone. In 1918 the Judge Advocate
General gave a well-reasoned opinion 14

holding that if the statute were construed
to involve a dedication to the public, the
so-called patent would at most amount to

21Act ot March 8, 1888, C. 148, 22 Stat. 4125.
~ See Squier v. American T. & T. Co•• 21 F.

(2d) 74', 'I.a.
u November 80. ID18: OplnlOJlll of Judre Ad

'VocsteGeneral,U18. Vol. 2,p. 1021.
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IS 32 Opinions Attorney General, 145.
1G See Squier v. American Tel. & Tel. Co., 7 F.

(2dj 831, 21 F. (2d) 747; Hazeltine Corporation
v. Electric Service Engineering Corp•• 18 F. (2d)
862; Hazeltine Ccrcpretton v. A. W. Grebe &
Cc., 21 F. (2d) 648; Selden Co. v. National Ani
line & Chemical ce., 48 F. (2d) 2'10.

1T 45 Stat. 467, 468.
D Report No. 8'11, 70th Cong., tst Sees., House

.of Representatives, to accompany H. R. 6108; Re
port No. 765, 70th Cong., 1st Sess., Senate, to ee
company H. R. 6108; Cong. R.ec., House of Rep
resentatives, March 19, 1928, 70th Cong., 1st seee.,
J). 5011; Cong. Rec., Senate, April 24, 1928, 10th
Cons-., 1st Seas., p.70f16.

a publication or prior reference. He :con:
eluded that the intent of the act was
that the free use of the invention ex
tended only to. the Government or th~se
doing work for it. A similar construction
was adopted-in an opinion or the Attor
ne)' General." Severalfederal courts re
ferred to the statute' and in dicta indi
cated disagreement with the views ex
pressed in these later opinions,"

The departments of government were
anxious tohave tl!~ situation cleared and
repeatedly" requested. that the act ',.be
amended. .Pursuant to the recommenda
-tions of the War Department an amend
mentwas enacted April 30, 1928.11 The
proviso was changed to read:

"Provided.rl'hat the applicant in his ap
plication shall state that the invention
described· therein, if patented, may .'be
manufactured or used by or~for the Gov
ernment for governmental purposes with
out the payment to him of any royalty
thereon, which stipulation shall be in
cluded in the patent."

The legislative history' of the amend
ment clearly discloses the purpose to save
to the employee his right to exclude the
public." In the report of the Senate
Committee on .Patenta submitted with the
amendment, the object of the bill was
said to be the protectionof the interests
of the Government, primarily by secur
ing patents on inventions. made by offi
cers and employees, presently useful in
the interest of the' national defense or
those which may prove useful in the in
terest of national defense in the future;
and secondarily, to encourage the patent
ingof inventions by officers and em
ployees of the Government with the view
to further protection of the Government
against suits for infringement of pat..
ents. The Committee stated that the bill
had the approval of the-Commissioner of
Patents and was introduced at the-re
quest of the Secretary ,o!War. Ap
pended to tne report is a copy of a letter
of the Secretary of War addressed to the
committees of both Houses stating that
the language of the, legislation then ex
isting was susceptible of two interpreta
tions contrary to each other. The letter
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quoted. the proviso of the .section as it
then .stood; and continued:

"It is clear that a literal construction
of this proviso. would work a dedication
to the public of every patent taken out
under the act.. If the proviso must be
construed literally we would have a situ
ation whereiii all the patents taken" out
under the act would be nullified by the
very terms of the act under. which they
were granted, for the reason that a pat
ent which does Dot carry with it the lim
itedmonopoly referred to. int)le 'Consti
tution is in .reality not a patent at all.
The only value that a patent has is the
right· that it extends to the patentee to
exclude all others from making,. using,
or .selling the' invention for 8.'. certain
period of years. A patent that is dedi
cated to the public is virtually the same
as a patent· that has expired,"

After referring' to the interpretation
of the Judge Advocate General and the
Attorney General and mentioning that
no satisfactory adjudication of the ques
tion has been afforded by the courts, the
letter went on to state:

"Because of the ambiguity referred" to
and the unsettled condition that has
arisen therefrom, it has become the policy,
of the War Department to advise all its
personnel who desire. to file applications
for letters patent, to do so under the gen
eral law and pay the required patent
office fee in each case;"

And added:
"If the proposed legislation is. enacted

into law, Government officers and em
ployees may unhesitatingly avail them
selves of the benefits of the act with· full
assurance that in so doing their patent
is not dedicated to the public by operation
of law..' The War Department has been
favoring legislation along the lines of
the proposed bill for .the past five or six
years:"

When the bill came up for passage in
the House a colloquy occurred which
clearly disclosed the purpose of the
amendment." The intent was that a gov-

~,Cong. Rec., 70th Cong., 1st 'Sess., Vol.' 69,
Part 5, p- 5018:

uMr. LaGuardia. Mr. Speaker. resernngthe
right to object, is Dot the.proviso too broad?
Suppose an employee of the Government invents
some improvement which is very valuable. 'Is he
compelled to give the Government free use of it?

"Mr. Vestal [who reported the bill for the Com
mittee and was ill charge of it] .. If he is em
ployed by the Government and the invention is
maa'e while working in his capacity as an agent
of the Government. Irthe head of the bureau
certfnes this invention will be used by' the Gov~
emment, then the Government, of course, gets it
without the pal'lDent of any royalty.

"Mr. LaGuardia. The same as a factory rule?
"Mr. Vestal. Yes; but the man who takes out

the patent has his' commercial Tights outside.
·'Mr. LaGuardia. Outside of the Governmentl
·'Mr.· Vesta1. Yes.
'·Mr. LaGuardia. ..,.Bttt the customls, and WIth-

___~__~_-C-"____. -:c-..
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ernment employee. who in the course of
his employment conceives an. invention
should afford the "government. free use
thereof, but should be protected in his
right to exclude all others. If Dunmore
and Lowell, who tendered theGovern~
ment a non-exclusive license without roy
alty, and always understood that the Gov
ernment might use their inventions
freely, had .proceeded under the act of
1883, they would, have retained their
rights as against all but the United
States. This is clear from the' execu
tive interpretation of the act. But for
greater, security they pursued the, very
course then advised by the law officers of
the Government. It, would be surprising
if they thus lost all rights as patentees ;
especially 50, since Congress has now con
firmed the soundness of the views held
~y the law. officers' of the Government.

Until the year 1910 the 'Court of
Claims was without jurisdiction to
award compensation' to the owner of a
patent. for' unauthorized use by the
United States or its agents. Its power
extended only to the trial of claims. based
upon an express. or implied contract for
suchruse," In that year Congress en
larged the jurisdiction to embrace the
former class of clairns.:n In giving con-

out. this bill, the Government has the right to the
use of the improvement without payment If it is
invented in Government time and in Government
'Work.

"Mr. Vestal. That is correct; and then on top
of that, may I sa}' that. a number of instances
have occurred where an employee of the Govern,
ment, instead of taking Gut a patent had some
one else take out the patent and the Government
has been involved in,a number of suits. There
rs now MOo,oOO,ooO worth of such claims in the
Court of Claims."

It will be Doted from the last statement of the
gentleman in charge of the bill: that Congress was
concerned with questions of. polic~' in the adop
tion of the amendment. These. as stated . above.
are questions of business polieyand business
judgment-what Is to the best advantage of the
Government and the public. TIley are Dot ques
tions as to which the courts ought to invade the'
province of the Congress.

JO See Belknap v. Schild. 161 U.S. 10, 16; Eager
r. United States, 85 C. Cis. ~56.

n Act of June 25, 1910. 86 Stat. 851: (See
Crozier v. Krupp. 224 L". S. 296.)

"That whenever an -tnvention described in and
covered by a patent of the United States shall
hereafter beilsed by the United States without
license of he owner thereof or lawful to use the
same, such owner may recover reasonable com
pensation for such use br suit in the Court of
Claims: Provided, however, That said Court of
Claims shall not 'entertnin a sult or reward com
pensatfon under the provisions of this Act where
the claim for compensation is based on the use
by 'the United. States at any article heretofore
owned, leased, used by, or in the possession of
the United. States: Provided further, That in
any suchsuft the United states may avail ftself
ot any and all defenses, general or special, which
might be pleaded by a defendant in an action
for infTlngement, as set forth in Title Sixty of
the Revised Statutes, or otherwise: And pro-

sent. to be sued, the, restriction was Im
posed that it should not extend to owners
of patents obtained.' by employees' of the
Government while in the' service. From
this it is inferred that Congress recog~
nized no right in such patentees to ex
elude -the public from practicing the in
vention. But an examination of the
legislative record completely refutes the
contention.

The House Committee in reporting the
bill, after referring to the law as laid
down in the Solomons case, said: "The
United States in auch a case has anim
plied license to use the patent vwithout
compensation, for the reason that the
inventor used the time or the money or
the material of the United States in ner
fecting his. invention. The use by· the
United States of such a patented inven
tion without any authority from the
owner thereof is a .lawful use under ex
isting law, and we have inserted the
words 'or lawful right to use the same'
in order to 'make it plain that we do not
intenclto make any change in existing
law in this respect, and do not intend to
give the owner. of such a patent any
claim against the United States for its
use." sa From this it is clear that Con
gress had no purpose to declare a policy
at variance with the decisions of this
court.

The executive' departments have advo
cated legislation regulating the taking of
patents by government employees and
the administration by government
agencies of the patents so. obtained. In
1919 and 1920 a bill sponsored by the In
teriorDepartrnent was introduced. It
provided for the .. .voluntarv assignment
or .license by any government employee,
to the Federal Trade Commission, of a
patent applied for by him, and the Iicensw

ing of. manufacturers 'by the Commis
sion, the license fees to be paid into the
'I'reasury nnd such-part of them as the
President might deem' equitable to be
turned' overvtotthe patentee." In the
hearings and reports upon this measure

vided rurther. That·the benefits of this Act 'hall
not inure to any pateritee. who. when he makes
such claim ts Jn the emplo:rmentor service of
the Government of the United States; or the ~
signee of aril' such' patentee: nor shall this Act
apply to any device discovered or invented by
such employee during the time or his employ-
ment. or servtee," .

The Act was' amended In reeenets imma.terial
to the present question. Jnly 1•. 19l8, 40 StAt. 705.
See William Cramp & Sons Co. v. Curtis Turbine
Co.. 246 U. S. 28; Rlr.bmondScrew Anchor Co.
'V. United States, 275 U. S. 1181, 848. As amended
it appears -tn U. S. C.• Tit. 8~, § G8.

a House Report 1288, erst Con/;-, !d Sees.
SI S. 5285. 8.5tb Cong., 3d Sess.; S. 8228. 88th

Cong., !d Sess.; H. R. 9982. 88th Cong.; lid Seas.;
H. &.1]1)84_ 88th. Cong., ad Sess.
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streSS was laid not .only upon thefaet
that actioD by an employee thereunder
would be voluntary, but that the dnven
tor would ~e protected at least to st?me
extent in hIS private r-ight of exclusion,
It WM recognlzed fhat .the Government
could not compel, an assignment, was in
capable of taking such assignment or
administering the patent, and that it had
shop rights in a patent perfected by the
use of government material and in gov
ernment working time. Nothing contained
in the bill itself or in the hearings or
reports .indicates any, intent to, change
the existing and well understood rights
of government employees who obtain pat
ents for their inventions made while in
the, service. The measure faHedof pas
sage.

In 1923 the President sent to the Con
gress the report of an Interdepartmental
patents board created by executive order
to study the question of patents within
the government service and to recommend
regulations establishing a policy to be
followed in respect thereof. The report
adverted to the fact that in the absence
of a contract providing other-wise a pat
ent taken out by a government employee,
and any invention developed by one in
the public service, is the sole property of
the inventor. The committee' recom
mended strongly aganist public dedica
tion of such an invention, saying that
this in effect voids a patent, and, if this
were not so, "there is little incentive
for anyone to take upa patent and spend
time, effort, .and money * '" * on its
commercial development without at least
some measure of protection against oth
ers free to take the patent as developed
by him and. compete- in its use. In such
a case one of the chief objects of the
patent law would be defeated." 2~ In full
accord is the statement on. behalf of the
Department of the Interior in a memo
randum furnished with respect to the
bill introduced in 1919.26

With respect toa policy of permitting
the patentee to take a patent and control
it in his own interest (subject,of course,
to the government's right of use, if any)
the committee said:

"* '" * it must not be lost sight of
that in general it is the constitutional
right of every patentee to exploit his pat
~nt as he may desire, however expedient
l~ may appear to endeavor to modify this
right in the interest of the public when
the patentee is in the. Government serv
ice." :M

»l Sen. Doc. No. 8S, «18th Cong., ret Sess.• p, 8.
Z Hearings, Senate. Patent Ccmmtttee, BlIth

Cong., 2d Seas•• January 28, 1920, p. 11.
IIISen. Doc. No. 88, 18th Cong.. 1st Sess•• p. 8.
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Concerning a. requirement that all pat
ents obtained by government employees
be assigned-to the United States or its
agent the committee said:

u* * * it would, on the one hand, ren
der difficult securing the best sort of
technical men for. the service. and, on the
other,would influence technical workers
to .resign in order to exploit inventions
which they might evolve and suppress
while still in the service. There has al
ways been more or less of a tendency
for able men in the service to do this,
particularly in view of the comparative
meagerIless of Government salaries jthus
the Government has suffered loss among
its most capable class of workers." To

The committee recommended legisla
tion to create an· Interdepartmental Pat
ents Board; and further that the law
make it part of the express terms of em
ployment, having the effect of a con
tract, that any patent application. made
or, patent granted for an invention dis
covered or developed during the period of
government service and incident. to the
line of official duties,· which in the [udg
ment of the board should, in the interest
of the national defense, or otherwise in
the public interest, be controlled by the
government, should upon demand by the
board be assigned by the employee to an
agent of .the Government. The recom
mended measures were .not adopted.

Fifth. Congress has refrained from
imposing upon government servants. a
contract obligation of the sort above de
scribed. At least one department has at
tempted to do so by regulation." Since
the record in this case discloses that the
Bureau of Standards had no such regula
tion, it is unnecessary to consider whether
the various departments have power to
impose such a contract upon employees
without authorization bv act of Congress.
The question is more difficult .under our
form of government than under that. of
Great Britain, where such departmental
regulations seem to settle the metter."

All of this legislative historv empha
sizes what we have stated-c-that the
courts are incompetent to answer the dif
ficult question whether the patentee is to
be allowed his exclusive right or com
pelled to dedicate his invention to the
public. It is suggested that the election
rests' with the authoritative officers of
the Government. Under what power, ex
press or implied, may such officers, by

:tf Ibid., p. 4.
., See Annual -Report. Department of Agricu).

ture, for 1907. p, '1'15. See Selden Co. v. National
Aniline & Chemlcai Co. Inc., 48 F. (2d) 2'10, !'18.
. ": Queen's Regulation'.! (Addenda 189.5, 1st Feb

nary) ;Ch. 1. Instructions for Officers in Gen
eral. pp. 15-UI.
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1 administrative 'fiat, determine .the nature
and extent of rights exercised under a
charter granted a patentee pursuant to
constitutional and legislative provisions?
Apart from the fact that' express author
ity is nowhere to be found, the question
arises, who are, the authoritative officers
whose determination shall bind the
United States and the patentee? The
Government's position comes to this
that the courts may not reexamine the
exercise of an authority by. some officer,
not' named. purporting to deprive' the
patentee of the rights conferred upon
him by law. Nothing would be settled
by such a holding, except that the de
termination of the reciprocal rights and
obligations of, the Government and its
employee as respects inventions are to
be' adjudicated, without review, by an un
specified department head or bureau
chief. Hitherto both the, executive and
the" legislative branches of the Govern
ment have concurred in what we con
sider the correct view.c--that any such
declaration of policy, must come from
Congress and that no power to declare
it is vested-in administrative, officers.
~e decrees are affirmed.

Mr. Justice STONE, dissenting......,..!
think the decrees should be reversed.

The Court's, conclusion that the em
ployment, of Dunmore and, Lowell, did
not contemplate' that they should exer
cise inventive faculties in their service
to the government, and that both, courts
below so found, seems to render super
fluous much that is said in the opinion.
For it has not been contended and I cer
tainly do not contend, that if such were
the fact there would be any foundation
for the claim' asserted by the' govern
ment. But I think the record does' not
support the Court's conclusion of fact.
I am also unable to agree with the rea
soning of the opinion, although on my
view of the facts it would lead to the
reversal of the decree -below,which I
favor.

When originally organized" as a sub-.
division of the Department of Commerce,
the functions of the Bureau of Standards
consisted principally of the custody,
comparison, construction, testing 'and
calibration of standards and the solution
of problems arising in connection with
standards. But in. the course of its in
vestigation of standards of quality and
perfonnance it has gradually. expanded

:I Act. of March 8,.1901,-81.5tat. U.4P; Act of
February 14, 1908, §4, 82 Stat. 825, 826. For an
accoui:lt of the origin and development ot tb"e
Bureau and its predecessor. see. Weber. The
Bureau. at Standards~ 1"'15.

into a laboratory for -research of the
broadest character in various branches
of science and industry and partiCUlarly
in the field. of engineering/ Work of
this nature is carried on for other gov
ernment departments/ the. general pub
lic4 and private industries," It is almost
entirely supported by public funds," and
is maintained in the-public interest. In
1915,as the importance of radiato the
government and to the public increased
Congress appropriated funds' to ·'th~
Bureau "for investigation and standard];
zation of methods and instruments em
ployed in radio communication." Similar
annual appropriations have been made
since and public funds were allotted by
Acts of Julyl, 1916, c. 209, 39 Stat.
262, 324 and October 6, 1917, c. 79, 40
Stat. 345, 375, for the construction of a

:I Muchot .the. expansion or the Bureau's ac
tivities in. this direction took place during the
war. See Annual Report er the Director,Bureau
of Standards. for19UI, p. 25; War Work of the
Bureau of Standards (l9Zl), Misc. Publications
of the Bureau of Standards No. 46. The scope of
the Bureau's scientific work is revealed b)' the
annual reports of the Director. See also the
bibliograph:\-' of Bureau publications tor the yeats
1901-1925, Circular .ofthe Bureau or Standards
No. 24 (1925) •

.aThe Act of May 211,11120, 41 Stat~6Bl, 688,684,
pennitted other departments to transfer tunds to
the Bureau of Standards for such purposes,
though even before thnt time it was one ot the
major tunctions ot the Bureau to be or assistance
to other branches' of the service. See e. g. An
nual Reports of the Director for ]1115, HI16, 11111,
p. 16; Annual Report -ror 1918; p. 18: compare
Annual Report for 11121, p.25; tor 11122, n. 10.

4 The consuming public is directly benefited not
only by-the Bureau's work in improving the stand
ards of quality and nerrcrmence of industry, but
erso by the assistance which it Jends to govern
mental bodies. state and city. _See Annual Re
ports at the Director tor 1915. 19111, 1111':", n. 14;
Annual Report for 1918. p~II1;National Bureau
of Standards. Its Functions and Activity. Cire
-uler at the Bureau of Standards, NO.1 (1925),
pp. 28, 8S.

G Cocneretton with prlvateJndustJT has been
the major method relied upon to make the ac
complishments ot the Bureau etrective. See An
nual Report for 1922, p. 7; Annual Report for
1928, p. 8. A system of research associates per
mits Industrial groups tl;l maintain men at the
Bureau for research of mutual concern. The
plan has facilitated co-operetton. See Annual
Report for 1923, p.4; Annual Report for 1924,
u. 85; Annual Report for 1925 p. 88; Annual Re
ports for 11126.]1128, 11129, 11l~I, 1982, p. 1; Re·
search A!lsocintes' at the Bureau of Standards,
Bureau Circular No. 296 (1926). For a Bstof
cocperettne organizations as ot December I, 1926,
see Misc. Publications No. 96 (1927).

G No fees have been charged. except to cover
the cost of' testing, but the Act or June 80, 11132,
c. 814. §. 812, 47 Stat. 410. directs that ''for all
comparisons, calibrations, tests or inve~1igatlons,

perfonned" b}' the Bureau. except those per
fonned tor the Government or the United States

. or a State, "a fee suftl.cient in each case to com
pensate the '/I fr * Bureau * ... ... for the
entire C09t of the services rendered shall be
"Charged. .. ...... .

'Act of March "4,l»I~, Co In, ae Stat. ilil1,
10·".
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fireproof Iaboratcrv building. "to provide
additional space to he used for research
and testing in radio communication," as
well. as "space and facilities for. coopera
tive research and experimental work in
radio communication" by other depart
ments of the government. Thus, the
conduct of research and scientific inves
tigation in the field of radio has been a
duty imposed by law upon the Bureau
of Standards since 1915.

Radio research has been conducted in
the Radio Section of the. Electrical Di
vision of the Bureau. In1921 and 1922,
when Dunmore and Lowell made the in
ventions in controversy, they were em
ployed in this section' as members of the
scientific stafl'. They were not, of course,
engaged to invent, in the sense 'in which
a carpenter is employed to build a chest,
but they were employed to conduct scien
tific investigations ina laboratory de..
voted principally to applied rather than
pure science with full knowledge and ex
pectation of all concerned that their in
vestigations might nonnally lead, as they
did, to invention. The Bureau was as
much devoted to the advancement of the
radio art by invention as by discovery
which falls short of it. Hence, invention
in the field of radio was a goal intimately
related to and embraced within the pur
poses of the work of the scientific staff.

Both courts below found that Dunmore
and Lowell were impelled to make these
inventions "solely by their own scientific
curiosity." They undoubtedly proceeded
upon their own initiative beyond the
specific problems .. upon. which they were
authorized or directed to work by their
superiors in the Bureau, who did not
actively supervise their work in its in
ventive stages. But the evidence leaves
no doubt that in all they did they, were
following the established practice of-the
Section. For members of the research
staff were expected and encouraged to
follow their own scientific impulses. in
pursuing. their researches and discoveries
to the point, of useful application,
whether they involved. invention or not,
and even though they did not relate to
the immediate problem in hand. After
the inventions had been conceived they
Were disclosed by the inventors to. their
chief and they devoted considerable time
to perfecting them, with his express ap
proval. All the work was carried on by
them in the government laboratory with
the Use of government materials and fa
cilities, during the hours for which they
received a government salary. Its prog
ress was recorded. throughout In .weekly
and monthly reports which they were reo.
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quired to file, as well as in their labora..
tory notebooks. It seems clear that. in
thus exercising their inventive powers in
the pursuit of ideas reaching beyond
their specific assignments, the. inventors,
were discharging the duties expected of
scientists employed "in the. laboratory;
Dunmore as well as his supervisors, tes
tified that such was their conception of
the nature of the work. The conclusion.
is irresistible that theirscientific-eurio~,
ity::was precisely. what. gave the, inven
tors value as research workers; the gov
ernment employed it end gave it· free
rein in performing the broad duty of the
Bureau of advancing the radio art by,
discovery and invention.

The courts below did, not .find that
there was any agreement between the
government and the inventors as to their
relative rights in the patents and there
was no evidence to support such a find..
ing. They did not find, and upon. the
facts in evidence and within the range of
judicial notice, they could not find .that
the work done by .Dunmore and Lowell
leading to the inventions in controversy
was not within the scope of their employ
ment. Such a finding was unnecessary
to support the decisions. below j which
proceeded on the theory relied on by the
respondent here,' that in the absence of
an express -contract to assign it, an em
ployer is entitled to the full benefit of
the patent granted to an employee,only
when it is for a particular invention
which the employee was specifically hired
or directed to make. The bare references
by the court below. to. the obvious facts
that "research" and "invention" are not
synonymous, and that all research work
in the Bureau is not concerned with in
vention fall far short of a finding that
the work. in the Bureau did not contern
plate invention at all. Those .references
were directed to a different end, to: the
establishment of what is conceded here,
that. Dunmore and Lowell were. not
specifically hired or directed to make the
inventions because in doing so they pro
ceeded beyond the assignments.given
them by their .superiors. The court's
conception of the law, applied to this ulti
mate fact, led inevitably to its stated
conclusion that the claim of the govern
ment is without support in reason or au
thority "unless we should regard a gen
eral employment for research work as
synonymous with a particular employ
ment (or assignment) for inventive
work."

The opinion of this Court apparently
rejects the distinction between specific
employment .or .assignment .and general
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employment. to invent, adoptedhy the
court below and supported b~{ authority,
in favor of the broader position urged
by the government that wherever the
employee's duties involve the exercise of
inventive powers, the employer is entitled
to an assignment of the patent on any
invention made in the scope of the gen
era! employment. As I view the facts,
I 'think such a rule, to which this Court
has not hitherto given explicit support,
would require a decree in favor of the
government..... It would also require a de
cree in favor of a private employer, on
the ground stated by the court that as
the employee "has. only produced what
he is employed to invent," a specifically
enforcible "term of the agreement neces
sarily is that what he is paid to produce
belongs to his paymaster.". A theory of
decision so mechanical is not ,forced upon
us by precedent and cannot, I think, be
supported.

What the employee agrees to assign to
his employer is always a question of fact.
Iteannot be said that merely because
an employee agrees to invent,.he also
agrees to assign any patent secured for
the invention. Accordingly, if an as
signment is ordered in such a case it is
no more to be explained and supported as
the specific enforcement of an agreement
to transfer property in the patent than
is the shopright which equity .likewise
decrees, where the employment .does not
contemplate invention. All the varying
and conflicting language of .thebooks
cannot obscure the reality that in any
ease where the rights of the employer .to
the invention are not fixed by express
contract, .and no agreement in fact may
fairly be implied, equity determines after
the event 'what they shal1 be. In thus
adjudicating in. invitum the -consequences
of the "employment relationship.vequi'ty
must reconcile the .conflicting claims of
the employee who has evolved the idea
and the employer who has paid him for
his time and supplied the materials util
ized in experimentation and construction;
A task so delicate cannot be performed
by accepting the formula advanced by
the petitioner any more than by adopt
ing that urged by the respondent, though
both are not without support in the opin
ions of this Court. Compare Hapgood
v, Hewitt, 119 U. S. 226; Dalzell v.
Dueber Mfg. Co., 149 U. S. 315; Solo
mons v. United States, 137 U.S. '342,
346; Gill v. United States, 160 U. S. 426,
435; Standard Parts Co. v. Peck, 264
U. S. 52.

'Where the employment does not con
template the exercise of inventive talent

the policy of the patent laws to stimulate
invention .by·awarding. the -benefits .of
the monopoly to the inventor and not to
someone else leads to a. ready compro,
mise: . a shop-right gives the employer
an adequate share in the unanticipated
boon,' Hapgood v. Hewitt, supra,' Lane
& Bailey' Co. v, Locke, 150 U. S. 193;
Dalzell v. Dueber Mfg, Co., supra·
Pressed Steel Car Co.v. Hansen, 137
Fed. 403; Amdyco Corp. v. Urquhart, .
39 F. (2di '943, aff'd 51 F. (2di 1072;
Ingle v. Landis Tool ce., 272 Fed. 464;
see Beecroft & Blackman \T. Rooney, 268
Fed. 545, 549,

But where, as in this case, the employ
ment contemplates invention, the ade
quacy of· such a compromise is more
doubtful not because it contravenes an
agreement for an assignment, which may
not exist, but. because, .arguably, as the
patent is the fruit of the very work
which the employee ishil'edtodo and
for which he. is paid, it should no more
be withheld from the employer, in equity
and good conscience, than the product of
any other service which the employee en
gages to render. This result has been
reached where the contract was to devise
a means for solving a defined problem,
Standard Parts Co. v. Peck, supra, and
the decision has been thought to estab
lish the employer's right wherever the
employee is hired or assigned to evolve
a process or mechanism for meeting a
specific need-.Magnetic Mfg. Co. v. Dings
Magnetic Separator Co., 16 F. (2d)· 739;
Goodyear Tire and Rubber CO. Y. Miller.
22 F.(2di 353,356; Houghton Y. United
States, 23 F. (2d) 386. But the court
below and others have thought (Pressed
Steel Car Co.v~ Hansen,. supra;. Hough
ton v.United·..States,' supra; Amdyco
Corp-.·v.· Urquhart, supra), as the re
spondent argues, that only in cases
where the employment or assignment is
thus specific may the employer demand
all the benefits of the employee's inven
tion. The basis of such a limitation is
not articulate in the cases. There is at
Ieast a question .whether its application
may not be attributed, in some instances,
to the readier implication of an actual
promise to assign the patent, where the
duty is to invent a: specific thing (see
Pressed Steel -Car Co.v.Hansen, supra,
415), or, in any case, to the reluctance
of ~quity logically to extend, in this field,
the principle that the e-ight to claim the
service includes the right to claim its

'product. The latter alternative m.ay find
support in, the policy of the patent laws

• Seethe cases collected in 80 ColumbI& Law
Rev. 11'12; 811 Harvard Law Rev. "118.
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to secure ~o the Inventor the fruits ~f
his inventive genius, In the. hardship
which may be .fnvolved in imposing _a
duty to assign <ill inventions, see Dalzell
",.Dueber Mig. Cc., 8u:pra, 323, cf. As
pinwall_Mfg. Co. v. GIll, 32 Fed. 697,
700: .and in 3. possible inequalfty -in bar":
gaining power of employer and employee.
But compare Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. ,¥.Miller, supra, 355; Hulse v. Bon
sack Mach. Co., 65 Fed. 864, 868; see 30
Columbia Law Rev, 1172, 1176-8. There
is no reason for determining now the
weight which should be accorded these
objections to complete control of the in
vention by the employer, in cases of or
dinary employment for private purposes.
Once it is recognized, as it must be, that
the function of the Court irrevery case
is to detennine whether the employee
maJ·, in equity and good conscience re
tain the benets of the patent, it is ap
parent that the present case turns upon
considerations which distinguish it. from
any which has thus far been decided.

The inventors were not only employed
to engage in work which unmistakably
required them to exercise their inventive
genius as occasion arose: they were a
part of a public enterprise. It was de
voted to the improvement of the art of
radio communication for the benefit of
the people of the United States, carried
on in a. government laboratory, main
tained by public funds.. Considerations
which might favor the employee where
the interest of the employer is onl~.. in
private gain are therefore of slight sig
nificance; the policy dominating. the re
search in the Bureau, as the inventors
knew, was that of the government to
further the interests of the public by ad
vancing the radio art. For the work to
be successful, .the government must be
free to use the results for the benefit of
the public in the most effective way. A
patent monopoly in individual employees,
carrying with it the power to suppress
the invention,or· at least to exclude oth
ers from using it, would destroy this
freedom; a shopright in the government
would not confer it. For these employees,
in the circumstances, to attempt to with
hold from the public and from the gov
ernment the full benefit of the inventions
which it has paid them. to produce, ap
pears to me. so unconscionable and in
equitable as to demand the interposition
of a court exercising chancery powers.
A court which habitually enjoins a mort
gagor from acquiring and setting up ~

tax title adversely to the mortgagee,
M.iddletown Savings Bank v. Bacharach,
46 Conn. ·61a, 624; Chamberlain v.
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Forbes, 126 Mich. 86jWaring v, Na;.
tional Savings & Trust Co., 138 Md. 367;
see. 2 Jones on Mortgages (8th ed.) ,
§841, should find no difficulty in enjoin
ing these employees. and 'the respondent
claiming-under them from asserting, un
der the patent laws, rights. which would
defeat the very objeetof their employ
ment. The capacity of equitable doctrine
for growth and of courts of equity to
mould it to new situations, was not €X,R

hausted with the establishment. of the
employer's .shopright. See Essex Trust
Co. v. Enwright, 214 Mass. 507; Mein
hard v, Salmon, 249 N. Y. 468.

If, in the application of familiar prin
ciples to the situation presented here,
we must advance somewhat beyond the
decided eases, I see nothing revolutionary
in the step. We need not be deterred
by fear of the necessity, inescapable in
the development of the law, of setting
limits to the doctrine _we apply, as the
need arises. That prospect doesnotre
quire. us to shut .our eyes to the obvious
consequences of the decree which has been
rendered here. The result is repugnant
to common notions .of justice and to
policy as well,and. the case must turn
upon these considerations if we abandon
the. illusion that equity is called upon
merely to enforce a contract, albeit, one
that is "implied." The case would be
more dramatic if the inventions pro
duced at public expense were important
to the preservation. of human life, or the
public health, or the agricultural.re
sources of the country. The principle
is the same here, though the inventions
are of importance only in the further
ance of human happiness. In enlisting
their scientific talent and curiosity in the
performance of. the- public service in
which the Bureau was engaged, Dun
more and LoweU necessarily. renounced
the prospect of deriving from their work
commercial rewards incompatible with
it.8 Hence, there is nothing oppressive

81t has been said that many scientists in the
employ of the Government- regard the acceptance
of patent rights leading to commercial. rewards
in any case as an abasement of their work.
Hearings on ExPloitation of Inventions br Gov
ernment Employees. Senate Committee on Pat
ents, 65th Cong.. ad sees. (Hag); pp.16, 17: see
also the Henr-lngs before the sa-me Committee.
January 28, 1920, 66th Cone., zd Sess. (1920),
p, 5. The opinion of the Court attributes im
portance to the fact, seemIngly irrelevant, that
other employees of the Bureau have in some tn
stances in the past taken out patents on their
Inventions which, so far as appears, the Govern
ment has not prevented them from enjoying. The
circumstances under which those Inventions were
made do not appear. But even If. they were the
same as those In the' present case there Is no
basis fOT contending that because the Govern
ment saw fit. not. to assert .Its rights In other cases
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or unconscionable in requiring them or
their licensee to surrender their patents
attheinstanee of the United .Statas, as
there' probably would,be if the inventions
had not been made within the scope 'of
their employment or if the employment
did not contemplate invention at all.

The issue, raised here is unaffected by
legislation. Undoubtedly the power rests
with Congress to enact a rule of decision
for determining the, ownership, and con
trolof, patents on inventions made by
government employees, in the course of
their employment.. But I ,find no basis
for saying ',that Congress has done so
or that it has manifested any affirmative
policy for the disposition of cases of this
kind, which is at variance with the con
siderations which are controlling here.
. The Act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 851,
as amended July 1, 1918, 40 Stat. 704,
705, permitted patentees to sUe the gov
ernment in the, Court of Claims for, the
unauthorized -use of their patents. It
was in .effeet an, eminent domain statute
by which just compensation, was' seeured
to the patentee; whose patentha.dbeen
used' by the government.' See Richmond
Screw Anehor Co.v. United States, 275
U. S. 331. This statute excluded gov
ernment employees from the benefits of
the Act in order, as the House Conunit
tee Report explicitly points out, to leave
unaffected theshoprights of the govern
ment. See H. R. Report No. 1288, 61st
Congo 2d Sess. A statute thus aimed
at protecting in every case the minimum
rights of the government can hardly be
taken to deny other and greater rights
growing out of the special equity of
eases like the present.

The Act of April 30, 1928, 45 Stat.
467,468" amending an, earlier statute of
1883 (22 Stat. 625), so as to permit a
patent to .be issued"to a government em
ployee without payment. of fees, for any
invention' which, .the -heed. of,' a depart
ment or independent;:.b.ureaucert~fies "is
used or liable to be used in the public
service," and which the application speci
fiesmay, if patented, "be manufactured
and used by or for the Government for
governmental purposes without the, pay
ment of * * * any royalty," was passed,
it- istrue, with the general purpose of
encouraging government employees to
take out 'patents on their inventions..But
this purpose was not, as the. opinion of
the Court suggests, born of a Congres-

It bas lost them In this. Moreeover. there is DO
necessary inconsistency in the Government's po
sition if it concluded In those cases that the pub
lie interest would be served best by permitting
tbe employees to enloit their inventions. them
aeiTea. and· adopted a eGnb'arr conclusion bere.

sional intent that a .govemment employee
who. conceives an invention in the course
of his employment should .be protected
in his. right to exclude. all others but the
government from using it. Congress Was
.concerned neither with enlarging nor
with narrowing the relative rights -ofthe
government and its employees," This is
apparent from the language of the sta
tute that the patent shall be issued with~
out a fee "subject to existing law," as
well as from the records ,ofits legislative
history,"

'I'he purpose of Congress in facilitating
the patenting of inven~ionsby govern
ment employees was to protect the exist
ing right of the government to USe all
devices invented in the service, whether
or not the patentee was employed to use
his inventive powers. Experience had
shown that this shopright was [eopard
ized .unless the employee applied for a
patent, since without the disclosure in
cident to the application the government
was frequently hampered in its defense
of claims by-orders asserting priority of
invention. But doubt which had arisen
whether an apprication for a patent un
der the Act of 1883 did not operate to
dedicate the patent to the public," and
reluctance to pay the fees otherwise re
quired, had led government employees to
neglect to make appllcations; even when
they were entitled to the benefits of the
monopoly subject only to the govern
ment's right of use. This doubt the
amendment. removed. It can hardly be
contended that in removing. it in order
to aid the government in the protection
of its shopright,'. Congress declared a
policy that Itshould have no greater right
to control a patent procured either un
der this special .. statute or under the
general patent laws by fraud or any
other type·. of: inequitable conduct. Had
such a policy been declared, it is difficult
to see on what basis we could award the

:II) Throughout the vertoue speculations in com
mtttee as' to what those rights were, it was gen- .
erally agreed that they were intended to remain
uncbeased by the bilL See Hearings before the
House Committee on Patents, 68th Cong., ad sess.,
on H. R. 3267 and 11408 (1112'); Hearings before
the same Committee. 70th Cong.• rst gess. (1928).
especially. at pp. 8-18. The discussion on the
floor of the Honse. referred to in the opinion of
the Court (see note 19) does not indicate the
contrary.
n In addition to thehearlngs cftedwpra. note
10, see H. R. Report No. 1596, 68th Cong., and
Sess.; H. R. Report NO;S71, Senate Report No.
7M, 70th ·COrig., 1st Sees. The bUI was originally
a companion proposal to the Federal Trade ecm
mission bill discussed infra, note 18. See the
references given there.

12 See Selden Co. v. National AnUine & Chemi
cal Co., 4S F. (lild) 170, 272; Squier v. American
Telephone & Telegraph ce, 7 F. (Id) 881, 882,
atll.rming 21 F.(ld) 747.
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February 11, 1921, tbe subject was again con-
sidered .by en Interdepartmental Board estab
lished by executive order ot President Harding,
August 9, 1922. Its report wee transmitted to
Congress .by President Coolidge. in December,
1925. Sen. Doc. No. 58, 68th Cong., ret Sees.
The Board found that there had never been nDy
genera.l governmental policy establisbed with re
spect .. to inventions, that whether public dedica
tion, private explonetton or governmental con
trol and admtriistracioa isdesirabJe, depends
largely on the nature of the invention.Accord~
ingl" legisla.tion was recommended establishing
a permanent Interdepartmentcl Patents Board
with the power to demand assignments of patents
ontbose inventions thereafter developed in .the
service which "in the interest of the national de
fense, or otherwise in the public interest" sbould
be controlled by the Government. .N0 ecttcn was
taken. upon this proposal.

Since that time the Director of the Bureau at
Standards hBS recom~ended that a "uniform,
equitable policy of procedure" be defined tor the
Government by ler;:islatlon.. (Annual Report for
1925. p.40.) In the Report tor 19B1 it Is said
(p. 4(5) that the "patent poBerof this Bureau
has always been that patentable devices developed
b, employees paid out of public funds belong to
the publiCo" and the Report for 1982 adds .(p.
'0) "If not 80 dedicated directly, the vested

rirbts should beheld bytbe Government."

best served by the dedication of an In
vention .to the public or by its .exploite
tion with patent protection under license
from the government or the inventor.
But the .difficulty of resolving the. quea..
tion does not justify a decree which does
answer it in favor of permitting govern..
ment employees such as these to exploit
their inventions without. restriction,
rather than one which would require the
cancellation of their patents or their as-
signment to the United States.

The decrees should be reversed.
Mr. Justice CARDOZO concurs .inthis

opinion.
Mr. Chief Justice HUGHES (dissent.

ing).-I agree with Mr. Justice STONE'S
analysis of the facts showing the nature
of .the employment of Dunmore and
Lowell, .:and. with. his conclusions as to
the legal effect of that employment. As
the people of the United States should
have the unrestricted benefit ct the In
ventions in such a case, I think that the
appropriate remedy would. be to cancel
the patents.

17 U. S. PAT. Q.

government a remedy, .as it seems to be
af'l:eed we would, jf Dunmore and Lowell
had been specifically employed to make
the inventions. There. is nothing to in
dicate that Congress adopted ODe policy
for such a case and a contrary one for
this.

other legislation proposed but not en
acted/3 requires but. a word. Even had
Congress expressly rejected: a bill pur
porting to enact into law the rule of de
cision which I think applicable here, its
failure to act could not baeeeorded the
force aflaw. But no such legislation has
been proposed -to Congress;" and that
which was suggested may have been and
probably was defeated for reasons un
connected with the issue presented in this
case. The legislative record does show,
as the opinion of the Court states, that
it is a difficult question. which has been
the subject of consideration at least since
the war, whether the public interest is

:Ill The bill referred to in the opinion of the
Court was one sponsored by the executive de
partments to endow the Federal Trade Commis~
slon with the power to accept assignments ot
patents trom Government empioyees and ad
minister them in the public interest. .. It passed
the Senate on one occasion and the House on
another but tailed to become a law. (S. 52t15,
estn Cong., ad seee., S. 8228, 66th Cong.. ret
Seas.• H. R. 9982, 66th Oong.. 1st Sese., H. R.
n984. 66th Cong., 8d Sess.). In the course ot
hearings and debates many poinis or view were
expressed. See Hearings on Exploitation of In
ventions by Government Employees,· Senate Com
mittee on Patents, 65th Cons., ad Sese. (1919);
Hearing before the same Committee, 66th ccoe.,
2d sess. (1920); Senate Report No. 405, H. R.
Report No. 59.5, 66th Cons., ed sess., recommend
ing passage. See 59 Oons," nec., 2800, 24.21.
24.80, 3908, 4682, 4.171. 8859. 8860, 84.88. 8490; GO
ibid. 856; ccnterence Report, H. R. No. U94.
Sen. Doc. No. 879, 66th coas., 8d Sess. And see
60 Congo Rec., 2890, 8229, 3264-8269, 8537.' nrr
rerences were stressed in the purposes and needs
ot different agencies· of the Government. See
especially Hearings (1919). BUpra, pp. 22, 2'-5.
The need of commercial incentives to private ex
ploiters, as well as the general desirabIlity of
sucn expicttetrcn were admitted, but the dangers
were recognized as well. It was thought that
the public interest would best be served by the
establishment of a amgte esencr for Government
control, with the power to determine upon some
compensation tor the inventor.

After the death of this, bill in the Senate,
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Fed. (2d) 199 '(C. C.A. 6). There ......
two tests of equivalency (1). identity of
function, and (2) substantial identity, of
way of perfprmingthat function. 'walker
on Patents, 6th Ed. 511. .:Primary as well
as .secondary patents are infringed by no
substitutions that do not fully respond to
these tests.' Even if identity, of' function
were present, the, patent, not being a pri-

. mary one, the requirement of substantial
identity ofwa~T should v.otbeeonsidered
so elp"'+jc'" " .ule 'important ·,difa
feren..~~ ".. ~u..."ulerofoperatH:m..~c" "', ~

There, is" no, infringelllent,',anctthe"'de~
eree belowis affirmed. .

~ ..... ,
Chicago Forging & Manufacturing Co.'"'".

Supreme Court of the United States
UNJTED STATES OFAMERICA.V. ,DUBILIER"CONDENSER', CORPORATIOl'!

Nos. 316, 317, 31& Decided Apr. 10, 1933

Patents-Patents-
Patent is not,accurately speaking, a monopoly, forit -Ie not-createdby executive

authority at expense of and to prejudice of all community except grantee of patent;
inventor deprives public of nothing .which it enjoyed before his .discovery butgives
something of value to community 'by adding to sum of human knowledge; he may -"
keep invention secret and reap its fruits indefinitely; in consideration of its dis
closure and consequent ,benefit to 'community, 'patent, is, granted.

Patents_Spe~ification-Sufficiencyofdiselosure---o-
Law' requires such disclosure to be made in application for patent that.tethers

skilled in art may understandjnvention and how to put it.to use.

Patents-c-Title-c-Employer und employee-
Patent is property and title can pass only by assignment; ifnot yet issued, agree

ment..to assign 'when issued, if valid as contract, will bespedficallyenforced ;'re
pective rights and obligations of . employer and .employee, touching invention con
ceived by latter, spring from contract of emplovment ; one employed to make inyen
.tion who aueceedsdur.ng term of service in accomplishing that task is, bound to
assign to employer patent obtained; on other hand if emplbymentbegeneral, albeit
it covers field of labor and effort in performaneeoLwhich employee conceived the
invention for what he obtained patent, contract is not so'broadly construed as to
require. assignment .of .patent.

Patents-Pateniability-Invention-:-
Invention consists neither in finding out laws of nature nor in fruitful'researc4:.as

to operation of natural laws but in discovering how those laws may be utilized or
applied for beneficial purpose by a process,a device or a machine; itis result of
inventive act, birth of an idea, and its reduction to practice; product of original
thought; concept demonstrated to ·be· true by practical application. or .embodiment
intangible form; embodiment is not the invention and is not subject of a patent.

Patents-c-Tltle-e-Emplover and employee-
Employment merely to .design ·or .construct or devise. methods of manufacture. i@.

not Same as employment to invent; shop right is thaty where aervarrt during hours
of employment working with master's materials and appliances conceives and per
fects invention for which he obtains patent, he must accord master non-exclusive right
to practice invention; but employer has no equity. to .demand .con~eyance.of inven
tion; this remains property of him who conceived it together with right conferred
by patent to exclude all others than.employer.from.accruingbenefits.

Patents-Title-
Title of the patentee is subject to no superior right of Government; grant is not,

~s in England, a matter ofgra~e.. or . favor so that conditions may- .be . annexed at

and this was recognized by plaintiff's ex
pert, the patentee .wes not entitled to
claim all structures which exercised the
desired function, but only those which he
himself invented, and a device which pro
duces the same result through transla
tion of force operates in a substantially
different manner than one in which force
is directly applied. This is not infringe
ment, Westinghouse v. Boyden Power
Brake Co., 170 U. S. 537, 568, especially
where the patent is not a generic .one
and the patentee is entitled to but a nar
row range of equivalents. See Directo
plate Corp. v, Donaldson Lith; Co., 51

154
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~e·of executive; laws .passed by .Congress alone may. be looked to for guidance
g'W extent of limitations of respective rights of inventor and public; Constitution
.,mcesnopublic ,policy which -requires holder of patent to cede use or benefit of
iDyention-to United'States.

Patent~Applicants-
No servant of United States has by statute been disqualified for applying -for and

receiving .paterrt for his: invention-save officers and employees of Patent Office during
period ''' for which-they hold their .appointments.
Patents-Title-Government employees~

Supreme Court has applied rules 'enforced as between private' employers and
servants to relation between Government and its officers and employees ; United
States isentitled, in same way and to same extent as private employer, to saop
rights,that. is, free and non-exclusive use of patent which results from efforts of
those employed in their working -hours and with material belonging to Government;
statutes, decisions and .admintstrattve practice negate existence of duty binding one
in service of Government different from obligation of one in private employment;
United States like any other employer, if it desires assignment of employee's rights,
must prove contractual obligation on part of employee to assign patents to Govern
ment; employees of Bureau of Standards who did not agree to exercise inventive
faculties in their work and who made invention not within its scope need not assign
patents to -Government.; written evidence of employment does not mention research,
much less Inventlonj never was word said to employees prior to discoveries concern
ing invention or patents Or duties or obligations respecting these matters; other
employees of Bureau of Standards and other departments had, while so employed,
received numerous patents and enjoyed exclusive rights against all pr'ivate persons
without let or hindrance from Govemmenta" no act of Cong-ress authorizes United
States to take patent or to hold one by assignment; no statutory authority exists
for transfer of patents to any department or officer of Government or for adminis
tration of patents or issuance of licenses on behalf of the United States; inventors
do not hold patents in trust for Government.
Patents......;.Title-Govemrnent empleyee-e- .' ,_

Act. of 1883 and as amended in 1928 provides 'patent without fee for Government
employee who in course of employ conceives invention; he should afford Government
free use thereof but should be protected in right to exclude all others; similar right
accrues to •. Government employee paying_fees for patent.

. Patents-Jurisdiction of eeurts-«
Until 1910 Court of Claims was Without jurisdiction to award compensation to

owner of patent for unauthorized use by United States or its agents; power extended
only to trial of claims based upon express or implied contracts for such use; in 1910
Congress enlarged jurisdiction to embrace former class of claims, but imposing re
-str-iction that it should not extend to owners of patents obtained by employees of
Government while in service.
Patent~Title-Government··employees-

Congress has refrained from imposing .upon. Government servants contract obliga
tion to assign to Government patent for invention. discovered or developed during
'period of Government service and incidental to line' of official duties, and court will
not assume such"contract obligations.
Patents-Radio Receiving Apparatus title-transfer refused-

. 145514;t, Lowell .& Dunmore, .Radio. Receiving Apparatus, title transfer refused.
1606212, Dunmore & Lowell, Power Amplifier, title transfer refused.
1635117,·Dunmore, S~gnal Receiving System, title transfer refused. -'.

On writs of certiorari to the United LAND with him on the brief) for peti•
. States Circuit Court of Appeals for tioner; JAMES H. HUGHES, JR. (E.
the Third Circuit. ENNALLS BERr., JORN B. BRADY and

THOMAS D. THACHER, Solicitor General WABO & GRAY with him on the brief)
(CHARLES B. RUGG, Assistant Attor- for respondent.
ney General, ALEXANDER HOLTZOFF, Mr. Justice RoBmsdeliveredthe
PAUL D. MILLER and H. BRIAN HOL- opinion of the Court.-Three suits were

I b
*Tberemaining portion of the syllabus was based upOn a paragraph -deleted from the oPinion

. Y order Of the ·court.· (See Note. p. 161.)"

I
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brought in ' the District Court for bela
-ware against the respondent as exclusive
licensee under 'three separate patents is
sued to Francis W. Dunmore and Perci
val D.' Lowell. The-bills recite that the

.Inventions were made while the patentees
were employed in' the radio laboratories
of the Bureau of Standards, and are
therefore.In equity, the property of the
United states. The prayers arefora
declaration .that the respondent is" a
trustee for the. Government,and,: as such,
nquired to assign to the United 'States
all its. right, title and interest in the pat
ents, for all accounting of all moneys re
ceivedas licensee,' and for .general relief.
The District, Court consolidated the cases
for ,trial, and ,.' after a hearing. dismissed
the bills.' The Court of Appeals for the
Third' Circuit affirmed the decree;'

The courts,below concurred in .flndinga
which are not challenged and, in sum
mary,are:

The Bureau of Standards is a subdi
vision of the' Department of Commerce.'
Its functions" consist in the 'custody of
standards ; the comparison of standards
used in scientific investigations, engineer
ing, manufacturing, commerce, and edu
cational institutions with those adopted
or recognized by the Government; the
construction of standards, their multi
ple or subdivisions; the testing and,' cali
bration of standard measuring appara
tus; the solution of problems which arise
in connection with standards; and the
physical. properties of materials; In 1915
the Bureau was also charged by Con
gress with the duty of investigation and
standardization of methods and instru
ments employed in radio communication,
for which special appropriations were
made! In recent years it has been. en;"
gaged in research and testingwork of
various kinds for the benefit of private
'industries, other departments of the Gov
ernment; and the general public."

The Bureau is composed of divisions,
each charged with a specified. field ofac
tivity, one of which is the electrical di
vision. These are further subdivided
into 'sections. One section .of theelec
trical division is the radio section. In
1921 and 1922 the employees in the lab
oratory of . this section numbered ap-

1.4.IIF.(2d) B06 .[II U. S. Pat'. Q. 181].
'59 F. (liId) 881 [18 U. S. Pat. Q. 887].
a See Ad of March 8. 1901, 81 Stat. 1,'409; Act

of Fehruary 14.. 11108, Sec. 4., 82 Stat. 826.
• Act of March 4., 1915, 88 Stat. ]044.; Act of

May 29.1920. 41 Stat. 684; Act of March 8, lIl2l,
.u Stat. 1808.

/I The fees charged cover meretr the cost, of the
service rendered•.&9 proVided in the Act of June
80, 1982, Sec. 812, 4.7 Stat.- no.

proximatelytwenty men. dclng: technical
work and some draftsmen and mechanics
The twenty were engaged in ~testing radi~
apparatus and methods and in 'radio re
search ,,:ork~Theywere .subdtvided into
ten groups,each group havihga chief.
The work of each group was defined in
'outlines by the chief or alternate chief
of the section.

Dunmore and Lowell were employed in
the radio' section and engaged in .re
search and testing in the laboratory. In
the outlinea of laboratory. work -the sub
ject of "airplane radio" was assigned to
the group of. which Dunmore was chief
and Lowell a 'member. The subject of
"radio receivin,g. sets"··was··assigned to
a group of which J. L; Preston was chief
but to which. neither . Lowell nor Dun~
more belonged.

In May,1921, the Air Corps of the
Anny.and the::sureau of Standards en
tered. into an. arrangement whereby the
latter undertook the prosecution .of fortv
four research projects for the benefit of
the Air Corps.. .To pay the cost of such
work, the 'Corps transferred and al
located to -the Bureau the sum of $267,
500. Projects: Nos. 37 to 42, inclusive,
relating to the use of radio in connection
with. aircraft,were assigned to the radio
section and $25,000 was allocated to pay
the cost of the work. Project No. 38
was styled "visual indicator for. radio
signals," and 'suggested the construction
of 'a modification of what was known as
an UEckhartrecorder/' Project No. 42
was stvled "airship 'bomb control and
marine torpedo control." Both were
problems 'of design. merely.

In the .summer of 1921' Dunmore, as
chief of the group .to which "airplane
radio" problems had been assigned, with;'
out further instructions from his supe
riors,picked out forhimself one of these
navy problems, that of operating a relay
for .remotecontrol of, bombs on airships
and topedoes in the sea, lias one of par
ticular interest and having perhaps a
rather easy solution, and worked on it."
In September he solved it,

In the midst of·aircraft"investigations
andnumerollsroutineproblems· of .the
section, .Dunmore was wrestling in his
own mind, impelled thereto solely by his
own scientific curiosity, with the subject
of substittuing ... house-lighting alternat
ing current fordirecthattery current in
radio apparatus; He obtained a relay
for operating a ··telegraph instrument
which was. in no .way. related to the re
mote control relay. devised for aircraft
use. The conception of the application
of alternating current concerned partie-
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alarlY broadcast' reception. 'This idea
-.as conceived by Dunmore August 3,
1921 ,and, he reduced the, invention, to
~ce December 16, 1921. Early in
1922 he advised his superior of his ,inven
tion and, spent additional time in, per
fecting the details. February' 27, 1922,
he filed an application for a patent.

In the fall of 1921 both Dunmore and
Lowell.v..-ere uonsiderfng the' problem .of
applyingaltetnatmg current, to broad
cast 'receiving sets. This project was
not involved in or suggested by theprob
lems.with 'which, the radio .sectton. was
then dealing, and was not assigned",by
any superior as .a task to be solved by
either of these employees. It was .inde..
pendent 'of their work and voluntarily
assumed.

While performing their regular tasks
they experimented at the laboratory ,in
devising apparatus fer operating a radio
receiving set-by alternating current with
the hum incident thereto eliminated; "I'he
invention was completed 'on December
10, 1921. Before its completion no in
structions were received from and no
conversations relative to the invention
were held by these employees with the
head of the radio section, or with any
superior.

They also conceived the idea of ener
gizing a dynamic type of loud speaker
from an alternating current, house-light
ing, circuit, and reduced the invention to
practice on January 25, 1922. March
21, 1922,they filed an application for a
"power amplifier." The' conception em
bodied in this patent was devised by the
patentees without, suggestion, instruc
tion,or assignment. from any . superior.

Dunmore and Lowell were permitted
by their chief,. after the discoveries had
been-brought to his attention, to pursue
their work in the laboratory and to per
fect the devices embodying their inven
tions. No one advised them prior to the
filing .of applications . for patents that
they would be expected to assign the
patents to the United States or to grant
the Government exclusive rights there-
under.· ... '

The respondenticoncedes that the
,'United States may practice the inven

tions without payment of royalty, but as-
. serts that all others are excluded, during
t~e life of the patents, from using them
WIthout the respondent's consent. The
petitioner insists that the circumstances
require a .declaratton either that the
Government has sole and exclusive prop
erty .in the inventions or that they have
been dedicated to the public so that any
one may use them.

157

First..... By Article I,· Section 8, 'clause B
of the Constitution', Ccngress fs .given'
power to promote the progress of science
and the useful:arts by securing for lim
itedtimes t·o 'inventors the exclusive
rights toi.their respective discoveries.
R. S. 4886 as amended (U. S. Code, Title
35,§ 31}is the last of a series of stat..
utes which since 1793·have implemented
the constitutional provision.

ThOl.;g1;·,~often so .charaeterized a .pat
ent is not, accurately speaking,amo
nopoly, for it is not created by the ex
ecutive authority at the expense and to
the prejudice of all the community ex
cept th.egrantee of the patent... Seymour
v, Osborne, 11 WaH. 516, 533. The term
monopoly connotes the giving' of an ex..
elusive privilege for .buying, ..selling,
working or using a thing which. the pub
lie freely enjoyed prior to the grant,"
Thus a monopoly takes something from
the people. An inventor deprives the
public of nothing which it enj eyed-be
fore his discovery, but gives something
of value to the community by adding to
the sum of human knowledge. United
States v.Bell Telephone ce., 167 U. S.·
224, 239; Paper Bag Patent Case, 210
U. S. 405,424; Brooks v. Jenkins, 3
McLean 432,437; Parker v. Haworth, 4
McLean 370; 372j Allen v. HuntervB
McLean 303, 305-306; Attorney General
v.Rumford Chemical Works, 2 Bann. &
Ard.298, 302. He may keep. his.Inven
tion secret and reap its fruits indef..
initely. In consideration of .its-disclo
sure and the consequent benefit to the
community, the patent is granted... An
exclusive enjoyment is guaranteed him
for seventeen years, but. upon the expira
tion of that period, the knowledge of the
invention enures to the people, who are
thus enabled without restriction to prac
tice it and profit by its use. Kendallv.
Winsor, 21 How. 322, 327; United States
v. Bell Telephone Co., supra, p. 239. To
this end the law requires such. disclosure
to be made In the application for patent
that others skilled in theart may under
stand the invention and how to put it to
use.'

A patent is property and title to it can
pass only 'by assignment. If not yet is
sued an agreement to assign when Is
sued, if valid as a contract, will .be
specifically .enforced. The respective
rights and obligations of employer and
employee, touching an invention con
ceived by the latter, spring from the con
tract of employment.

Ii Webster's . New International Dictionary:
"Monopoly."

, u. S. Code. Tlt.IlS, § 18.
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of the s?';'caJled shopzight;Wllicl!)hortly ,
_.!!i~e~;'-,s that-wherea ~~r'y~n~ldUting
h~~_!tours of .employment, worKI!1g with
nIS, master's ·tpaterlals and appliances
conceives .a:n'd, perfects an invention-.fa;
which-:heobfains a patent,he must ac
cord his maste~'ailon-exclusiveright to

. practice -the .. invention. McClurgv.
Kingsland, 1 How. 202; Solomons v,
United States, 137 U. S. 342; Lane &
Bodley Co. v. Locke, 150 U. S. 193. This
is' an application of equitable principles.
S~ce the servant uses his master's_:tiJ;o.~,
:(acilities and materials to attain a con,
~ret~ result, the latter, is ineSluitj-en
tH:led to use thatwhich embodies his own
prop'erty end-to duplicate' it 'as often-as
he' may find occasion to employ similar
appliances in' his business. But.the em
ployer in such a case has no equity to
demand, a convey-anceof the invention,
which is. the original conception of the
employee. alone, in which. theernployer
had no part. .This remains the property
of him who conceived it, together' with
the right conferred by the patent, to ex
clude all others than. the .' employer. from
the' accruing benefits. These principles
are settled as respects private emplox:
ment, --

Second. Does the .character of the
service call for different rules as to the
relative rights of the United States and
itsemplriyees?

T.he title of a patentee is subject to no
auperiorvright; of. the.' Government. The
grant of letters patent is not, as in Eng
land, a matter of grace or favor, so that
conditions may be annexed at the pleas
ureof the executive. 'To the laws passed
by the Congress, and to themalone, may
we look. for guidance as to the extent
and the limitations of the respective
rights of the inventor' and the public.
Attorney General v.RumfordChemical
Warks, supra, at pp.303-4. And this
court has held that the Constitution
evinces nopublicpolicy_whieh .requtres
the holder ofa patent to cede the use or
benefit of the invention to the United
States, even though the discovery con
cerns matters which can properly be
used onlyby the Government j as, for ex
ample,munitions of war. James v,
Campbell, 104 U. S. 356, 358. Hollister.
v. Benedict Mfg. Co., 113 U. S. 59, 67.

No servant of the United States has
by .statute been disqualified. from apply
ing for and receiving a patent for his
invention, save officers and employees of
the Patent Office during the' period for
which they hold their appointments."

• R. S. 480; U.S. Code; Tit.a'ts, § 4.

Orieemployed. to .make-en invention,
who succeeds, during his term of .servlee,
in accomplishing that task, is hound to
'assign to his employer any patent ob
tained.The reason is that he hasonly
produced that which he was employed to
invent; .. His invention is the precise sub
jeetof the contract of employment. A
term of the. agreement necessarily is that
what he is paid to produce belongs to his
paymaster. Standard Parts Company
v. Peck, 264 U. S. 52. On the other
hand, ,,'jf .the employment "be" general,
albeit it covers' a field of labor and effort
in .-the·· performance of 'which,' thevern
ployeeconceived the invention for which
he obtained .apatent, the contract' tsnot...
so-broedlv construed as, to .require 'an
assignment or the patent. Hapgood. v.
Hewitt, 119 U. S. 226; Dalzell v, Dueber
Watch Case Mfl!:. ce., 149 U. S. 315. In
the .latter :case it was' said:

"But a manufacturing '. corporation,
which has 'employed' a skilled workman,'
fora stated compensation, to take charge
of its works, and to devote his time and
services to devising and making improve
menta-in .articles there manufactured, is
not 'entitled to a conveyance. of patents
obtained .for 'inventions made .by him
while so' employed, in the absence of ex
press. agreement to that effect."

The reluctance of courts to imply or
infer .an . agreement by the employee to
assign' his patent is due to a recognition
ofthepectiliar nature' of the act Of in
vention, which consists neither in find
in,g'out the laws of nature,norin fruit
fulresearch as to the operation. of nat
ural laws, but in discovering- how those
laws may be utilized or applied for some
beneficial purpose, by a proeessva device
ora machine. It is the result of an.fn
ventive act,the birth of an idea and its
reduction to practice; the product of
original thought; a concept demonstrated
to be true by practical application or em
bodiment .in tangible form. Clark
Tread Co. v. Willimantic Linen Co., 140
U. S. 481, 489; Symington Co. v. National
Castings ce., 250. U. S. 888. 886; Pvrene

...Mfg. Co. v. Boyce, 292 Fed. 480, 481.
Though the mental concept is embodied

or realized in a mechanism or aphysical
or -ehemical aggregate, the .embodiment
is not the invention and is not the sub
ject of a patent. This distinction be
tween the idea and its application in
practice is the basis of the rule that em
ploymentrnerely to design or to con
struct 'or to devise methods of manufac
ture is not the same as employment to
invent... lt~cogni~ionof the na~re.of tJ:le
act of inventfori .also defines the liriiits
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This being so, this court has applied the
rules enforced as between private em
ployers and their servants to the rela
tion between the Government and its
officers~andemployees;

United, Statesv.Burns, '12 Wall. 246,
was a suit in the Court of Claims by an
arn1Y officer as assignee-of a patent,ob-'
tained by another such officer for a milt
tary tent, to recover royalty under a con
tract made by the, Secretary of War for
theuse of the tents. The court .said, in
affirming a judgment for the plaintiif:

"If an' officer in the .militaryserv.',,:e,
.'not 'specially employed" to make, experi
ments with a view to suggest improve
ments, devises a new and valuable im
provement in ,arms, tents, or ,any other
kind of war material, he is entitled to
the benefit of it, and to letters-patent for
the improvement from the United States,
equally with any other citizen not en
gaged in such service; and the govern
ment cannot,' after the patent is issued,
make use of the improvement any more
than a private individual, without license
of, the inventor or making .eompensatlon
to him."

In United States v. Palmer, 128 U. S.
262, Palmer, a ,lieutenant in the army,
patented certain improvements in infan
try accoutrements. An .,army board .rec
ommended their use and the Secretary of
War confirmed ,the recommendation. 'I'he.
United States manufactured and pur
chased a large number of the articles.
Palmer" brought, suit in the Court of
Claim-sfor a sum alleged to be a fair
and reasonable royalty. From a judg
ment for, the plaintiff the United States
appealed. This court, in affirming, said:

"It was at one time somewhat doubted
-whether the government might not be en
titled to the use ,and benefit of every
patented invention, by' analogy to the
English law which reserves this right to
the crown. But that notion no longer
exists. It was -fgnored in the case of
Burns."

These 'principles ,werereco~ized' in
later cases involving, the relative rights
of the Government and its employees in"
instances where the subject-matter of
the patent was useful to the publlc gen
erally. While these did not involve a
claim to an assignment of the patent,
the court reiterated the views earlier
announced.

In Solomons v. United States, 137 U.
S. 342, 346, it was said:

"The government has no more power
~appropriate a man's property invested
m a patent than it has to take his prop
erty invested in real estate ; nor does the
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mere fact that an tnventorte at the time
of his invention in the employ of the
government .transfer to it any title to,
or interest -in it. An employe, perform
ing 'all the duties assigned to him inhis
department of service, may exercise his
inventive faculties· in any direction- .he
chooses, with the assurance- that what
ever invention he may thus conceive and
perfect is his individual property. There
is no difference. between the government
and any other employer in this respect,"

And in Gill v, United States, 160 U.
S.426,435:

"There is no doubt whatever of the
proposition .laid down in golomons case,
that the mere, faetthat a person is in
the employ of the government does not
preclude him from making improvements
in the .machines with which he is eon
neeted, and obtaining patents therefor,
as his individual property, and that in
such case the government would have no
more. right to seize upon and approprf
ate such property, than any other prop
rietorwould have. * '" "'''

The distinction between an employ
ment to make an invention and a general
employment" in the course of which the
servant conceives an invention has been
recognized by tha executlve department
of the Government. A lieutenant in the
navy patented an anchor while he was
on duty in the Bureau of 'Equipment and
Recruiting, which was charged with the
duty of furnishing anchors for the navy;
he was not while attached to the bureau
specially employed to make experiments
with a view to suggesting improvements
to anchors or assigned the duty of mak
ing or improving. The Attorney General
advised that as the invention did not
relate to a matter as to which the Iieu
tenant was specially directed to expert
ment with a view to suggesting .. improve
mentshe was entitled to compensation
from the Government for the use of his
invention in addition to his' salary or pay
as a navy officer.'

A similar ruling was made with re
spect to an ensign who obtained a patent
for improvements in "B. L. R. ordnance"
and who offered to sell the improvements,
or. the right to use them, to the Govern
ment. It was held that the navy might
properly make a contract with him to
this end,"

-19 Opinions. Attomey..Qeneral, 407.
10 to Opinions Attomey-General, 829. And

compare Rl;Port Judge Advocate Genera! ... ot the
Navy,· 1901, p. 6; DJgest, Opinions Judge. Advo
cate General ot the Army, 1911-1980, p. S87; Opin
ions, Judge Advocate General ottbe Army, 1918.
Vol. I, pp.. 529, '88, 1066.
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The United States is entitled,inthe
same way-and to the same extent as a
private employer, to shop-rights, that is,
the free .and non-exclusive use~ of .a pat
entwhich results from efforts of its em
ployee in his working hours and with
material .belonging -to the. Government.
Solomons tv. United' States, supra, "pp.
346-7; McAleer v, United States, 150 U.
S .:424; Gill v. United' States, supra.

The statutes, decisions . andvadminis
trative.practice .negate the .existence of
a duty. binding one: in the ... service offhe
Government different from the obligation
of one in private employment.

Third. When the United States filed
its bills it recognized the law as hereto
fo~e declared; realized that it must like
any other employer,if it, desired an as';'
signment Qf. .the respondent's', rights,
prove a .contraetual obligation on the
part of Lowell. and Dunmore to. assign
the patents to the Government. The
averments clearly disclose this.. "I'he bill
in No. 316 'is typical. After .: reciting
that the :employees were laboratory ap
prentice and associate physicist and .Ieb
oratory assistant and associate. physicist
respectively and that one of their duties
was "to carryon investigation. research
and. experimentation in such problems
relating to radio and wireless as' might
be assigned to them by their superiors,"
it is charged "in' the course.of his em';'
ployment as aforesaid, there was as~

signed to said Lowell by his superiors in
said radio section, for investigation and
research, the problem of developing a
radio receiving set capable of .operation
by alternating current. * * ."

Thus the Government understood that
respondent could be deprived of 'rights
under the patents only by proof that
Dunmore and Lowell were employed to
devise . the inventions, "The findings .' of
the courts below show how far' the proofs
fell short of sustaining. these averments.

The Government is consequently driven
to the contention that. though the em
ployeeswere not specifically assigned the
task of making the inventions (as in
Standard Parts Co. v.Peck, supra) still,
as the discoveries were "within the gen
eral field of their research and inventive
work" the United States is entttled.tc an
assignment of the patents. The courts
below expressly found that Dunmore and
Lowell, .did not agree to exercise. their
inventive faculties in their work and that
invention was not within its scope. In
this connection it is to be remembered
that .the written evidence of .their' em
ployment does not mention'.•research,
much less invention; that never .. was

there awordi:laidtcl'eitherofthem
prior' to their·. discoveries, .. concerning in~
ventionor patents or their duties or ob,
Ilgatlons vrespectlng these .. matters j . that
as shown by tneceeords of the patent
office, employees of. 'the. Bureau of .Stand
ards and .other . departments had. while
so .employed received .numerous 'patents
and enjoyed the exclusive rights obtained
as against all private persons without
let or hindrance .from .the Govemmem,»

U·N0 ' exbaustive'examination or'the official reo
ordShas been attempted. It is sufficient, how
ever.tor present purposes, .to call attention to the
following instances.

Dr. Frederick A. Koister was employed in the
radio section, Bureau' of Standards. from Decem.
ber, 1912, until about March I, 1921. He applied
for the following patents: No. 1,609;866, for
radio apparatus,' application dated. November 26,
1920. .No. 1.4017,16.5,: for radio method and ap
peretue.. 'application':' dated January 80, 191'.
No. 1.811.6.54, forradJo method and apparatus,
application dated March 2.5,11116. '. No; 1,894,650,
for apparatus forti"ansmlttingr8diant energy,
applJcatioD dated ,November '4. li16•.' The Patent
Office records sbowasslgnment9 of these patents
to Federal . Telegraph, Company, San FrancJsco,
CaJ., or which Dr. KoIster is now president. He
testified that these -are .all .subject to a non
exclusive license in the United States to use and
practice the same.

Burten McCollum weaian employee of the
Bureau ·of Standards between 1011 and 1924. On
the detes. mentioned. he flied the following ap.
plications tor. patents, which were Issued to him.
No. 1.03.5,87B,aIternatlnr current Induction mo
tor. March 11, 1912.. No.'l,1lS5.86olo, induction mo
tor, February 215, 19l!5. No. 1,226,091, alternating
current Induction motor, August 2, 19115. No.
1.724;49.5, method and' apparatus for determining
the slope or subsurface rock boundaries. October
24, 1928. No. 1.724.720, method and apparatus
tor studying' subsurface contours; October 12,
192~. The last two inventions were assigned to
McColIum Geological ExploratioDs, Inc., a Dele
ware corporation.

Herbert B. BrookS, whUe an employee ot the
Bureau between rats and 19aO,.flled November I,
19lD. an applicatlonoDwhich patent No. 1,3,$7.~

197, for an .electrlc -trenerormer, was Issued.
William'W. Coblentz, an employee of the

Bureau of Standards rrom 1918, and still such at
the date ot· the' trial, on. the dates mentioned.
flied' appUcatiolls on which patents issued as tol·
lows: No. 1,418.862,forelectrfcal resistance,
September 22. 1920. '., No. 1,4..58,16.5, .sratem of
elecrrtcet control, September 22, 1920. No. 1.4.~0.

061, optical method for producing pulsating elec
tric current, August 6,1920. No. 1,.568,.5.57, opti.
cal means. tor rectifying alternating currents.
September 18,'1928•. The Patent Office records
show that all of .... these' stand in the name or
Coblentz•. but '.are subject to a .ltcense to the
Ijntted gtates or America.

August Hund, who was au employee of the,
Bureau rrom 1922 to 1927, on the dates mea
tioned filed applications on.' which letters patent
issued. No. 1,649.828, method ot preparing Piezo
electric plates. September 30, 1925. No. 1,688,718,
pteeo-etectrtc-crretet oscttletor system. May 10,
1927. No. 1.688,714, Piezo-e1ectric-crysl:a1 appa
ratus, MayU, 1927. No. 1,648.689, condenser
transmitter, April !D, 1928. All of these patents
are shown of record to have been assigned to
Wired Radio lnc•• a Corporation.

PaulR. Heyl and Lrmen J • BrJns. while em
ploYeeB of the Bureau, ,filed an application Jen
uary 11, 1922, for patent .No. l,680,7ti1, on in
.ductorcomp~, and assigned tbe. same to the
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1Jl no proper .sense may it be said that
tbecontract of emJ;lloyment contemplated
invention; everythmg that Dunmore and
LoWell knew negatived the theory that
they were employed to invent; .they knew,
on the contrary,that the past ,and then
present practice was' that the employees
of the Bureau were alowed to take. pat
ents on their inventions and have the
benenfits -thereby conferred save as to
use by the United States. The circum
stances preclude the implication of any
agreement to assign their inventions or
patents.

*Moreovernocourtcould, however
clear the proof of such a contract, order
the execution of' an .assignment. No Act
of Congress has been called to ouratten
tion authorizing the United gtates to
take a patentor to 'hold' one' by assign
ment. No statutory authority exists for
the transfer of a patent to any depart
ment or officer of the Government; or for
the administration of patents, or the . is
suance of licenses on behalf of the United
States. In these eircumstancea no public
policy requires usto deprive the inven
tor of his exclusive rights as respects
the general public and to lodge them in
a dead hand incapable of turning the
patent to account for the benefit of the
public.

The record affords even 'less ··basis for
inferring a contract on the part. of the
inventors to refrain. from patenting their
discoveries than for finding an agree
ment to assign them.

The bills aver that the inventions and
patents are held in trust for the United
States, and that the. court should so de
clare. It is claimed. that as the work of
the Bureau, including all that Dunmore
and Lowell did, was in ,the public inter
est, these public servants had dedicated
the .offspring of their. brains to the pub
he, and so held their patents intrust for

Aeronautical Instrument Company of PittSburgh,
Pennsylvania.

C. 'V. Borrows was an employee of the Bureau
Df Standards between 1912 and 1919. While such
emptovee he filed applications on the dates men
tioned for patents which were issued,No. 1,822,
405, October 4. 1917, method and apparatus for
testing magnetizable objects by magnetic leakage;
assigned to Magnetic Analysis Corporation, Long
Island City, N. Y. No. 1.829,578, relay, March
IS, 1918; exclusive license issued to make. use
and sell for the, field or .renwev signaling and
train contrclc tc Union Switch & Signs! Company.
SWissvale. Pa. No. 1,4.5tl,D70, method of and RP
Paratus for testIng magnetizable objects, July U,
1917; assigned to Magnetic Analysis Corporation,
Long Island City.N. Y.

John A. Willoughby, an employee of the
Bureau of Standards between 1918 and 1922,
While so employed, on June 26. 191tl, applied for

l
and was granted a patent, No. 1,.555,845, tor a
oop antenna,".

"'This paragraph was deleted rrcm the opinion
by order of May 8, 1988.

the -eornmcn weal, represeIltedhere in: a
corporate capacity by-the United :States.
The patentees, we are told, should .sur
render the patents for cancellation, and
the respondent must also give up its
rights under. the patents.

The trust cannot be express. . Every
faet in the ease negatives the existence
of one. Nor can it arise ex maleficio.
The employees'conduct was not -fraudu
lerrt dn any respect. They promptly dis
closed their inventions. Their superiors
encour.aged them to proceed in perfect
ingand applying the discoveries. Their
note" •books and· reports disclosed the
work they were doing, and there is not
asyna~le to vsuggest their use of time
or material was clandestine or improper.
No word was spoken regarding. any
claim .of .title by the' Government.·untiJ
after applications for patents were filed.
And, as we have seen, no such trust has
been spelled out of the relation of master
and servant,even inthe cases where the
employee has perfeeted his invention by
the use of his employer's time and mate
rials; The cases recognizing the doc
trine of shop rights maybe said to fix a
trust upon the employee in favor of his
master as respects the use of the Inven
tion by the latter, but they do not affeci
the title to the patent and the exclusive
rights conferred by it against the public;

The Government's position .in .reality
is, and must be, that a public 'policy, to
be declared by a court, forbids one - em
ployed by the United States, for scientific
research, to obtain a patent for what he
invents, though neither the Constitution
nor any aatute so declares;

Where shall the courts set the limit of
the doctrine? For .confessedly, it must
be limited. The field of research is as
broad as that of science itself. If the
petitioner is entitled to a. cancellation of
the patents in this case, would it be so
entitled, if the employees had done their
work at home, In their own time.: and
with their own appliances and materials?
What is to be said of an invention
evolved as the result of the solution ofa
problem in a realm apart from that to
which the employee is assigned by his
official superiors? We have seen that
the Bureau has numerous divisions. It
is entirely possible that an employee in
one division may make an invention fall
ing within the work of some other di
vision. Indeed this case presents that
exact situation, for the inventions in
question had to. do with radio reception,
a matter assigned toa group of which
Dunmore and Lowell were not members.
Did the mere . fact. of their employment
by the..Bureaurequirethese amployeea
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tu cede to' the public •every' device they
might conceive?

Is the doctrine to be applied only
-where the employment is in a. bureau de
voted, to scientific' investigation pro' b01W

fJli.blico? Unless it is to be so circum
scribed the statements of this ,court in :
Burns v, United States, 8upra, Solomons
v..United States, BUP'1'tl, and.. Gill v.
United States, supra, must beheld for
naught.

Again"what are to be defined asbu
reaus devoted entirely to scientific 're
search? It is common knowledge. that
many iri fhe Department of·.Agriculture
conduct researches and .investigations,
that divisions of the War and Navy De

. partments do the like, and doubtless
there are many .other bureaus . and 'sec
tions in various departments. of govern
ment where employees are' set the' task
of solving problems all of which involve
more or less of science. -Shall, the field
of the scientist be distinguished from the
art of as killed .mechanic? Is it con
ceivable 'that one working on a formula
fora drug or an antiseptic, in the De
partment of Agriculture stands in adif
ferent class from a machinist in an ar
senal? Is the distinction· to be that
where the government department is, so
to speak, a business department operat
ing a.· business activity of the govern
ment, the employee has the same rights
as one in .private employment, whereas
if his work be for a bureau' interested
more particularly in what may be termed
scientific research he is upon notice that
whatever he invents in the field of activ
ity of the'. bureau, broadlydefined,be
Iongs to the public and is unpatentable?
Illustrations of the difficulties which
would attend __ an 'attempt to define the
policy for which the Government con
fends might be multiplied indefinitely.

The courts ought not to declare any
such policy; its formulation belongs
solely to the Congress. Will permission
to an employee to enjoy patent rights' as
against all others' than the Government
tend to the improvement of the public
service by attracting a higher' class of
employees? Is there in fact greater
benefit to the people . in a dedication to
the"publicof inventions conceived by
officers of government, than in their ex
ploitation under patents .by private in
dustry ? Should, certain classes of in
vention be treated in one way and other
classes differently '1 'I'hesa are not legal
questions, which. courts are competent to
answer. They are 'practical .questions,
and the decision as to what will accom
plish the greatest good for' the inventor,
the Government and the public rests with

the·.Congres~.'We,.sh?uld not read into
the .: patent laws Iimitations. and con
ditions which the legislature has not ex
pressed.

Fourth. Moreover, wear~. of opinion
Congress' has approved a' policy-at van
.anee with the .petitioner's contentions.
This is .demonstrated by examination of
two statutesv with their legislative his
tory, and the hearings and debates re
specting proposed.legislation which failed
cf paesage.

Since 1883 'there' has -been in force -an
act:ll,) which provides:

"The Secretary of the Interior [now
the Secretary. of .Commerce, act of Feb
ruary 14, 1903, c. 552, Sec. 12, 32 Stat.
830] and the Commissioner of Patents
are authorized to grant any' officer of the
govemmelitjexcept officers and efn
ployees of the Patent Office, a patent for
any invention of the classes mentioned
in section forty-eight hundred and eighty
six of the RevisedStatntes, when such
invention is used or to be used in the
publicservice, ..without the payment of
any fee: Provided. That the applicant
in his application shall state that the in
vention, described. therein, if patented,
may be used by the . government or any
of .its officers or employees in the prose
cution of work for the government, or by
any other person in the United States,
without the ,payment· to him of any roy
alty thereon, which stipulation shall be
included in 'the patent."

This law was evidently intended to en
courage government employees to obtain
patents, .-by relieving them of the pay
ment of the usual 'fees. The condition
upon which the privilege was accorded
is stated as' the grant of free use by the
government, "its .officers or employees in
the prosecution of work for the govern..;
ment,or by any other' person in the
United States." For some' time' the ef
fect of the italicized phrase was a mat
terofdoubt.

In 1910 the Judge Advocate General of
the Army rendered an opinion . to the
effect that one taking a patent pursuant
to the act threw his invention "open to
public and prlvatcruse in the United
States." 13. It was later realized that this
view made such a patent a contradiction
in terms, for it secured no exclusive right
to anyone. In 1918 the Judge Advocate
General. gave a well-reasoned opinion 1.1

holding that ifthe statute were construed
to involve a dedication to the public,the
so-called .patent would at most amount to

~ Act of Marchi. 1888; c. 148, !i Stat. 8i!l.
USee Squierv. American T. & T.ea., 21 F.

(2d) 747, 748.
u November ,aO,1918;OplnJoDS of Judge Ad

vocate Generat. ID18, Vol.2,p. 1011.
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• publication'orpriorreferenc~.Hecon
eliided that the intent of the act was
that the free use of the invention ex
tended only to the, Government or those
doing work for it. A similar construction
was adopted, in an opinion of the Attor
ney General." Several federal courts re
ferred to the statute ,and in dicta indi
cateddisagreement with the views ex
pressed in these later opintone,"

The departments of government" were
anxious to have the situation cleared and
repeatedlyrequeBted . that the act .be
amended. Pursuant to the recommenda
tionsof the War Department an amend
ment was enacted April 80, 1928.11 The
proviso' was, changed to read:

"Provided, That the applicant in his ap
plication shall state that the invention
described, therein, if patented, '.' may be
manufactured or, used, by or .for theGov
ernment for governmental purposes with
out the payment' to him, of any royalty
thereon, which stipulation shall be in
cluded in the patent."

The legislative history of the amend
ment clearly discloses the purpose to save
to the employee his right to exclude the
public." In' the report, of the Senate
Committee on Patents submitted .with the
amendment, the object of the:-bill 'was
said to be the protection of the interests
of the Government, primarily by secur
ing patents on, inventions made by offi
cers and employees, presently.useful in
the 'interest of the national defense or
those which may prove useful in the in
terest of national defense in the future;
and secondarily, to encourage the patent":
ing of inventions by officers and em
ployees of the Government with the view
to further protection of the Government
against suits for infringement' of" pat
ents. The Committee stated that the bill
had the approval of the Commissioner of
Patents" and was introduced at the're
quest of the Secretary of War. Ap
pended to tile report is a copy of a 'letter
of the Secretary of War addressed to.the
committees of, both Houses stating that
~h~'languag~:of the legislation then ex
l~mg was susceptible of two interpreta
'tiona contrary to each other. The letter

1~ 32 Opinions Attorney General. 145.

18 See Squier v. American Tel. & Tel.' Co.,' 7 F'
(2d) 881, 21 F. (2d) 747: Hazeltine Corporation
v. Electric Service EngIneering Corp .. 18 F. (2d)
662; Hazeltine Coropration v, A. W. Grebe &
Co.. 21 F. (2d) 648; Selden Co. v. National Ani.
line & Chemical Co•• 48 F. (2d) 270.

1145 Stat. 467, 468.
11 Report No. 871" 70th Cong., 1st Sess., House

,of Representatives, to accOIQpany H. R. 6108; Re
port No. 765, 70th Cong., tst Sess., Senate, to ac
company H. R. 6108; Cong. aee., House Of Rep.
resentatlves, March 19, 1928, 70th Cong., 1st Seee.,
p. !J01l: Cong. Rec., Senate, April 24, 1928, 70lli
Cong., 1st Sess., p. 7066.
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quoted the proviso oithe section as it
then stood, and continued: , '" ..

"It-fa clear thet a .literal construction
of this proviso would work a dedication
to the public of every patent taken, out
under the', act. If the,proviso 'must be
construed literally we would 'have a situ
ation Wherein all the patents taken out
under the act would be nullified by the
very terms of the act under. 'which they
were grantedy for the reason that a pat
entwhich does not carry with it the lim
ited, monopoly referred to in the' Consti..
tution is in reality not a patent at all.
The only value that a patent has is the
right that it extends to the patentee to
exclude all others: from making, using,
or selling the invention" for, a. certain
period of years. A patent that, is 'dedi
cated .to the,public, is virtually the same
as a patent- that has expired'."

After referring to the, interpretation
of the Judge Advocate General and the
Attorney General and mentioning that
no satisfactory adjudication of the ques
tion has been, afforded by' the courts, the
letter went on to' statet

"Because of the ambiguity referred to
and -the unsettled condition that has
arisen therefrom, it has become the policY.
of the War Department to advise all its
personnel who desire to file applications
for letters patent, to do so under the gen
eral law and pay the required patent
office fee in each case."

And added:
"If the proposed legislation is 'enacted

into law, Government officers and em
ployees may unhesi'tatingly vavail cthem
selves of the benefits of .the. act with full
assurance that in so doing their patent
is not dedicated to the public by operation
of law. The' War Department has been
favoring legislation along the 'lines of
the proposed, bill for .the 'past five or six
years.."

When the bill came tip for passage in
the 'House a colloquy occurred which
clearly disclosed the purpose of the
amendment," The intent was that a gov-

2V Cong. Rec.,70th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. 69,
Part 5, p, 5018:

"Mr. LaGuardia. Mr. Speaker, reserving the
right to object, is not the proviso too broadl
Suppose' an employee of the Government invents
some improvement which is very valuable, is be
compelled to give the Government free use of it?

·'Mr. Vestal [who reported the bill for the Com
mittee and was in charge of it].. If be is em
ployed by the Government and the invention is
made while worklng in his capacity as an agent
of the Government. If the, head of the bureau
certifies this invention will be used by the Gov
ernment, then the Government, of course, gets It
without the payment of any royalty.

"Mr. LaGuardia. The sameus a factory ,rule?
"Mr. Vestal. Yes: but the man who takes out

the patent has his' commercial rights outside.
"Mr. LaGuardia. OUtside of the GovernmenU
"Mr. Vestal. Yes.
·'Mr. LaGuardia. But the custom Is, 'and'w1th-
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ernmentemployeewho in the course OI
his-employment conceives an', invention
should afford, the, government free -use
thereof, but ,should be protected in his
right to 'exclude all others. If Dunmore
and Lowell, who tendered the Govern
ment, a non-exclusive' license without, roy
alty, and always understoodthat the Gov
ernment ,might use their inv~ntions

freely, had proceeded under the act of
1883;theywDuld have retained their
rights as against all but the United
States. This is clear from the exeeu
tiveinterpretation of "the act.", But fot
greater security they pursued the very
course then ,., advised by the' law' officers, of
the Government. It would be surprising
if they' thus lost' all rights as patentees;
especially so, since Congress has now con
firmed the soundness of the views held
by the law officers of the Government.

Until the year 1910 the' Court of
Claims was without jurisdiction to
award compensation to the owner of a
patent . for unauthor-ized 'use by the
United States or its agents. Ita-power
extended only to the trial of claims based
upon an express or. implied contract for
such use." In that year Congress en
largedthe jurisdiction to embrace the
former classofclaims.21 In givingconw

out this bill, the Government has tbe·right .to tbe
use of the improvement without payment If it is
Invented in Government time and in Government
work.

·'Mr. Vestal. That is correct; arid then on top
of that, may I say that a number of instances
have occurred where an employee of the Govern
ment, instead of taking out a patent. had Some
one else take out the patent and the Government
has been involved in a number of suits. There
is now $600,000,000 worth of such claims in the
Court of Claims."

ltwi1lbe noted from the last statement of the
gentleman. in charge of the bm that Congress was
concerned with questions of policy in the adop
tion of the amendment. These. as stated above,
are .questions of business policy and business
judgment-what is to the best advantage of the
Government and the public. They are not ques
tions as to which the courts. ought to invade the
province of the Congress.

110 See Belknap v. Schild. 161tJ. S.lO, 16; Eager
v.United States, 85 C. Cls.S56.

%lAct of June 25,1910, 86 Stat. 851: (See
Crozier v.Krupp, 224 U. S.290.)

"That whenever an invention described .In and
covered by a patent of the United States shan
hereafter be used by the Untted: States without
license of he owner thereof or lawful to use the
same, such owner may recover reasonable com
pensation for sucn use by suit in the Court of
Claims: Provided, however, That said Court .or
Claims shall not entertain a suit or reward com
pensetton under the provisions of this Act where
the claim for compensation is based on the use
by 'the United. States of any article heretofore
owned, leased. used bY,or In the possession of
the United $l;ates: Provided further, That in
any such suit the United States may avail itself
of any and all defenses. general or. special, whtch
might be pleaded by a defendant in an action

"for Infringement, as set forth In Title Sixty-of
"the .Revised Statutes, or other'wfse: ,And pro-

sent.. to be .sued, .• the reeta'icttcnwas jm
posed that it should not extend to owners"
of-patents' obtained by employees of. the
Government while in, the service.. ···From
this it is inferred .·that Congress.·recog~
nized no right in such patentees to ex
clude:the public from practicing the in
vention. But an examination of the
legislative record . completely refutes the
contention. . .. "

The HouseCommittee in reporting the
bill, after referring to the law as laid
down. in "the Solomons case,said: "The
United States in such-a case haa.an-im,
plied license' to use rthe patent without
compensation,for, the reason that the
inventor used the time or the money or
the material of the United States In per
fecting. his invention. The use by the
United States of eueh a patented fnven
tionwithout -"any ... authority- from .the
owner thereof is a lawful use under ex
isting "Iaw, . and ,we have inserted the
words 'or lawful right to use the same'
in order to 'make it plain that we do not
intend to make any change in existing
law in this respect, and do not intend to
give the owner of such-a patent any
claim against the United States for its

.:o,se.,,:n From this it fa clear that 'Con
gress had nopurpose todeclare a policy
at variance with the decisions of this
court.

The executive departmenta have advo
.catedlegislation regulating the taking of
patents by government employees and

"the administration. by government
agencies of the patents so obtained. In
1919 and 1920 a bill sponsored bythe In
terior Department was introduced. It
provided ·for·.·. the _voluntary assignment
or license by- any government employee,
to the Federal Trade Commission, of a
patent applied for by him, and the licens
ingo! manufacturers by theCommis
sion, the Hcense fees to 'be paid into the
Treasury and such 'part of them as the
President might deem equitable to __ he
turned over-to . the patentee." In the
hearings and reports .,upon. this measure

v'idedfuTther,Thatthe benents of this Act shall
not inure to any patentee. who, when he makes
such claim Is in the employment or service of
the Government of the United States; or the M
signee of any such patentee: nor shall this Act
apply to any device discovered or invented by
such employee during. the time of his employ-
ment or service." .

'rhe:Act wee- amended in reeencts immaterial
to tbepresent question, July I, 1918. 40 Stat, 70S.
see WiUiam Cramp & Sons Co. v. Curtis Turbine
ce., 246 U. S. 28; Rlehmond Screw Anchor Co.
v, Untted States, 275 U. S. 881,848. As amended
it appears -tn U. S. C.. Tit. 8.5, § 68.

D House Report 1288, 61st Cong., 2d Sese.
Sf S. .52G.5. 85th .Cong., 3d Sese.; S. 82211. (16th

Cong., 2d Sess. :H. R. 9982, 6l1tb Cong.. 2d Seas.;
H: R.nD8•• IIMh Cong., .sdSess.
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streSS was laid not .only-upon the fact
that action -by ,an. employee thereunder
would be voluntary, but that _the Inven
tor would ba-protected at leasttos~me
extent in hIS prfvate rtght of exclusion.
It was recognised that- the Government
couldnotcompel:.an assignment, was In
ca,pableof taking such assignment_or
administering the patent, and that it had
shop rights in a patent perfected by the
use of government _material and in gov
ernment working time. Nothing contained
in the bill, itself or in' the hearings or
reports - indicates any _intent to change
the existing and well understood rights
of government employees who obtain pat.
entsfor their inventions made while -In
the service. The _measure -failed of pas·
sage.

In 1923 the President sent to the Con
gress the report of an. interdepartmental
patents board created by 'executive order
to study the question 'of patents within
the government service and to recommend
regulations establishing a policy to be
followed in respect thereof.' The report
adverted to the fact that in the absence
of a' contract providing otherwise a' pat
ent taken out by a government employee,
and any invention developed by one in
the public, service, is the sole property of
the inventor. The committee recom
mended strongly aganist public dedica
tion tof such an invention, saying that
this in effect voids' a patent, and, if this
were not so, "there is Tittle incentive
for anyone to take up a patent, and spend
time,effort, and" money * * * on' its
commercial development without at least
some. measure of protection against oth
ers free to take the patent as developed
by him and compete in its use. In such
a case one of the chief objects of the
patent law would be defeated." Z4 In full
accord is the statement on behalf of the
Department of the Interior in' a memo
randum furnished with respect to the
bill introduced in 1919. iM

With respect to a policy of permitting
the patentee to take a patent and control
it in his own interest (subject, of course,
to the government's right of use, if any)
the committee said:

"* * *. it must not be lost sight of
that in general it is the constitutional
right of every patentee to exploit his pat
ent as he: may desire, however expedient
l~ may apPear to endeavor to modify this
rIght in the interest of the pubIicwhen
the patentee is. in the Government serv
ice;" :M

~ Sen. Doc. No. 83, 68th Cong., 1st gess., p, 8.
zHesrlngs. Senete Patent Committee, 66th

Cong., 2:d Seas.• January 18; 192:0, p~ 11.
• Sen. Doc. No. 88,IStbCong., 1st s;ess•• p; B.
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Concerning a requirement that allpat-
ents obtained by government employees
be assigned" to the United States or its
agent the committee said:

H* * * itwould,on the one hand, ren
der difficult securing the best sort . of
technical men for the service and, on the'
other, WOUld. influence' technical, workers.
to resign in order to exploit inventions
which they might evolve and suppress
while still in the service. There has' al
ways been more or less of a tendency
for able men in the service to do this,
particularly in view of the comparative
meagerness of Government salaries ; thus
the' Government has suffered loss among
its most capable class of workers." 27

The committee recommended legisla
tion to create an Interdepartmental Pat
ents Board; and further that the law
make it part of the express terms of em
ployment, having the .effeet of 'a con
tract, that 'any patent application. made
or patent granted for an invention. dis
covered or developed during the period of
government service and. incident; to the
line of official duties,' which in the judg
mentof the board should, in the' interest
of the national defense; or otherwise in
the public interest, be controlled by the
government, should upon' demand by the
board be assigned by the employee to. an
agent of the Government. The recom
mended measures were not adopted.

Fifth. Congress has refrained from
imposing upon government servants' a
contract obligation of the sort above de
scribed. .At least one department haa.at
tempted to do so by regulation." Since
the record in this case discloses that the
Bureau of Standards had no such regula
tion, it is unnecessary to consider whether
the various departments have power . to
impose such a contract upon employees
without authorization by act of Congress.
The' question, is more difficult under' our
form of government. than' under that. of
Great Britain; where such departmental
regulations seem to settle the matter."

All of this legislative historyempha
sizes what we have atated-c-that;: the:
courts are incompetent-to answer the dif
ficult question whether the patentee is'to
be allowed his exclusive ·right or com
pelled to dedicate his invention to the
public.. It is suggested that the election
rests with the authoritative officers of
the Government. Under what powe'r.ex

. press or implied, may such officers, by

Z'l'lbid•• p. ,.
·See Annual Report. Department of Agricul

ture. {orU01, p. 715. See SeJdenCo. v. National
Aniline & Chemlcai Co. Inc., '8 F. (2d) 2'70. 278.

• Queen's· Regulations. (Addenda 1895. 1st Feb- -
ruaTY); Cb. I, Instructions for Oftlcers in Gen
eral,pp. 15-U1.
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administrative fiat, 'determine' the nature
and extent of rights exercised under a
charter granted a, patentee pursuant' to
constitutional and legislative provisions'!
Apart from the fact that express author
ity is nowhere to be found, the question
arises, who are the authoritative officers
whose determination shall bind the
United States and the patentee'! The
Government's position comes to this
that the' courts may not reexamine' the
exercise' of an' authority by some .officer,
not named; "purporfing to deprive the
patentee of the, rights "conferred upon
him by law. Nothing would be settled
by such a thcldingv except that the de
termination of the reciprocal rights and
obligations of the Government and its
employee .as 'respects Inventions are to
be' adjudicated, without review, by an un
specified departmen.thead ,,' or bureau
chief. "Hitherto both the executive and
the-Ieaislative branches of the Govern
ment have" concurred in what we con
sider the correct view,-that any such
declaration of policy must come -from
Congress and that no power to declare
it is vested in administrative officers.

The decrees are affirmed.

Mr. Justice STONE, dissenting.;....!
think the decrees should be reversed.

The Court's conclusion that the em
ployment of Dunmore and .Lcwell did
not contemplate that they should exer
cise inventive faculties in their service
to the government, and that both courts
below so, found, seems to render super
fluous much that is 'said in ,the .optnion,
For it has not been contended and I cer
tainly do not contend, that if such were
the fact there, would be any foundation
for the claim asserted by the .govern
ment. But I think the record does not
support the, Court's conclusion ',of fact.
I am also unable to agree with the rea
soning of the opinion, although on my
view of the facts it would lead to the
reversal' of the decree -belowy.which I
favor.

When,' originally organieedv as" a; sub
division of the Department of' Commerce,
the functions of the Bureau of Standards
consisted principally of the custody,
comparison, construction, 'testing and
calibration of standards and the solution
of problems arising' in connection with
standards. But in the course "of its in
vestigationof 'standards of' quality' and
performance it has gradually expanded

:I Act at March 8, 1'01, '<81'Stat~ 1".'; Act: of
February 14, 1908, § 4, 82 Stat. 825,826. For an
account ot the origin and development of the
Bureau and its predecessor, see Weber,The
Bureau 'at Standards, 1"75.

into a laboratory '" for research of the
broadesr-cheraeter: in various "branches
of science and industry and particularly
in the field of engineering,' Work of
this nature is .earried on for other gov
ernmentidepartments," the" general pUb
lic" and 'private Industries,' It is almost
entirely .supported by public funds," and
is maintained "in the 'public interest. In
1915, as the importance of, radio, to the
government and to the public increased
Congress ,appropriated funds' to th~
Bureau "for fnveattgation and atandardi
zation of, methods and instruments em
ployed .in radio, communication;" . Similar
annual appropriations have been made
since and public funds were allotted by
Acts of Ju!y1,1916, c. 209, 39 Stat.
262, 324 and October 6, 1917, c. 79, 40
Stat. 345, 375, for the construction of a

~ Much at the expansion, of the" Bureau's ac
tivities "in' this', direction took place during the
war. See Annual Report of the Director, Bureau
bt Standards,forlDl9, p, 25; War Work of the
Bureau of Standards (1921), Misc. Publications
of the Bureau of StaudardsNo. 46. The scope of
the Bureau's scientific work Is revealed by the
aDnualreports of the Director. See also the
bibliography of Bureau pUbUcatloDsfor the years
1901·1DZ5,Circular ,of the Bureau of Standards
No. 2400DZ5) .

."TbeActot May2D,IDZO, 41 Stat; 681. 688.684,
pennitted other departments to transfer funds to
the Bureauot Standards for such purposes,
though even before that time Jt was one of the
major functions of the Bureau to be of assiBtance
to other branches of the service. See e. g. An
nual Reports of the Director for IDHI, 11116, 1911,
p. 16; Annual Report for 1918, p. 18: compare
Annual Report for 1921, p. 25. for 1922,p. 10.

..The consuming public is directly beneflted not
only by the Bureau's work in improving the stand
ardsof quallty8lid perfonnance of industry. but
a1soby the assistance which It lends to govern

: mental bodlea.. state, and city. See Annual Re-
ports .ot the Director for 1915, 1916, 1917, p. 14:
Annual Report for 1I1l8.p. 16; National Bureau
of Standards. Its FunctioD,!! and Activity, eirc
-uler of the Bureau of, Standards, No. 1 (1925),
pp. 28, 88.

Il Cooperation' With private industry has 'been
the 'major method relied upon to make the ac
complishments of the Bureau effective. See An
nual Report for 1922, p, 7; Annual Report for
1928, p. 8. A system of research associates per

.mrts industrial groups to maintain men at the
Bureau for, research of mutual concern. 'l'he
plan has facilitated' co-operetron. See Annual
Report for 1928, p.4.; Annual Report for 1924..
p. 8!5; Annual 'Report for 19Z5 p. 88; Annual Re
ports for 1926.1928, 1929, 19a1, 1982. p. 1: Re
search Associates at the Bureau of Standards,
Bureau Circular' No. 296 (1926). ,For a list at
ccoperettne organlzatlonsas of December I, 1~26,
see Misc. Publications No. 96 (1927).

e No fees have been" charged except to cover
the cost of" testing. but the Act of June 80, 1932,
c. 814, § 812.47 Stat. 410. directs that "for all
comperteonsc caltbrenons, tests or investigations,
performed" by the Bureau, except those per
formed for the Government or the United States
or a State" "a tee 8umclent In each case to com
pensate the t' .. * Bureau " * * for the
entire cost of the services rendered shall be
dlarged. ," .. "" .

f Act of March "4. U15,C. 14-1, 38 Stat.1t97.
1044..
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fireproof laboratory- building "to-provide
additional space to be used for research
and testing in radio communication," as
well as "space and facilities for coopera
tiveresearch _.andexperimental work in
radio communication" by other depart
ments of the government. Thus, the
conduct of research and scientific inves
tigationin the field of radio has been a
duty imposed by law _upon the Bureau
of _.Standards. since-1915.
. Radio research .has -been conducted ill
the Radio Section of _the Electrical Di
vision of -the Bureau.' In 1921 and 1922,
when Dunmore and _Lowell made the in
ventions in controversy, they were em
ployedin this section as members of the
scientific staff. They were not,of course,
engaged to invent, in -the sense "in which
a carpenter ,is employed to build a chest,
but they were employed to conduct scien
tific investigations in .. a laboratory de
voted principally to applied . rather than
pure science with full knowledge and ex
pectation of ell eoncemed that 'their In
vestigations might normally lead, as they
did, to invention. - The Bureau was as
much devoted to the advancement of the
radio art by invention .as by discovery
which falls short of it. Hence, invention
in the fie1dof radio was a goal intimately
related to and embraced within· the. pur
poses of the work of the scientific staff.

Both courts below found that .Dunmore
and Lowell were impelled to make these
inventions "solely by theiroWIi scientific
curiosity." They undoubtedly proceeded
upon their own initiative beyond the
specific problems. upon whi-ch they were
authorized or directed to work by their
superiors in the Bureau, who did not
actively supervise their. work in its in
ventive stages. But the evidence leaves
no doubt that in all they did they were
following the established practice of the
Section. For members of the research
staff:were expected" and encouraged to
follow their ownscientiftc impulses in
pursuing their researches and dlseoverles
to the point .of useful application;
whether they involved. invention or not,
and even though they did not relate to
the immediate problem in hand. After
the inventions had been conceived they
Were disclosed by the inventors to their
chief and they devoted considerable time
to perfecting them, with his express ap
proval. All the work was carried on by

.them in the government laboratory with
the use of government materials and fa
cilities, during the hours for which they
received a government salary. Its prog
ress was recorded throughout in weekly
and. monthly reports which they were re-
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quired to Bje, as well as in theirJabora
tory notebooks. -It seems clear that in
thus exercising their inventive powers in
the pursuit of ideas reaching beyond
their specific assignments, the inventors,
were discharging the duties expected of
scientists employed in the laboratory;
Dunmore as well as his. supervisors, .tes
tified that such was their conception .of
the nature of the work. The conclusion.
is irresistible that their scienttficcurtos
Ity-was precisely what 'gave the .inven
tors value as research workers; the gov
ernment employed it and gave it free
rein in performing the broad duty of the
Bureau of advancing the radio art by
discovery and invention.

The courts below did. not find that
there was any agreement between .the
government and the inventors as to their
relative rights in the patents and there
was no evidence to support such a. find
ing. They did not find, and upon the
facts in evidence and within the range of
judicial notice, they could not find that
the work done by Dunmore and Lowell
leading to the inventions in controversy
was not within the scope of their employ.
ment. Such a finding was unnecessary
to support the decisions below, which
proceeded on the theory relied on by the
respondent here, that in the absence of
an express contract. to assign it, anem
ployer is entitled to the full benefit of
the patent granted to an employee, only
when it is: for a particular invention
which the employee was specifically hired
or directed to make. The bare references
by the court below to the: obvious facts
that "research" and "invention" are not
synonymous, and that all research work
in .the Bureau is not concerned with In
verition fall. far short of a finding. that
the work in the Bureau did not contem
plate invention at all Thosereferences
were directed to a different end, to the
establishment of what is conceded here,
that Dunmore and Lowell were not
specifically hired or directed to make the
inventions because in doing so they pro
ceeded beyond the assignments .given
them by their superiors. 'The court's
conception of the law, applied .tothis ulti
mate fact, led inevitably to its stated
conclusion that the claim of the govern
ment is without support in reason or. au
thority "unless we should regarda gen
eral employmen.tfor 'research work as
synonymous with· a perticular:employ
ment (or assignment) for inventive
work."

The opinion of ·this ·Court···apparently
rejects the distinction between specific
employment- or assignment and general
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employment to, invent, adopted: by the
court below and supported by authority,
in favor., of the broader, position .', urged
by the government that wherever the
employee's duties involve the exercise of
inventive powers, the e_mployer is entitled
to an assignment of the patent on any
invention made in thejscope of the gen
eral employment. As' I view .the ,facts,
I think such a rule, to whiehthis 'Court
has not hitherto given explicit 'support,
would require a decreefn favor of the
government. "It would alae require a de
cree in -favor of a private 'employer, ,on
the ground stated 'by the .court thatv as
the employee "has only-produced what
he is employed to invent," a specifically
enforcible "term of the agreemerrt necee
sarily is that what he is paid to produce
belongs to his paymaster.". 'A theory. of
decision so mechanical is not 'forced upon
us by precedent and cannot, I think, be
supported.

What the employee agrees to aaslgn to
his employer is always a question of fact.
It cannot be said that merely because
an employee agrees to invent, ;healso
agrees to assign any patent secured for
the invention. Accordingly, if. an. as
signment is ordered in sucha. case it .ia
no more to be explained and .supported as
the specific enforcement of an agreement
to transfer property in the patent than
is the shopright which equity likewise
decrees, where. the. employment does not
contemplate invention. All the varying
and conflicting language .of .. the books
cannot obscure the reality that in any
case where the rights of the employer to
the 'invention are not fixed by express
contract, and no agreement in fact may
fairly be implied, equity determines after
the event what they shall be. In 'thus."
adjudicating in invitum.the.·.consequences
of the. employment; relationship, equity
must reconcile the conflicting claims of
the employee who has evolved the idea
and the employer who has paid him' for
his time and supplied the materialsutil
ized in experimentation and construction.
A task so delicate cannot be performed
by accepting the formula advanced ·by
the petitioner any more than by adopt
ing that urged by the respondent.cthough
both are not without support in the opin
ions of this Court...CompareHapgood
v, Hewitt, 119 U. S. 226; Dalzell v,
Dueber Mfg. Co., 149 U. S. 315; Solo
mons v. United States, 137U. S. 342,
346; Gill v, United States, 160 U. S. 426,
435; Standard Parts Co. v. Peck, 264
U, S. 52.

where the employment does not con;'
template the exercise of inventive talent

th.epolicy of thepatent lawstostimulate
invention bY,8warding the benefits of
the monopoly 'to the inventor and not to
someone .. else .leads to a ready compro
mise: a ishop-right gives, the employer
an adequate.jshare.dn the. unanticipated
boon.B.Hapgood v. Hewitt, supra,' Lane
& Bailey Co. v. Locke, 150 U. S. 193'
Dalzellv. Dueber Mfg. Co., supra;
Pressed Steel Car Co. v.Hansen, 137
Fed. 403; Amdyco Corp. v. Urquhart,
39 F. (2d) 943, aff'd 51 F. (2d) 1072;
Ingle v. Landis Tool Co., 272 Fed. 464;
see Beecroft & Blackmanv. Rooney, 268
Fed. 545, 549.

But whera. asIn this case, the employ
ment contemplates .:invention, the ade
quacyvof Bucha· compromise is more
doubtful not because it contravenes an
agreement for an assignment; which may
not exist,but. because, arguably, as the
patent is the fruit of the very work
which the -employee fa Hired ito do and
for which he :ispaid, it should no more
be withheld from the employer, in equity
and good conscience;' than the product of
any other service which the employee en
gages to render. This result has been
reached where the-contract was to devise
a means for . solving a defined problem,
Standard Parts Co.v. Peck, supra, and
'the decision has been thought to estab
lish the employer's. right wherever the
employee is hired or assigned to evolve
a process or mechanism for meeting a
specific needr Magnetic Mfg. Co. v. Dings
Magnetic Separator Co., 16 F. (2d)· 739;
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. v. Miller.
22 F. (2d) 353,356; Houghton v, United
States, 23 F. (2d) 386. But the court
below and others have thought (Pressed
Steel Car Co. v',Hansen, supraj Hough
ton v. United States, supraj Amdyco
Corp. v.. Urquhart, supra). as .the re
spondent· . argues, that only in cases
where the employment or assignment is
thus specific may the employer demand
all the benefits of the employee's inven
tion. The basis of such a limitation is
not articulate in the. cases. There is at
least a question whether its application
may not be attributed, in some instances,
to the readier implication of an actual
promise to assign the patent, where the
duty is to invent a. specific thing (see
Pressed Steel Car Co; v, Hansen, supra,
415), or, in any case, to the reluctance
of e.quity logically to extend, in this field,
the principle that the.right to claim the
service includes the right to claim its

-product, The latter alternative may find
support in.thepolicy·of the patent laws

I see the' C8!leB collected. in ·80·. Columbia· Law
Rev. 1172; BG Harvard Law Rev. 40GB.
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to secure ~o the i.nveIi~or the fruits of
his inventIve genms", m the hardship
which may be involved in imposing a
duty_to assign all inventions, see Dalzell
e. Dueber Mfg. Co., su~ra, 323, cf. As~
pinwal! Mfg. Co. v, GIl!, 32 Fed. 697,
"700; and in a possible inequality in bar...
gaining power of employer and employee.
But compare Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. v, Miller, supra, 355; Hulse v. Bon...
sack"Mach. ce., 65 Fed. 864, 868; see 30
Columbia Law Rev. 1172, 1176-8. There
is no reason for determining now the
weight which should he accorded these
objections to complete control of the in
ventionby the employer, in cases of or
dinary employment for private purposes.
Once it is recognized, as it must be, that
the function _of the Court in every case
is to determine whether the employee
may, in equity and good conscience re
tain the benetsof the patent, it is ap
parent that the present case turns upon
considerations which distinguish it from
any which has thus far been decided.

The inventors were not only employed
to engage in work which unmistakably
required 'them to exercise their inventive
genius as occasion arose.; they were a
part of a public enterprise. It was de
voted to the improvement of the art of
radio communication for the benefit of
the people of the United States, carried
on in a government laboratory, main
tained by public funds. Considerations
which might favor the employee where
the interest of the employer is only in
private gain are therefore of slight sig
nificance ; the policy dominating the re
search in the . Bureau, as the inventors
knew, was that of the government to
further the interests of the public by ad
vancing the radio art. For the work to
be . successful, . the government· must be
free to use the results for the benefit of
the public in the most effective way. A
patent monopoly in individual employees,
carrying with it the power to suppress
the invention, or at least to exclude oth
ers from using it, would destroy this
freedom; a shopright in the government
would not confer it," For these employees;
in the circumstances, to attempt to with
hold from the public and. from the gov
ernment the full benefit of the inventions
which it has paid them to produce; ap
pears to me so unconscionable and in
equitable as to demand the interposition
of a court exercising chancery powers.
A court which habitually enjoins a mort
gagor from acquiring and setting up e
tax .title' adversely .to the mortgagee,
Middletown Savings Bank v. Bacharach,
46 Conn. ·513, 524; Chamberlain v.
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Forbes, 126:Mich. 86jWaring'v.Na:~

tional Savings & Trust Co., 138 Md. 367;
see 2 Jones on Mortgages (8thed.),
§ 841,should find no difficulty in enjoin
ing these employees and the respondent
claiming under them from asserting, un
der the patent laws, rights which would
defeat the very object of their employ
ment. The capacity of equitable doctrine
for growth and of courts of equity to
mould it. to new situations, was. not. ex
hausted with -the .establishment-' of-the
employer's shoprtght, See Essex Trust
Co. v. Enwright, 214 Mass. 507; Mein
hard v, Salmon, 249 N. Y. 458.

If, .in the application of familiar prln
ciplea. to the situation presented ..here,
we must advance somewhat beyond the
decided eases, I see nothing revolutionary
in the step. We need .not •. be. deterred
by fear of the necessity, inescapable in
the development of the law, of setting
limits to the doctrine we apply,asthe
need arises. That prospect does net re
quire us to shut our eyes to the obvious
consequences of the decree which has been
rendered here. The result is repugnant
to common notions of justice and to
policy as well, and the case must tum
upon these considerations if we abandon
the illusion that· equity is called upon
merely to enforce a contract, albeit, one
that is "implied." The case. would be
more dramatic if the inventions pro
duced at public expense were .important
to the. preservation of human life, or the
public health, or the agriculturalre
sources of the country. The principle
is the same here, though the inventions
are of importance only in the: further
ance of human happiness. Inenlisting
their scientific talent and curiosity in the
performance of the public service in
which the Bureau was engaged,··Dun
more and Lowell necessarily renounced
the prospect of deriving from their work
commercial rewards incompatible with
it.a Hence, there is nothing oppressive

'It has been sald that many scientists in the
employ of the Government regard the acceptance
of patent rights leading to commercial rewards
in any case as .an .abasement at thefr. work;
Hearings on Exploitation· at Inventions by Gov
ernment Employees, Senate Committee on Pat
ents, 65th Cong., ad Sess. (1919); pp. 16, 17: see
also the Hearings before the same Committee.
January 28, 1920, 66th Cong., 2d Seas. (1920).
p, 5. The opinion of the Court attributes im
portance to .the tact. seemingly irrelevant, that
other employees of the Bureau have. in some In
fiances in the past taken out pa.tents on their
inventions which, so far as appears, the Govern
ment has not prevented them from enjoying. The
circumstances under which those inventions were
made do not appear. But even If they were the
same 8S those In the present case there Is no
basis for contending that because the Govern
ment saw 8t not to assert Its rJgbtB In other cases
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or ·uneonscionable· 'in requiring them or
their licensee to surrender their patents
at the instance of the United States, as
.there probably would be if the "inventions
had not _been made within -the scope _of
their -employment or if the employment
did not contemplate invention at all.

The issue raised here is unaffected by
legislation. Undoubtedly the power rests
with Congress to enact -a rule of decision
for determining the _ownership and con
trol of patents on inventions _made by
government employees--in the course of
their employment. But _I find no basis
for . saying that Congress has done so
or that it has manifested any affirmative
policy for the disposition ·of cases of -this
kind, which -is at variance with the eon
siderationswhich are controlling here.
. The Act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 851,
as amended July 1, 1918, 40 Stat. 704,
705, permitted patentees to sue the gov
ernment in the Court of Oleime for the
unauthorized use of their patents.. It
was in effect an eminent domain statute
by 'which just compensation was secured
to the patentee," whose patent 'had been
used by the government. See Richmond
Screw Anchor Co. v. United States, 275
U. S. 331. This statute excluded gov
ernment employees from the benefits of
the Act in order, as the House Commit
tee Report explicitly points .out, to .leave
unaffected the. shoprights of the govern
ment. See H. R. Report No. 1288, 61st
Congo 2d Sess. A statute thus aimed
at· protecting in every case the minimum
rights of the government canharcllybe
taken to deny other and greate,rrights
growing out of the ··specialequity .of
eases like the present.

The Act of April 30, 1928, 45 Stat.
467, 468, amending an earlier statute of
1883 (22 Stat. 625), so as to permit a
patent to be issued to a government em
ployee without payment of fees, for any
invention which the. head ofa depart
ment or independent bureau certifies "is
used or liable to be used in the public
sen-ice," and which the application speci
fies may, if patented, "be manufactured
and used by or for the Government for
governmental purposes without ~he pay
mentof * * * any royalty," was passed,
it is true, with the general purpose of
encouraging government employees to
take out patents on their inventions. But
this purpose was not, as the opinion. of
the Court suggests, born of a Congres-

it has lost them in this. Moreeover, tbere is DO
necessary inconsistency in the Government's po
sition if It concluded in those CQ8eS that the pub
lic tnterest would be served best by permitting
the employees to exploit tbeir inventions them
selves. and adopted a oontTarr conclusIon here.

slonal inte:ntthat a govemment employee
who conceives an invention in the course
of his employment should be protected
in his right to exclude all others but the
government from using it. Congress was
.eoneemed neither" with enlarging nor
with narrowing the relative rights of the
government and its employees," This is
apparent from the language of the sta
tute that the patent shall be issued with.
'onta fee "subjeet to existing law," as
well as from the recorda-of its legislative
history."

The purpose of Congress in facilitating
the patenting of inventions by govern
ment employees was. to protect the exist.
ing .right of .the government to use all
devices invented in the service, whether
or not the patentee was employedto use
his inventive powers. Experience. had
shown that thisshopright. was jeopard.,
ized unless the employee applied for a
patent, since without the disclosure In
eident to the application the government
was .frequently hampered in its defense
of claims by' orders asserting priority of
Invention. But doubt which had arisen
whether-an apptication for a paterrt un
der the Act of 1883 did not operate to
dedicate the patent to the public," and
reluctance to pay.the fees otherwise re
qui red, had led government employees to
neglect to. make applications, even when
they were entitled. to .the benefits of the
monopoly subject only to. the govern
ment's right of . use. This doubt the
amendment removed., It can hardly be
contended that in removing it in order
to aid, the government in the protection
of its. shopright, _Congress declared a
policy that it should have no greater right
to control a patent procured either un
der this 'special statute or under the
general patent laws by. fraud or any
other type of inequitable conduct. Had
such a policy been declared, it is difficult
to see on what basis we could award the

:lOThroughout 'the various speculations in com
mtttee as to what those rights were, it was gen- •
erally .agreed that they were Intended to remain
uncbansed by the bill. See Hearings before the
House Committee on Patents, 68th Cong.,2d Sess.,
on H. R. 8267 and 11408 (1926); Hearings before
the same Committee, 70th Cong.. 1st Bess. (1928),
especially at pp, 8·18. The discussion. on the
t1oor·ot the House, referred to In fhe opinion of
the Court (see note -19) does not indicate the
contrary.
It In .addition to thebearlngs cited 81tpra, note
10, see H. R. Report-No. 1596, 68th Cong., end
Seas.; H. R. Report No.8n, Senate Report No. '
785, 70th Cong., 1st gess, The bin was originally
a companion proposal to the Federal Trade Com
mission bilI discussed infra, note 18. See the
references given there.

ltSee Selden Co. v.National Aniline & Chernl·
cal Co., 48 F. (2d) 1'10, 2ft; Sq!J.ier v. American
Telephone & Telegraph ce, '1 F. (24) 881, 882,
afflrming 21 F. (2d) 74'1.

"'·""1
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February 21,: 1921, the subject was again· con
aidered by an Interdepartmental Board estab
lished by executive order of President Harding,
August 9, 1922. Its reportwas transmitted to
Congress by Prestdent Coolidge, in December.
1928. Sen. Doc. No. 88, 68th Cong., ret Seas.
The Board found· tha:t there had never beennny
general governmental policy established with re
spect to inventions, that whether public dedtee
non, priva~ exploitation or governmental con
trol and administration is desirable, depends
largely· on the nature of the invention. Accord
ingly, legislation was recommended establishing
a permanent Interdepa.rtmentcJ. Patents Board
with the power to demand assignments of. patents
on those inventions thereafter developed in the
service which "in the interest of the national de
fense, or otherwise in the public interest" sbould
be controlied by the GOvernment. No action wes
taken upon tbis proposal.

Since that time the Director of the Bureau·ot
Standards bas recommended thnt 8. "unifonn,
equitable policy of procedure" bedeftned for the
Government by legislation. (Annual Report for
1925rP. 40.) In the Report for 1981 it Is said
(P. 4(1) that .the "patent polley of this Bureau
has always been that patentab]e devices developed
by employees paid out ot public funds belong to
the public," and tbe Report for 1982 a.dds (p.
40) uif not so dedicated directly, the vested

rights should be beld by the Government."

bestsetved '. by tbededication of an in..
vention to the public or by itsexploita
'tion with patent protection under license
from the government arthe ,inventor.
But the difficulty of resolving the ques
Hondoes not justify a decree which does
answer itfn favor .of permitting govern
mentemployeessllch as these to exploit
their 'inventions without restriction,
rather than ODe which would require' the
cancellation of their patents or their as
signment to the United States.

The, decrees should be reversed.
Mr. Justice CARDOZO concurs in 'this

opinion.
Mr. 'Chief 'Justice HUGHES "(dissent

ing) .-1 agree wtth-Mr. Justice STONE'S
analysis of the 'facts showing the nature
of the 'employment of Dunmore and
Lowell, and with his conclusions as to
the legal effect of that employment. As
the people of the United States should
have the unrestricted benefit of the In
ventions in .such a case, I think that the
appropriate .. remedy would be to cancel
the patents.

17 U. S•. PAT; Q.

government .R remedy, as it seems to lie
agI'eed we .would, if Dunmore and Lowell
had been specifically employed. to make
the inventions. There. is nothing to in
dicate that Congress adopted one policy
for such a case and a contrary one. for
this.

Other legislation proposed but not en
acted/3 requires but award. Even had
Congress expressly rejected a bill pur
porting to enact into law the rule of de
cision which I think applicable here, its
failure to act could not be accorded-the
force of law. But no such legislation has
been .proposed. -to Congress,': and "that
which was suggested may have been' and
probably was defeated for reasons un
connected with the issue presented in this
case. The legislative record does show,
as the opinion of the .Court states, that
it is a difficult question which has been
the subject of consideration at least since
the war, whether the public interest is

:18 The blll referred to in the opinion of the
Court was one sponsored by the executtveide
partments to endow the Federal Trade Commis
sion with the' power to accept assignments of
patents from GOvernment emp!oyees and ad
minister them in the public interest. It passed
the Senate OD one occasion and the' House on
another but failed to become a law. (5. 52BS,
estn Cong., ad gess., S. 8228, 66tb Cong., 1st
gess., H.R. 9982, 66th Cong., tat gess., H. R.
11984, 66th Cong., ad Sess.). In the course of
hearings and deba.tes many poin\!; of view were
expressed. See Hearhigs on Exploitation of In
ventions by Government Employees, Senate Com
mittee on Patents, 65th Cong., 8d Sess. (1919);
Hearing before the same Committee, 66th Conx.,
2d gess. (1920); Senate Report No. 405, H. R.
Report No. 595, 66th Cong., 'd geee.; recommend
ing passage. See 59 Cong. Bec., 2800, 2421,
2480, 3908, 4682. 4771, 8859, 8860, 84S8, 8490; 60
ibid. 856; Conference Report, H. R. No. 1294,
Sen. Doc. No.. 879. 66th Cong., ad Sees. And see
60 Congo nee., 2890, 8229, 8264-8269, 8587. Dif
ferences were stressed In the purposes and needs
of different agencies of the Government. See
especially Hearings (1919), supra, 'PP. 22, 24-5.
The need of commercial incentives to private ex
ploiters. as well. as the general desirability. of
such expl.oitatlon were admitted, but the dangers
were recognized 'as well. It was thought that
the public interest would best be served by the
establishment of a single agency for Government
control, with the power to determine upon some
compensation' for the inventor.

After the deatbot this bminthe Senate,
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National R &DPolicy:
An Industrial Perspective

Roland W. Schmitt

the performarice of basic. .research and
the training of research manpower. The
distraction is especially.great if Washing
ton pays .too much attention to the grow
ingnumberof calls for the government to
take over the job of selecting .• and .:eup
porting. R&D programs aimed at com
mercial results.

The Federal Role

Industrial policy hasbecome one of
the hot issues on our national agenda,
with various advocates telling us how to
beat the Japanese and solve the prob
lems ofunemploymen( inflation, and
industrial stagnation: .. The 1~84 pres~d~n

tial candidates are picking up these ideas
and testing ,them;

Industrial policy has many compo
nents-c-fiscal, 'monetary; and regulatory,
for example. 'It touches on many areas;
from international trade to retraining the
work force. I can bring my expertise to
only one cornerof this many-sided sub
ject: research and development policy:
To me, industrial policy means what the
government must do to shape our nation
al industrial posture', and a clear under
standing of what government should not
do. "

There has been no lack of proposals.
Bills put before Congress in recent years
have called for such changes as the es-

The author is senior vice president, 'Corporate
Research and Development, General Electric Corn
pany, Schenectady, New York 12301. This article is
adapted from his keynote speech at the National
Conference on the Advancement of Research, San
Antonio, Texas.rlu October 1983.
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tablishment ofa National Technology
Foundation, or a Cabinet-level Depart
ment of Trade and Industryr the selec
tion.of a National Commission. on Tech
nological Innovation arid Industrial Mod
ernization to tell us "what theeconorriic,
educational, and industrial priorities of
the UnitedStatesought tobe'Ya Presi
dentialProgram for the Advancement of
Science and Technology; and a Commis
sion On High Technology and Employ
ment Potential. Another proposal would
establish .~. governmeilt.prograrri to .con
duct research, and development on im
proved manufacturing 'techniques: oth
ers would exempt joint research and
development efforts from the·,antitfust
laws.

All these proposals to aid U.S.R & D
show a healthy and encouraging :c~ncei-n

about the state of American industrial
technology, but they may at the same
time distract politicians and policy-mak
ers from the most important need and the
most important step that government can
take to 'strengthen U ~S. innovation. That
task is ... to ensure and strengthen' the
health of our university system-in both

In the' commercial R&D .area there
are some thirigs that government must
and can do, and other things it cannot
and should not do. Government has a
crucial role to play in creating favorable
conditions for commercial innovation,
but not in actually producing those inno
vations: There are several reasons for
this.

First, .successful innovation requires-a
close and, intimate coupH,ng between the
developers ofa technology and the busi
nesses that will bring products based. on
that technology to market and are them
selves in touch with that market. This is
essential in a •. diversified. company, and
even more essential in a complex and
diversified economy. The R&D people
rriust.. comprehend the: strategies of. the
business as well as know what the mar
ket constraints are and what the cornpe
tition is up to.. The business people, in
turn; must understand the capabilities
and limitations of the technology. They
must .possess the .technical strength to
complete the. development and believe
strongly enough in the technology's po
tential to make the big investment need
ed to bring it to market.
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perspective.jhe Department of Energy's
program -expense' for just, one unproved,
highly speculative energy technique,
magnetically. contained fusion, Was $295
million in 1982 alone. We face the same
problem in several other crucial areas or"
university research: This is -particularly
true of engineering research-s-fundamen
tal research in such areas as software
engineering, automation, machining sys
tems.. materials engineering, and' com
puter-aided engineering techniques.

/1 The crudaldistinctionagain is be
V!\{weensupport ofthe underlying research

~the job that the government should be
doing) and support of efforts. aimed di
rectly at generating products (the job the
government. should stay away from).

i Some of the bills before Congress do not

I
, clearly make thi.S distinction. Consider,
( for .exarnple, the .calls for government
I supportofR &D in manufacturing tech-

nology ...Ifa program for conducting', the
underlying research at universities is to
be established, I will support it whole
heartedly. But when programs to pro
ducemore efficient manufacturing tech
nologies are proposed, I. worry that
someone has ignored. the difference .be
tween broadly relevant research and the
job of selecting specific technology tar
gets -formew-products . and •..·processes.
And.when anyone' proposes conducting
research utilization .activities to encour
age widespread. adoption of these tech
nologies, then' I have serious reserva
tions.

In the technology of controls, for ex
ample, fundamental theoretical advances
are needed to catch. up with the speed
and power of microelectronics. "Such
work should be strongly supported at
universities. But the job of putting re
search to. work in, '. say ,robots or ma
chine tool controls for commercial mar
kets .should be addressed by private
companies.

Some may be concerned that with, so
much emphasis on support of academic
research. in fast-moving areas, such as
microelectronics and computer. science,
the needa-of' core-Industriesvsuch as
automobiles and steel, will be neglected.
That.is not "so;"The'increases .. inefficien
cyneeded by these industries will be
provided much more by some of these
fast-moving .areas . thanby.advances in
the core technologies. These industries,
toe; are dependenton strong university
research in the fast-moving areas.More
oyer, these, industries suffer from a lack
of investment in alreadyavailable tech
nology. Giving them new technology
without the correspondinginvestment to
use that technology is hardly likely to
improve their plight.

15JUl'E 1984

Immigration Policy

Another policy issue that strikes at the
heart of our universities, yet is rarely
discussed in the context of R&D poli
cy, is immigration' policy. In 1982 as
many foreign students received engi
neering Ph.Dr's in ouruniversities asdid
American students. Some regard these
foreign .students as a-problem, arid there
even have been proposals to reduce their
numbers. But the real problem is that not
enough Americans' are entering doctoral
programs. The solution is to encourage
more of our students, through adequate
ly supported graduate fellowships, to go
on to graduate studies. What is clearly
not a solution is to force foreign students
to leave. They arean important resource
for our country. They account for a
disproportionately large portion ofour
skilled manpower in the fast -moving ar
eas of science and technology. They ,are
not taking jobs away from Americans.
They are filling a void and advancing
U,S. science and technology. Historical
ly the United States has benefitcdim
measurably from opening pur doors to
immigrant scientists' and engineers.· I
need only mention such greats .. asStein
metz, Alexanderson, and -Giaever.· at
General-Electric; Tesla, Zworykin, and
Ipatieff at other companies; .. and Fermi,
Debye, Mark, and many others at.Amer
ican universities. Yet current laws create
obstacles for foreign scientists who seek
employment here. If weare truly con
cerned about enhancing U. S. industry's
capability to do R&D, we should ease
the regulatory barriers to hiring foreign
born students, especially those trainedin
this country. Proposed amendments to
the Simpson-Mazzoli immigration bill
now before Congress would do exactly
that. Unfortunately, for reasons that
have nothing at all to do with science and
technology, that bill is now stalled in the
House. The critical role that foreign sci
entists play in the United States must be
addressed directly , rather than as an
afterthought to a bill intended to deal
with the problem of illegal, and largely
unskilled, aliens.

Technology Leaks

A· related national issue also directly
affects the health ofour universities: the
problem of leakage of technology to the
Soviet Union, In an attempt to stop that
leakage, the Department of Defense and
the Department of Commerceproposed
regulations-that would prevent. foreign
nationals from taking part in advanced
microelectronics research in universities

and industry. This is intended as justa
first step. In the long run, the two depart
ments are proposing to impose. the 'same
restrictions on virtually all fast-moving
areas of advanced technology consid
ered.tobe militarily.critical.

There is no question that we must do a
better job of preventing the Soviets from
acquiring our technology, but such regu
lations are overkill. The Defense and
Commerce Departments propose to
change the export control regulations in
ways that would seriously disrupt the
nature of scientific discourse in U.S.
universities andindustrial R&D labora
tories, No doubt some technology does
leak to the Soviets inthe course of our
open •scientific discourse. But .by the
Administration's own account.rthis is a
very small part of the problem.. 1t is
counterproductive to ,impose such major
restrictionson U.S; scienceandtechnol
ogy for such a small part of the problem.
Again, foreign scientists play a critical
role in most of our important areas of
science and technology. Deny themac
cess to these areas of research and we
will do far more to damage our techno
logical capabilities than any of the pro
posals being: made in the name of indus
trial policy will do to help.

Conclusion

National R&D. policy today poses .
both risks and opportunities. The excite
ment and .attention that proposals for
industrial R&D policy have generated
threaten to distract us from the federal
government's most ..'important tasks-We
need to go back to the basics. We need to
remind ourselvesof what it is that the,
government can arid cannot do, and what'
it is that industry can.and cannot do;

In summary, I want to suggest four
specific guidelines for federal R& D pol
icy: (i) concentrate direct support on
academically based' research,not on
government-targeted industrial R.& D;
(ii) concentrate on sunrise science. and
technology; not-on sunrise industries and

.products; (iii) concentrate on strengthen
ing the climate .for. privately'based inno
vationvnot. .• on .government-selected in
novation; (iv) concentrate on develop
mentforthegovernment's own needs,
oot on development formarket needs, I
believe that these simple guidelines
many of which we have followed with
success' in, the past, some of which we
have violated with pain-s-will go a long
way toward greatly strengthening and
rejuvenating. the .dynamic innovative
powers of our American system of re
search and development.
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Summary. An analysis of how thegovernmenl can and cannot use research and
development poiicyto improve the nation's industrial posture suggests four gUidelines
for federal R&D policy: (I) concentrate direct support on academically based
research, not on qovernrnent-tarqeted industrial R & D;(ii)concentrate on Sunrise
science and technology, not on sunrise industries and products; (iii) concentrate on
strengthening the climate for privately based innovation, not on government-selected
innovation; (iv) concentrate on development for the government's own needs, not on
development lor market needs.

Second, .innovation works best if this
closecoupli'ng is in place.' during •. the
entire innovation process. It 'should exist
when the R&D project is identified and
should continue through planning and
development-It must, survive' the inev
itable adjustments during development,
caused"byshifting' .market" constraints
and technical 'surprises. It must with
stand the .decision points-c-when to go
ahead or when to quit.

Finally; in afree-enterprise system,
governments not only do not create the
markets for products but are notoriously
slow in reacting to shifts in the market
place. They lack the crucial entrepre
neurial spirit to perceive or acknowledge
opportunities early in their development.

During the years of heavy government
involvement in energy R &D,·we used
to hearover and over agam the expres
sions ...·tech.nology transfer, ~'. and" corn
mercialization." 'Thoseterms embodied
the, notion .that:once.·a technology was
developed by .agovemment contractor
or a national ;laboratory, the technology
could then somehow be rransterred to
the.maeketplaceand commercialized.

That did not happen for a simple rea
OIL Technology'ttansfer is not a sepa-

rate process occurring downstream from
R&D. The user and the performer of
targeted R Sc. D need to have established
a close relation before..there is anything
to transfer:

In '.. energy R&D, .there were some
who fell intothe trap of thinking that if
they got a concept defined, the technolo
gy to .work.. and someone to produce .a
favorableeconomic analysis, then' corn
rnercializationwould fellow.They forgot
to find out whether the customers would
buy the product. The:result was a misdi

.rection of effort and money into technol
ogies -that never had a chance of com
mercial success.

'Even in agriculture "where -theUnited
States, has a great history of innovation,
underlying-research .on icorn .genetics
was. performed.vat university . research
stations and largely supported bygov
emment... But private .seed companies
converted that research into hybrid 'corn
products.

A dose relation between the user and
the petformer ofR & D cannot, .ingener
al, form when government.selects.corn
rnercial R &.D targets. Instead, the gov
ernment ends up being a third party-«
one' that knows a great deal less about
the technology than the developer and a
great deal less about the market than the
user.

As an example, there are-proposals
that the government fund R&D in man
ufacturing technology, in such applica-
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tion areas asprogrammable automation,
robotics, advanced sensors, and comput
er-aided design and manufacturing. -Part
of this funding is to support R&D work
to be done by industry.

These are key technologies for the
future but, because they' are' so impor
tantva large, and growing number .of
companies are already addressing them.
General Electric. is investing millions of
dollars in each of them. And, in each
one, we are faced With a large number of

tough' cornpetitors-c-foreign .firms '.: and
U.S. firms, established firms and new
ventures, joint ventures and industry
university cooperative programs. In just
one corner of computer-aided design; for
example, the field of solid modeling, we
are competing against atIeast a dozen
capable firms-s-cstablished giants,small
er rivals, and newer ventures.

It is simply not plausible for an admin
istratoriin Washington-i-even with the
help of a blue-ribbon advisory panel-to
pick the winning SOlid-modeling product
better than the dozen firms slugging it
out in the marketplace. And even 'if
government could pick-the winner, that
is only the first step. The suppliers of the
funds, the performers of the R&D, and
the businessmen who deal with thecus
tomers have to tiethemselves together in
a long-term relation. A governmentfund
ing agency', cannot create .that, kind of
relationship'.

There is,however, one important ex
ception.Ttoccurs when the government
is the .customer for innovation-s-as ·in
defense R&D.. Government should
concentrate its development efforts on
these needs of its own; Ifhistoryis any
guide, it will thereby also,generate prod
ucts and technology that can be tapped
for commercial uses.

The government has clear needs in the
area of. supercomputers for weapons re
search, cryptanalysis, weather forecast
ing, economic. modeling, the •design of
improved airfoils andiprojectiles.. and
many other uses. By meeting its needs in
supercomputers, the governmentv will
also be sponsoring the development ora
product that has: many valuablecivilian
uses, such as improved oil exploration,

better understanding ofcrack formation
and propagation' in: alloys, new tech
niques in computer-aided engineering,
and the design of new materials based on
theoretical principles. The 'supercom
puter is a prime example of a technology
in which the government should take the
lead.

In very large scale integrated circuits
(VLSI) the government will also be a
major customer and thus has a majorrole
in sponsoring, development work. One

emerging opportunityis in the area of
inference chips-VLSI implementations
of intelligent electronic systems that
work in real time, based 'on custom chips
rather than 'computers. These inference
chips could be used in military systems,
for example, to help the pilot of an F-18
with an engine hit by shrapnel make the
best use ofthe 3.6 seconds he has in
which to decide whether he can limp
home or should bail out:

Inference chips will also have great
value in many commercial uses, such as
in creating ·three~dimensional·computerM

aided design .images in' real' time and in
helping smart robots plan their paths.
Again, by meeting its own development
needs, the government' may advance
technology that can be used in comrner
cialinnovations. When the" government
is 'not the.customer; govemmentselec
tion of.developments is unlikely to pro
mote such innovation." and economic
growth.

Competition from Japan

At this paine I would expect some
people to be thinking about the Japa
nese: Did their government bureaucracy
not pick the commercial .technicalwin
ners and put money behind them? No, it
did not. At the heart of that question is a
misunderstanding about the Japanese
government's Ministry .of International
Trade and Industry (MITI). The popular
picture depicts. MITI as' selecting target
industries" picking out the' technological
developments they need, establishing a
consortium <ofJapanese' firms, and sup
porting the commercial R&D needed
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Boom Time for British Biotechnology?
Venture capital is.now flowing.into small companieSand the government

is encouraging the cornmercializationofuniversity research it funds

London. After a-relatively slow start in
the late 1970's, Britian's biotechnology
industry is beginning to pick up speed.
Government officials, academics and in
dustrialists all claim that a recent report
from the U.S. Office of Technology As
sessment. (OTA) was. excessively. pessi
mistic in its claim that Britain lacks the
"dynamism" ,tel produc~~erious c()m~

petitors to American ,companies. They
also contest the OTA's conclusion that
Britain ranks second behind West Ger
many among European nations,

"I think that conclusion is completely
wrong, particularly if you take the com
bination of the. science and itsapplica
ti9~s ',int0c:iccount" ,says Gerard Fairt-

\\¥1pu,g~",cl"iief ~xec,u tive ofBritain:5 pril1~i
.!"ii!Pal'biotechno10gy company, Celltech,

}Wh,ichi~)cuITent1yriding a crest of inves
','tor,enthusiasm.

British industry has benefited from
various forms ofdirect government sup
port for biotechnology. Many smaller
companies, for example, have .made
gooduse.of consultancy grants and other
special funds offered as part of a $24
million biotechnology package launched
1>yt\l~p"partment ofTrade and Industry
inl\l$~"mber 1982. Other industrial ini-

,':H~tiy~s"t~,Jields. such as fermentation
te9h~610gy have been successfully cata
lyzed.l1y the Biotechnology Directorate
of the' ~2ience, and Engineering 'Research
Council (SERC).

According to Robin Nicholson, chief
scientific adviser in Prime Minister Mar
garet Thatcher's Cabinet Office, broader
political changes must also share the
credit." "The .policy of .. the. government
since 1979 has been to free restrictions
and to .rernovebarriers to enterprise,"
says Nicholson. "The relatively healthy
state ofbiotechnology in the U.K. seems
partly to reflect the success of those
policies.' ,

He picks out, for example, efforts to
encourage Britain's venture capital mar
ket-now considered the second largest
in the world .after the United States-

~
thr...o...u.gh de.

y.
el.opm.e.n.ts such .a.s the.B,U.Sl'.ness Expansion Scheme'Q.,whichal1ows

individuals to. write off against tax-an
investment of up to $60,000 in a small
company. provided the money is left in

- for up 'to 5~ars.
"The '.Business, Expansion Scheme

was .• the. first ·Teal fiscal change in.small
company. funding for 50 years" saysPe-
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ter A. Laing of Biotechnology Invest
ments Limited (BILl. a venture capital
fund setup by merchant bank N. M.
Rothschild in 1981 and chaired by a
previous top government s<;ience. advis
er, Lord Rothschild. ElLis said t" be the
largest biotechnology-oriented venture
capital fund in the world. Partly due to
this recent, flow.of venture capital, Brit
ain now has more small .biotechnology
companies than any 'of its European
competitors.

The government's willingness to Iet
the commercial and industrialcomrpuni~..
ties act as the senior partner in its efforts
to boost biotechnology research and de
velopment has played a large part in both

Gerard Fairtlaugh

Ceiitech chief says OTA misjudged Britain.

the establishment and subsequent opera
tion of Celltech, The. company was set
up in 1980 primarily at the initiativeof
the National Enterprise Board" a govern
rnent body ... recently. amalgamated. into
the British Technology Group. Although
initially providing 44 percent of Cell
tech's start-up capital, with the four re
maining stakes of 14 percent each divid
ed between a group of financial 'and
industrial institutions, the government
always intended to hand over its share to
private enterprise. It moved inthis'direc
tion last year when Rothschilds'venture
capital .company-s-previously criticized
for not investing its funds in any British
biotechnology company-s-bought out a
proportion of the government)" stock

and gained with it a seat on the board of'
the company.

Like similar companies in' the. United
States, Celltech has actively sought col
laboratiori. with larger.companies. with
broader industrial .. interests or 'special
marketing skills.A. joint venture was
launched last year with Britain's largest
pharmacy chain, Boots".for. example, ,to
develop the applicatiorof monoclonal
antibodies to new di~~?ostic;products.

And a technology,li~ensingagreeIl1ent

has been signed with th~J<ipanesecom

pany Sankyo to develop tissue plasmino
gen activator and calcitonin.

Fairtlough says that Celltech, with a
current research staff of about 120scien
tists and technicians,.~~es'Hotatpresen~

share, jhe ~lTIbiti(ms:ofc,?Il'lP~ni~s.,sti~h
as Genentech to grow into .a major cor
poration .. H~vve~er,with .a number of
clearly defined product Iines, each in a
potentially large market, "We could be
talking about a turnover of hundreds of
millions of dollars in a few years."

Celltech . is already earning profits
from. a reagent for the purification of
int~rf~ron and. has recently created a
Culture Products Division. which, based
on techniquesdeveloped with direct gov
erument funding, already. claims to be
the. world .leader in the in vitro bulk
production of monoclonal antibodies.

One reason for Celltech's early sue
ss isa unique-i-and in some quarters

highly controversial-~gieement with
Britairi'sMedical Research Council
(M.RC) , under. which the companY\Vi!\s
initially given first option on the ri,g;rt~,:t9

all results produced in the fields of genet
ic en~ineeripg .and:Il1onoclonal. ~nti~qd~
ics in the council's laboratories..'These
include the prestigious Laboratory of
Molecular Biology in Cambridge.

This arrangementwas approved by the
Conservatiye,governIllent over the opp~~

ition of officials' in the Treasury, who
elt it wrong that one company should be
ranted exclusive ,access to what was
onsidered public property. One factor
n the decision,itis widely rumored, was
he failure in the late 1970's to takeout a
atent on the technique for producing
onoclonal antibodies, which was .. first

eveloped inthe MRC's Cambridge lab
r~t()ry. Giving Fe,llt~.chexc1usive_rights
o MRC's work might avoid such lapses
n the future.

When Celltech started to registerIts
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ees in small' companies with iriitially low
turnovers (or profits). The budget pro-.
posed in mid-March hrings British policy
in this, area more in 'line' with that inthe
UnitedStates, .however.

On the other side of the coin has heen
a' grfaterwtlhngness to conrbitle public

as well as general;' increase' the pressure
for <university .scientists-e-and universi
ties-in 'general-'·tolook elsewhere for
financial support.

A second factor until now has been the
tax structure; which has made' it more
difficult to offer stock options to employ-
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first commercial' successes,' criticism of
its deal with the MRC shifted from the
political 'to the ' industrial community.
Both largeand small companies com
plained at being locked out of access to
MRC's research. "The academic excel
lence in places like the MRC should he
treated as , a:na~ionaJ resource','and the
government should be providing even
handed 'access to it," says Chris Keight
ley, managing director of One of the
newest and most active small biotechnol
ogy companies on the British scene, 10
(Bio) Ltd. in Camhridge.

The main product of Keightley's com
pany, Set up in 1981 hy Acorn Comput
ersand recently recipient of a $1.2-mil
lion investment from Rothschild's BIL,
is a technique for improving the sensitiv
ity of enzyme-based diagnostic tests. It
is based on the research of a scientist
whose work was not supported by the
MRC, Colin Self of Cambridge Universi
ty's biochemistry department.

Given the growing pressure to encour
age similar initiatives, the MRC has re
cently renegotiated its licensing arrange
ments with Celltech. The company will
retain first option to developments in
fields in which it has already started to
develop products. !nother fields, how
~ver, it will now have_to become a com-

etitive bldi;lerj tor theMRC is setting up
n industrial l.iaison oflJce .to distribute
icenses mOl:e widelY.:;:.among companies

,. nterested iri tUrning its research into
IcommerciafPro&rcts.

The new arrangements have met with
general approval in both the industrial
and academic worlds. Sydney Brenner,
director of the MRC's laboratory in
Cambridge, says that at the beginning
"there isno doubt that in terms of good
will, the MRC connection was a major
asset to Celltech."

Since theri, however, the laboratory
has been receiving an increasing number
of direct approaches from industry; "In
the past, we have had to tell them to go
away, since the first options on research
in the defined fields had to be offered to
Celltech. Now we no longer have to do
so."

Brenner and' other British scientists
pOInt out that thefe ale suetal differ
encesbetween the United Kingdom and
the UDited Stiltes in the factorsaffecting
the growth of links between the academ
ic plOmedlcal researcn community and
!he private secfor.

One is a greater reluctance on the part
of BritIsh academiCS to get In¥olved in
th_e process of transferring research re
sults from the laboratory a ,.,tradition
which is admittedly changing as cuts in
government support for the umversities
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Boom Time for British Biotechnology
Venture capital is now flowing into small companies and the government

is encouraging the commercialization of university research it funds
London. Aftera relativelyslow startin

the late 1970's, Britian's biotechnology
industry is beginning to pick up speed.
Government officials, academics and in
dustrialists all claim that a recent report
from the U.S. Office of Technology As
sessment (OTA) was excessively pessi
mistic in its claim that Britain lacks the
"dynamism" to produce serious com
petitors to American companies. They
also contest the OTA's conclusion that
Britain ranks second behind West Ger
many among European nations.

"I think that conclusion is completely
wrong, particularly if you take the com
bination of the science and its applica
tions into account" says .Gerard Fairt
.lough, chief executive ofBritain's princi
.pal biotechnology company, Celltech,
which is currently riding a crest of inves
tor enthusiasm.

British industry has benefited from
various' forms ofdirect government sup
port for biotechnology. Many smaller
companies, for example. have made
good use of consultancy grants and other
special funds offered as pan of a $24
million biotechnology package launched
by the Department of Trade and Industry
in November 1982. Other industrial ini
tiatives in fields such as fermentation
technology have been successfully cata
lyzed by the Biotechnology Directorate
of the Science and Engineering Research
Council (SERC).

According to Robin Nicholson, chief
scientific adviser in Prime MinisterMar
garet Thatcher's Cabinet Office, broader
political changes must also share the
credit. "The policy of the government
since 1979 has been to free restrictions
and to remove barriers to enterprise!"
says Nicholson. "The relatively healthy
state of biotechnology in the U.K. seems
partly to reflect the success of those
policies ."

He picks out,for example, efforts to
encourage Britain's venture capital mar
kel-now considered the second largest
in the world after the United States
through developments such as the' Busi-
ness Expansion ,Scheme,...""which allows
ndividuals to write off againS! tax-an

investment of up to $60,000 in a small
company. orovided the money is left in
for up to 5Y;;ars.

"The Business Expansion Scheme
was the first real fiscal change in small
company funding for 50 years" says Pe-
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ter A. Laing of Biotechnology Invest
ments Limited (BIL), a venture capital
fund set up by merchant hank N. M.
Rothschild in 1981 and chaired by a
previous top government science advis
er, Lord Rothschild. BIL is said to he the
largest biotechnology-oriented venture
capital fund in the world. Partly due to
this recent flow of venture capital, Brit
ain now has more small biotechnology
companies than any of its European
competitors.

The government's willingness to let
the commercial and industrial communi
ties aetas the senior partner in its efforts
to boost biotechnology research and de
velopment has played a large pan in both

the establishment and subsequent opera
tion of Celltech. The company was set
up in 1980 primarily at the initiative of
the National Enterprise Board, a govern
ment body recently amalgamated into

.the British Technology Group. Although
initially providing 44 percent of Cell
tech's stan-up capital, with the four re
maining stakes of 14 percent each divid
ed between .a group of financial and
industrial institutions, the government
always intendedto handover its share-to
private enterprise. It moved in this direc
tion last year when, Rothschilds ' venture
capitalrcornpany-s-previously criticized
for not investing its funds in any British
biotechnology company-bought put a
proportion of the government's 'stock

and gained with it a seat on the board of
the company.

Like similar companies in the United
States, Celltech has actively sought col
laboration with .larger companies with
broader industrial interests or special
marketing skills. A joint venture was
launched last year with Britain's largest
pharmacy chain, Boots, for example, to
develop the application of monoclonal
antibodies to new diagnostic products.
And a technology licensing agreement
has been signed with the Japanese com
pany Sankyo to develop tissue plasmino
gen activator and calcitonin.

Fairtlough says that Celltech, with a
current research staff of about 120scien
tists and technicians, does not at present
share the ambitions of companies such
as Genentech to grow into a major cor
poration. However, with a number of
clearly defined product lines, each in a
potentially large market, "We could be
talking about a turnover of hundreds of
millions of dollars in a few years."

Celltech is already earning profits
from a reagent for the purification of
interferon and has recently created a
Culture Products Division which, based
on techniques developed with direct gov
ernment funding, already claims to be
the world leader in the in vitro bulk
production of monoclonal antibodies.

One reason for Celltech's early sue-
less is a unique-s-and in some quarters

highly controversial-agreement with
Britain's Medical Research Council
(MRC), under which the company was
initially given first option on the rights to
all results produced in the fields of genet
ic' engineering and monoclonal antibod
ies in the council's laboratories. These
include the prestigious Laboratory of
Molecular Biology in Cambridge.

This arrangement was approved by the
Conservative government over the oppo
ition of officials in the Treasury, who
elt it wrong that one company should be
ranted exclusive access to what was
onsidered public property, One factor
n the decision, it is widely rumored, was
he failure in the late 1970's to takeout a
atent on the technique for producing
onoclonal antibodies, which was first

eveloped in the MRC's Cambridge lab
ltatory. Giving Celltech exclIisive rights
o MRC's work might avoid such lapses
n the future.

When Celltech started to register its
;if1.til SCIENCE.VOL. 224



Boom Time for British Biotechnology?
Venture capital is now flowing into small companies and the government

is encouraging the commercialization of university resesrcti it funds
and gained with it a seat on the board of
the company.

Like similar companies in the United
States, Celltech has actively sought col
laboration with larger companies with
broader industrial interests or special
marketing skills. A joint venture was
launched last year with Britain's largest
pharmacy chain, Boots, for example, to
develop the application of monoclonal
antibodies to new diagnostic products.
And a technology licensing agreement
has been signed with the Japanese com
pany Sankyo to develop tissue plasmino
gen activator and calcitonin.

Fairtlough says that Celltech, with a
current research staff of about 120 scien
tists and technicians,does not at present
share the ambitions of 'companies such
as Genentech to grow into a major cor
poration. However, with a number of
clearly defined product lines, each in a
potentially large market, "We could be
talking about a turnover of hundreds of
millions of dollars in a few years."

Celltech is already earning profits
from a reagent for the purification of
interferon and has recently created a
Culture Products Division which, based
on techniques developed with direct gov
ernment funding, already claims to be
the world leader in the in vitro bulk
production of monoclonal antibodies.

One reason for Celltech's early sue
o less is a unique-s-and in some quarters
'highly contrcversial-e-agreement with
Britain's Medical Research Council
(MRC), under which the company was
initially given first option on the rights to
all results produced in the fields ofgenet
ic engineering and monoclonal antibod
ies in ·the council's laboratories. These
include the prestigious Laboratory of
Molecular Biology in Cambridge.

This arrangement was approved by the
Conservative government over the oppo
ition of officials in the Treasury, who
elt it wrong that one company should be
ranted exclusive access to what was
onsidered public property. One factor
n the decision, it is widelyrumored, was
he failure in the late 1970's to take out a
atent On the technique for producing
onoclonal antibodies, which was first

eveloped in the MRC's Cambridge lab
ratory. Giving Celltech exclusive rights
o MRC's work might avoid such lapses
n the future.

When Celltech started to register its
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ter A. Laing of Biotechnology Invest
ments Limited (BIL),a venture capital
fund set up by merchant bank- N. M.
Rothschild in 1981 and chaired by a
previous top government science advis
er, Lord Rothschild. BIL is said to be the
largest biotechnology-oriented venture
capital fund in the world. Partly due to
this recent flow of venture capital, Brit
ain now has more small biotechnology
companies than any of its European
competitors.

The government's willingness to let
the commercial and industrial communi
ties act as the seniorpartner in its efforts
to boost biotechnology research and de
velopment has played a largcjart in both

;

the establishment and subsequent opera
tion of Celltech. The company was set
up in 1980 primarily at the initiative of
the National Enterprise Board, a govern
ment body recently amalgamated into
the British Technology Group. Although
initially providing 44 percent of Cell
tech's start-up capital, with the four re
maining stakes of 14 percent each divid
ed between a group of financial and
industrial institutions, the government
always intended to hand over its share to
private enterprise. It moved in this direc
tion last year when Rothschilds' venture
capital company-previously criticized
for not investing its funds in any British
biotechnology company-bought out a
proportion of the government's stock

London. After a relatively slow start in
the late 1970's, Britian's biotechnology
industry is beginning to pick up speed.
Government officials, academics and in
dustrialists all claim that a recent report
from the U.S. Office of Technology As
sessment (OTA) was excessively pessi
mistic in its claim that Britain lacks the
"dynamism" to produce serious com
petitors to American companies. They
also contest the OTA's conclusion that
Britain ranks second behind West Ger
many among European nations;

"I think that conclusion is completely
wrong, particularly if you take the com
bination of the science and its applica
tions into account" says Gerard Fairt-

- .Iough, chief executive of Britain's princi
.,pal biotechnology company, Celltech,

which is currently riding a crest of inves
tor enthusiasm.

British industry has benefited from
various forms ofdirect government sup
port for biotechnology. Many smaller
companies, for example, have made
good use of consultancy grants and other
special funds offered as part of a $24
million .biotechnology package launched
by the Department of Trade and Industry
in November 1982. Other industrial ini
tiativesin fields such as fermentation
technology have been successfully cata
lyzed by the Biotechnology Directorate
of the Science and Engineering Research
Council (SERC).

According to Robin Nicholson, chief
scientific adviser in Prime Minister Mar
garet Thatcher's Cabinet Office, broader
political changes must also share the
credit. "The policy of the government
since 1979 has been to free restrictions
and to remove barriers to enterprise,"
says Nicholson. "The relatively healthy
state of biotechnology in the U.K. seems
partly to reflect the success of those
policies."

He picks out, for example, efforts to
encourage Britain's venture capital mar
ket-now considered the second largest
in the world after the United States-
through developments such as the Busi
ness Expansion .Scheme.~hich allows
individuals to write off agamst tax.....an
investment of up to $60,000 in a small
pompany. provided the money is left in
for up to 5 years.

"The Business Expansion Scheme
was the first real fiscal change in small
company funding for 50 years" says Pe-
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Boom Time for British Biotechnology?
Venture capital is now flowing into small companies and the government

is encouraging the commercialization of university research it funds
and gained with it a seat on the board of
the company.

Like similar companies in the United
States, Celltech has actively sought col
laboration with larger companies with
broader industrial interests or special
marketing skills. A joint venture was
launched last year with Britain's largest
pharmacy chain, Boots, for example, to
develop the application of monoclonal
antibodies to new diagnostic products,
And a technology licensing agreement
has been signed with the Japanese com
pany Sankyo to develop tissue plasmino
gen activator and calcitonin.

Fairtlough says that Celltech, with a
current research staff of about 120 scien
tists and technicians, does not at present
share the ambitions of companies such
as Genentech to grow into a major cor
poration. However, with a number of
clearly defined product lines, each in a
potentially large market, "We could be
talking about a turnover of hundreds of
millions of dollars in a few years."

Celltech is already earning profits
from a reagent for the purification of
interferon and has recently created a
Culture Products Division which, based
on techniques developed with direct gov
ernment funding, already claims to be
the world leader in the in vitro bulk
production of monoclonal antibodies.

One reason for Celltech's early sue-
Less is a unique-and in some quarters

'highly controversial-agreement with
Britain's Medical Research Council
(MRC), under which the company was
initially given first option on the rights to
all results produced in the fields of genet
ic engineering and monoclonal. antibod
ies in the council's laboratories. These
include the prestigious Laboratory of
Molecular Biology in Cambridge.

This arrangement was approved by the
Conservative government over the oppo
ition of officials in the Treasury, who
elt it wrong that Onecompany should be
ranted exclusive access to what was
onsidered public property. One factor

n the decision, it is widely rumored, was
he failure in the late 1970's to takeout a
atent on the. technique for producing
onoclonal antibodies, which was first

eveloped in the MRC's Cambridge lab
ratory. Giving Celltech exclusive rights
o MRC's work might avoid such lapses
n the future.

When Celltech started to register its
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ter A. Laing of Biotechnology Invest
ments Limited (BIL) , a venture capital
fund set up by merchant bank N. M.
Rothschild in 1981 and chaired by a
previous top government science advis
er, Lord Rothschild. BIL is said to be the
largest biotechnology-oriented Venture
capital fund in the world. Partly due to
this recent flowof venture capital, Brit
ain now has more small biotechnology
companies than any of its European
competitors.

The government's willingness to let
the commercial and industrial communi
ties act as the senior partner in its efforts
to boost biotechnology research and de
velopment has played a large part in both

the establishment and subsequent opera
tion of Celltech. The company was set
up in 1980 primarily at the initiative of
the National Enterprise Board, a govern
ment body recently amalgamated into
the British Technology Group. Although
initially providing 44 percent of Cell
tech's start-up capital, with the four re
maining stakes of 14 percent each divid
ed between a group of financial and
industrial institutions, the government
always intended to hand over its share to
private enterprise. It moved in this direc
tion last year when Rothschilds' venture
capital company-previously criticized
for not investing its funds in any British
biotechnology company-bought out a
proportion of the government's stock

London. After a relativelyslow startin
the late 1970's, Britian's biotechnology
industry is beginning to pick up speed.
Government officials, academics and in
dustrialistsall claim that a recent report
from the U.S. Office of Technology As
sessment (OTA) was excessively pessi
misticin its claim that Britain lacks the
"dynamism" to produce serious com
petitors to American companies. They
also contest the OTA's conclusion that
Britain ranks second behind West Ger
many among European nations.

"I think that conclusion is completely
wrong. particularly if you take the com
bination of the science and its applica
tions into account" says Gerard Fairt

.lough, chief executive of Britain's princi
'Pal biotechnology company, Celltech,
which is currently riding a crest of inves
tor enthusiasm.

British industry has benefited from
various forms of directgovernment sup
port for biotechnology. Many smaller
companies. for example. have made
good use of consultancy grants and other
special funds offered as part of a $24
million biotechnology package launched
by the Department of Trade and Industry
in November, 1982. Other industrial ini
tiatives in fields such as fermentation
technology have been successfully cata
lyzed by the Biotechnology Directorate
of the Science and Engineering Research
Council (SERC).

According to Robin Nicholson, chief
scientific adviser; in Prime Minister Mar
garet Thatcher's Cabinet Office, broader
political changes must also share the
credit. "The policy of the government
since 1979 has been to free restrictions
and. to remove barriers to enterprise,"
says Nicholson."The relatively healthy
state of biotechnology in the U.K. seems
partly to refiect the success of those
policies. "

He picks out. for example, efforts to
encourage Britain's venture capital mar
ket-now considered the second largest
in the world after the United States
through developments such as the Busi
ness Expansion Scheme,~hich allows
ndividuals to write off against tax-an

inyestment of up to $60,000 in a small
,company. Pl2vided the money is left in
for up to 5 years.

"The Business Expansion Scheme
was the first real fiscal change in small
company funding for 50 years" says Pe-
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Boom Time for British Biotechnology?
Venture capital is now flowing into small companies and the government

is encouraging the commerCialization of university research it funds
and gained with it a seat on the board of
the company.

Like similar companies in the United
States, Celltech has actively sought col
laboration with larger companies with
broader industrial interests or special
marketing skills. A joint, venture was
launched last year with Britain's largest
pharmacy chain, Boots, for example, to
develop the application of monoclonal
antibodies to new diagnostic products.
And a technology licensing agreement
has been signed with the Japanese com
pany Sankyo to develop tissue plasmino
gen activator and calcitonin.

Fairtloughsays that Celltech, with a
current research 'staff of about 120 scien
tists and technicians, does not at present
share the ambitions of companies such
as Genentech to grow into a major cor
poration. However, with a number of
clearly defined product lines, each in a
potentially largemarket, "We could be
talking about a turnover of hundreds of
millions of dollars in a few years."

Celltech is already earning profits
from a reagent for the purification of
intetferon and has recently created a
Culture Products Division which, based
on techniques developed with direct gov
ernment funding, already claims to be
the world leader in the in vitro bulk
production of monoclonal antibodies.

One reason for Celltech's early sue
ss is a unique-and in some quarters

"highly controversial-agreement with
Britain's Medical Research Council
(MRC), under which-the <:6mpany was
initially given first option on the rights to
all results produced in the fields of genet
ic engineering and monoclonal antibod
ies in the council's laboratories. These
include the prestigious Laboratory of
Molecular Biology in Cambridge.

This arrangement was approved by the
Conservative government over the oppo

ition of officials in the Treasury, who
elt it wrong that one company should be
ranted exclusive access to what was
onsidered public property. One factor
n the decision, it is widely rumored, was
he failure in the late 1970's to take out a
atent on the technique for producing
onoclonal antibodies, which was first

eveloped in the MRC's Cambridge lab
ratory. Giving Celltech exclusive rights
o MRC's work might avoid such lapses
n the future.

When Celltech started to register its
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ter A. Laing of Biotechnology Invest
ments Limited (BILl, a venture capital
fund set up by merchant bank- N. M.
Rothschild in 1981 and chaired by a
previous top government science advis
er, Lord Rothschild. BIL is said to be the
largest biotechnology-oriented venture
capital fund in the world. Partly due to
this recent flow of venture capital, Brit
ain now has more small biotechnology
companies than any of its European
competitors.

The government's willingness to let
the commercial and industrial communi
ties act as the senior partner in its efforts
to boost biotechnology research and de
velopment has played a large.jart in both,

the establishment and subsequent opera
tion of Celltech. The company was set
up in 1980 primarily at the initiative of
the National Enterprise Board, a govern
ment body recently amalgamated into
the British Technology Group. Although
initially providing 44 percent of Cell
tech's start-up capital, with the four re
maining stakes of 14 percent each divid
ed between a group of financial and
industrial institutions, the government
always intended to hand over its share to
private enterprise. It rnoved in this direc
tion last year when Rothschilds' venture
capital company-previously criticized
for not investing its funds in any British
biotechnology company-bought out a
proportion of the government's 'stock

London. After a relatively slow start in
the late 1970's, Britian's biotechnology
industry is beginning to pick up speed.
Government officials.· academics and in
dustrialists all claim that a recent report
from the U.S. Office of Technology As
sessment (OTA) was excessively pessi
mistic in its claim that Britain lacks the
"dynamism" to produce. serious com
petitors to American companies. They
also contest the OTA's conclusion that
Britain ranks second behind West Ger
many among European nations.

"I think that conclusion is completely
wrong; particularly if you take the com
bination of the science and its applica
tions into account" says Gerard Fairt

.lough, chief executive of Britain's princi-
,""pal biotechnology company, Celltech,

which is currently riding a crest of inves
tor enthusiasm.

British industry has benefited from
various forms ofdirect government sup
port for biotechnology. Many smaller
companies. for 'example, -have made
good use of consultancy grants and other
special funds offered as part of a $24
million biotechnology package launched
by the Department of Trade and Industry
in November 1982. Other industrial ini
tiatives in fields such as fermentation
technology have been successfully cata
lyzed by the Biotechnology Directorate
of the" Science and, Engineering Research
Council (SERC).

According to Robin Nicholson, chief
scientific adviser in Prime Minister Mar
garet Thatcher's Cabinet Office, broader
political changes must also share the
credit. "The policy of the government
since ,1979 has been to free restrictions
and to remove barriers to enterprise,"
says Nicholson. "The relatively healthy
state of biotechnology in the U.K. seems
partly to reflect the success of those
policies."

He picks out, for example, efforts to
encourage Britain's venture capital mar
ket-now considered the second largest
in the world after the United States-
through developments such as the Busi
ness Expansion Scheme'o;;",which allows
individuals to write off agalDSl tax an
inyestment of up to $60,000 in a small
company. provided the money is left in
I ' '-

for up to 5 years.
"The Business Expansion Scheme

was the first real fiscal change in small
company funding for 50 years" says Pe-
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ees in small companies with initially low
turnovers (or profits). The budget pro-.
posed in mid-March brings British policy
in this area more in line with that in the
United States.; however,

On the other side of the coin has been
a grtater willingnesS to combiae public

Pressure for Patent Reform
Cambridge. England. British scientists contend that differencesinpatent

laws between Europe and the United States give U.S. companies a potential
advantage in the commercialization of biotechnology. Under European

;, patent Iawsrascientific discovery' c~I1n9~:.b~":patentedon~e)~t"has. been
published in the open literature or even referred to in public debate. In
'contrast, up to I year is allowed after publication for a patent application to
·be filed in the United States. ._

'. :'. "I believe that the greatest inhibitory influence on a closer working
'::T,~;~elationShi~'bet"Yeen ... academic. and .illdustrial'scientists, and"~.he'.;~r:eatest
" .' managementpi()~leni for people like me.icomes from this buSj~~,ss:?rprior

disclosure;" says Sydney Brenner, director of the U.K. Medical Research
, . ':Council's Laboratory of Molecular Biology in Cambridge, England'"
. ;:. There has long been an awareness of this discrepancy, particularly among
.', ;·patent officers on both sides of the Atlantic, but until now'·no'serious

.pressure for change.Large corporatiblls;j~pait,icula~;oft~n~eI$Prrte',?eing':';'
able to scan the scientific literature for new (and unpatentedi1deas while
employing patent attorneys to keep aclose watch on the proposed publica
tions of their ownscientists. They tend to.argue thatthey find.little wrong
with the current system. Robin Nicholsoncchief sfi~ntific~dyI~~r..t0the' ,

-BritishCabinet.iclairns that "no one brought-the :',issueto our "attention••
when his office,was preparinga recently,published set ofrecommendations
for changes in the British patent Ja\\l.R:nd expr~sses some 'dou,b,~' over
whether change is really necessary. . . : .:
,.·Amongsmaller 'companies, however, the situation is seen differently: "in

this field, the l-year grace period after publication gives the Americans a
consid7r~blecornpetitive advantage"saysGer~rd ,Fairtlough,chiefexecu
tive of Celltech: "I feel that Europe. should have the same system.':

Although admitting that biotechnology patents can frequently be success
fully challenged by sufficiently motivated competitors, such companies also
argue that patent rights are seeri as crucial assets by potential investors.

Brenner also argues that it would ease the management problem in basic
research laboratories such as his-as well as taking some of the pressure off
individual scientists-by removing the immediate conflict between the
professional demands for fast publication and the commercial demands of,

· patent application. "Patents could be the currency of the interaction
between 'research scientists and'indus~~(~:says Brenner, "Atthemoment

; they are just a burden." , . . .
Change will not come easily. Friedrich-Karl Beier, directorof the Max

Planck-Institute for Foreign and International Patent Law in Munich, and
long a campaigner in favor of a 6-month grace period in Europe to bring it

:more ipline, \Vi~rythe United Staies.points outthl1tthiswoulu:no,wtequire
:' an interna~iOriany-',agreed·' change in i,he,' 'E,uropeanPatent.Convention. •'To'
do this, it will mean finding sufficient support within the whole European
community,' sars .Beier.· However, he has alreadyconvinced theInterna
tional Association for the Protection ofIntellectual Property to endorse the
idea, and suggests that there may be a general move in this direction "within

next zor 3'years;"
Some British government officials point out that a grace period would

· help avoid situations-such as that which occurred with: monoclonal
antibodies .in the, mid-1970·~where,.,t~e:,commerCial·potentialofadiscov
ery is only 'realizedafter it has been"pub1is~~d;'and :when itcan.no-longer,
under the present system, be patented in the United Kingdom.-D.D.

as well as.general, increase'the pressure
for 'university scientists-and universi
ties'. in general-to look elsewhere for
financial support.

A second factor Until now has been the
tax structure, which has made it more
difficult to offer stock options to employ-

Brenner and other British scientists
po'int out that thele ale several differ
ences between the United Kingdom and
the United States in the factors affecting
the growth of links between the academ
ic pIOmedlcal research community and
the private sector.

One is a greaterreluctance on the part
of. BrItiSh academiCS to get lO'iolved in
th_e process' of transferring research re
suits from the lahoratorva ..tradition
which is admittedly changing as cuts in
government support for the UnIversities
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first commercial successes, criticism of
its deal with the MRC shifted from the
political to the industrial community,
Both large and small companies com
plained at heing locked out of access to
MRC's research. "The academic excel
lence in places like the MRC should be
treated as a national resource and the
government should' be providing.even-.
handed access to it," says Chris Keight
ley, managing director of one of the
newest and most active small biotechnol
ogy companies on the British scene, 10
(Bio) Ltd. in Cambridge.

The main product of Keightley's com
pany, set up in 1981 by Acorn Comput
ers and recently recipient of a $1.2-mil
lion investment from Rothschild's BIL,
is a technique for improving the sensitiv
ity of enzyme-based diagnostic tests. It
is based on the research of a scientist
whose work was not supported by the
MRC, Colin Self of Cambridge Universi
ty's biochemistry department.

Given the growing pressure to encour
age similar initiatives, the MRC has re
cently renegotiated its licensing arrange
ments with Celltech. The company will
retain first option to developments in
:fields in which it has already started to
develop products, In other fields, how'
'ever, it will now have 19 become a corn
petitive Dldder, lor the MRC is setting up

n industrial liaison office to distribute
icenses more 'widely,;;:"among companies
interestediin turning its research into
'commerciafj;roMcts.

The new arrangements'have met with
general approval in both the industrial
and academic worlds. Sydney Brenner,
director of the MRC's laboratory in
Cambridge, says that at the beginning
"there is no doubt that in terms of good
will, theMRC connection was a major
asset to Celltech."
. Since then, however, the laboratory

has been receiving an increasing number
of direct approaches from industry. "In
the past, we have had to tell them to go
away, Since the first options on research
in tbe defined fields had to be offered to
Celltech. Now we no longer have to do
so,"



G1l rivate v tures, and the lack of any
moral imperative requently e t in the
Cnited States to maintain, at least in
principle, a sharp dividing line between
the two. Furthermore. as with the Cell
techlMRC deal, negotiations have often
been conducted discreetly out of the
public eye.

Either way, there has been little of the
public controversy over the restructur
ing of traditional relationships between
the research community and the rest of
society that has. accompanied similar
moves in the United States.

The situation has not been without its
critics. Edward;Yoxen, lecturer in the
University of Manchester's department
of liberal studies in science, points out in
a recent study The Gene Business that
many significant policy changes, such as
the dispensation on access to MRC re
search awarded to Celltech, have.taken
place with little; open discussion, even

"The academic
excellence in places like

the MRC should be
treated as a national

resource and the
government should be
providing evenhanded

access to it," says
Chris Keightley.

though the basic discoveries on which
the new technologies are based were
financed largely from public funds.
"There has been virtually no public de
bate on this type of issue," says Yoxen,

Few concerns were expressed, for ex
ample, over the government's recent de
cision to drop the "public interest"
members from its main regulatory
watchdog, the Genetic Manipulation Ad
visory Group, when this body was re
cently reformulated as the Advisory
Committee on Genetic Manipulation,
and its day-to-day responsibilities for
registering and monitoring experiments
passed to the Health and Safety Execu
tive.

The lack of such debate, however, has
certainly not hampered the gradual dis
mantling of barriers to open cooperation
between the academic and the commer
cial communities, a process openly en
couraged by the government. The
SERC's Biotechnology Directorate, for
example, has recently established what
is described as a "protein engineering
club,., in which major companies such as
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Glaxo and Unilever will help sponsor
research in various academic institutions
into ways of producing proteins to order
in large quantities.

Similarly. several university institu
tions are using government money, both
from the research councils and the De
partment of Trade and Industry, to help
set up commercial operations. The Uni
versity of Leicester, for example, has
recently obtained backing from five ma
jor corporations to establish a center for
research into yeast genetics. And the
Imperial College of Science and Tech
nology in London hasestablished a com
pany known as Imperial Biotechnology
to exploit its research facilities in fer
mentation techniques.

Keen that the nation should reap a
profit from its past and present scientific
investments, the government is increas
ingly engaging in asmuch industrial plan
ning as it feels it can get away with
behind its free-enterprise, non-invest
ment image. Responding to demands
from companies such as ImperialChemi
cal Industries, as well as officials within
the SERC, for some form of "national
biotechnology program" to cover the
spectrum of possible initiatives from tax
incentives to information networks, the
Department of Trade and Industry has
recently set up a special advisory com
mittee madeup primarily of senior indus
trialists to look at areaswhere an extra
push might be useful.

Taken in isolation, none of these
moves is itself seen as a guarantee of
success. But behind them lie two addi
tional factors that help account for the
current bullishness of Britain's biotech
nologists. One, as Nicholson of the Cabi
net Office puts it, is that "there is more
optimism in the business sector than
there was 6 or 9 months ago. we certain
ly started pulling out of the recession
faster than either Germany or France."

The other is the gradual emergence of
a new spiritof entrepreneurialism among
Brffish academics. "In th.e past, most
academicshadno ideaabout how to. start
up in business;but al1that is now chang,
ing," says Keightley of IQ(Bio), a Cam
bridge biochemist who was about to emi
grate to the V nited States when Acorn
offered him the opportunity of helping
start up the new company.

Similarly, Cell tech points out proudly
that it has managed to persuade one of
the top teams of MRC scientists, headed
by immunologist William Hunter of Ed
inburgh University, to join the compa
ny'snew venture with Boots. "We have
a fabulous opportunity here in Britain,tl

says Keightley. "We are now learning
how to capitalize onit, ".,...DAvloDICKSON

Meselson Meets a Shower

of Yellow Rain from Bees

Matthew Meselson,. the Harvard
biochemist waging a one-man chal
lenge to the U.S. State Department's
version of Yellow Rain warfare, went
into the jungles of Thailand last month
to test his thesis. He returned at the
end of March with a new evidence,
declaring the trip a greater success

.than he had anticipated.
Along with two bee experts who

joined him in looking for natural forms
of Yellow Rain, Meselson was caught
in a 5-minute shower of bee drop
pings, which he thinks.may be the real
source of Yellow Rain samplesbeing
analyzed by U.S. military labs. Mesel
son and Thomas Seeley, a biologistat
Yale University, last year developed a
theory that Yellow Rain spots regard
ed as chemical weapon deposits were
actually the feces of the wild South
east Asian honey bee, Apis dorsata
(Science, 24 June 1983, p. 1356). The
theory was based on the knowledge
that honey bees periodically make
"cleansing flights" away from the hive,
that their droppings contain pollen,
and that most of the government's
samples of Yellow Rain collected from
the environment contain pollen.

Meselson noticed that the govern
ment's data on Yellow Rain were
gathered in Southeast Asia between
February and May. Using funds re
cently awarded him by the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Founda
tion, hewent to Thailand in the middle
of this ripe evidentiary season hoping
to find proof that Southeast Asian
honey bees do produce yellow, pol
len-laden rain.

Meselson and Seeley reported at a
press conference at Harvard on 28
March that they have proof that A.
dorsata performs "massive defecation
flights which can cover a swath thou
sands of square meters in area with
100 or more spots of yellowish feces
per square meter." They found and
studied ten swaths in Thailand and
were caught in 'a bee feces shower
that lett : "about a dozen spots
... on each member of our three-man
team." Meselson says this occurred
neara tree in which they had spotted
A.dorsata nests, but the bees were so
far above the ground that he couid not
see or hear them.
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government's only R&D priority is for
defense."

Keyworth said that the Administration
had assuredly given a' high priority to
strengthening defense', but the point the
critics miss is that-it "also strongly stat
ed a similar priority for university basic
research." The'core of Keyworth's case
was containell in his remark that "Most
of the increases in defense R&D come
from de elopment costs associated with
the m ernization of the nation's strate
gic rces-an action to restore strength
th t was eroded during the previous dec
de. On the other hand, the flat curve in

civilian R&D reflects two countervail
ing trends-a steady drop in develop
ment and a steady rise in basic research.
The essential point is that the Adminis
tration is targeting strong funding growth
in both defense and basic research. "

Keyworth dealt with the deficit issue
obliquely. In his text, he said, "we all
recognize that one of the most serious
detrimentsto good science is what we
might call roller coaster funding. The
best protection against thatphenome
non is for the science community to
demonstrate, year after year, that R&D
funds are being used wisely and effec
tively." And in his conclusion he devel
oped the theme of shared responsibility.
He acknowledged that the Administra
tion had to articulate goals clearly and
said "we have to stick to those goals in

actice, I see this consistency as a ma
:l\element of science policy, an element

t~~l hope the Administration, the Con
gres00. the science community and the
public \vill be able to maintain in coming

\ \
years..".\

In ~mtnarizing comments at the end
of the colloquium, AAAS Executive Of
ficer William-D. Gztreyphrased his major
point as the \ans'fer to the question,
"What should science watchers watch?"
Carey observedxthat in present ·circum~
stances they shoUld\not be preoccupied
with minor trends i'\ the R&D budget
itself, but rather should consider such
things as economic poli~y, export policy.
and policies for defense. Carey noted
that Reagan Administration treatment of
basic research and higher'education has
been favorable. He suggested, however,
that "consistency is not to be counted
on," since future decisions will be deter
mined by policies senior to sciencepoli
cy.-JOHN WALSH

. \
! - '.

als, and on the in ustrial competitive
ness of U.S./indu ry, he urged thatthe
issues, be .exami ed with caution. "M
concern-is that, s a community of scieri..,
tists,ftngineer. and technologists, we\'
wil¥6e percej ed as careening from wor
ryjng abo~ insufficient investments' in
science, engineering and technology to
meet national needs to a concern that we
rimy be embarked on a course with unan
ticipated ends."

Keyworth concentrated on an explica
tion of the Reagan Administration's
R&D policy, but along the way he did
offer some general answers to the critics.
He noted, for example, that they tend to
lump funding increases and decreases
together "with the result that we can't
appreciate the impacts of either." And
he observed, "That view seems to imply
that changes are inherently bad."

He also took exception to the way
comparisons between defense R&D
and civilian R&D are made. Keyworth
noted that many of those who insist on
casting R&D policy "in that simple
minded mold of guns and butter" arrive
"at the absolutely false conclusion-or
maybe they start there-that the federal

V L;1Ii:lU- \ ,"''.
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In its annual look aj the new federal White was complimentary about the Ad
budget, the AAAS! Co oquiurn on ministration's actions in fashioning a
R&D this year found the rospect of budget that reflects strong confidence in
outsize federal deficits to be a hreat to a R&D, noting that the real growth in
currently prosperous R&D regime, total federal R&D funds under its aegis
And there were also misgivings hat ini- has been the largest since the 1960's. But
tiatives in the new R & Dbudge would he questioned whether the Administra
cause trouble in coming years. tion' s commitment to technology might

As has become the colloquium us- amount to an overcommitment.
tom, the President's science adviser as Noting examples like plans for a
the de facto keynote speaker, providi manned space station, a space-based
an interpretation of the R&D budget to \missile defense, "a multitude and diver
which later speakers frequently.referred, ~ity of defensive and offensive strategic
although not necessarily deferred, In- a d tactical systems," and an ambitious
curnbent science adviser Georg~A. tr tegic computing program, he said
Keyworth, II provided a bullish review t s contributed to what he termed a
of the Administration's R&D polic~-. "t h ological flood tide."
and its implementation, but, at the out- '., in the "bow-wave effects" of such
set, took issue with what he described as initia ·v~ over time on the economy, on
the "generally gloomy view of federal the av [lability of manpower and materi-
R&D" found in the introducto.; ~Ln -,

ter of the annual budget analysis issued ======,=;:======::===
by AAAS to coincide with thecolloqui-
um.*

The authors early state their ambiva
lence with the comment that HIt is a
strong budget for R&D, but analysis of
the totals raises questions. Thebig in-
crease is almost entirely on the military
side. Total non-defense R&D budget
authority increases only about .as much
as inflation." The main concern is not
directed at the makeup of the new bud
get. Rather, "Questions on R&D·
spending plans in the FY 1985budget are
overshadowed, however; by the need for
drastic actions to reduce the deficit. Be
neath the political posturing on both
sides there is a realization that something
has to be done."

The analysis predicts a continuing pat- .
tern of deficits in 1985 and after. "Thus
the FY 1985 budget is not a budget in the
traditional sense O.f the preSiden~'/plan
for dealing with the problems f the
nation. It is instead a statemen of the
problem with the answers left u in the
air-to be -found in bipartisan negotia
tions with Congress, unilateral Congres
sional actions, or a new Presidential ini
tiative some time after the election."

Another strain of ambivalence was ex
pressed by National Academy of Engi
neering President Robert M. White who
seemed to be asking, in essence, whether
the R&D budget amounted to too much
of a good thing. Like other speakers,
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government's only R&D priority is for
defense; "

Keyworth said that the;Administration
had assuredly given I high priority to
strengthening defense.ibut the point the
critics miss is that.it "also strongly stat
ed a similar priority for university basic
research." The/core of Keyworth's case
was contained in his remark that "Most
of the increases in defense R&D come
from de elopment costs associated with
the m ernization of the nation's strate
gic rees-an action to. restore strength
th t was eroded during the previous dec
tie. On the other hand, the flat curve in

civilian R&D reflects two countervail
ing trends-a steady drop in develop
ment and a steady rise in basic research.
The essential point is that the Adminis
tration is targeting strong funding growth
in both defense and basic research."

Keyworth dealt with the deficit issue
obliquely. In his text, he said, "we all
recognize that one of the most serious
detriments to good science is what we
might call roller coaster funding. The
best protection against that phenome
'non is for the science .. community to
demonstrate, year after year, that R&D

. \, funds are being used wisely and effec-
als, and on the in ustrial competitive- tively." And in his conclusion he devel-
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rying abou insufficient investments 'in~~~lement of science policy, an element
science, engineering and technology to ~ hope the Administration, the Con-
rrJeetnational needs to a concern that we gr~s the science community and the
1ay be embarked on a course with unan- pub'c~ill be,able to maintain in coming
ticipated ends." year "\

Keyworth concentrated on an explica- In ~m~ariZing. comments at the end
tion of the Reagan Administration's of the t,?llo~uium, AAAS Executive Of-
R&D policy, but along the way he did ficer William'P. Carey phrased his major
offer some general answers to the critics. point as the \ans er to the question.
He noted, for example, that they tend to "What should scie ce watchers watch?"
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Jump funding increases. and decreases Carey observed\th t in present circum..
together "with the result that we can't stances they shoiJld not be preoccupied
appreciate the impacts of either." And with minor trends i the R&D budget
he observed, "That view seems to imply itself, but rather sh d consider such
that changes are inherently bad." things as economic POI~y, export policy,

He also took exception to the way and policies for defen\e. Carey noted
comparisons between defense R&D that Reagan Administration treatment of
and civilian R&D are made. Keyworth basic research and higher\-education has
noted that many of those who insist on been favorable. He suggested, however,
casting R&D policy "in that simple- that "consistency is not to be counted
minded mold of guns and butter" arrive on," since future decisions will be deter-
"at the absolutely false conclusion-or mined by policies senior to science poli-
maybe they start there-that the federal cy.-JOHN WALSH
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" the FY 1985 budget
is a statell1enyof the
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set, took issue with what he described as initia 'vet\ over time on the economy, on
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ter of the annual budget analysis ,_..._~
by AAAS to coincide with the coIloqui
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The authors early state their ambiva
lence with the comment that "It is a
strong budget for R&D, but analysis of
the 'totals raises questions. The big in
crease is almost entirely on the military
side. Total non-defense R&D budget
authority increases only about as much
as inflation." The main concern is not
directed at the makeup of the new bud
get. Rather, "Questions on R&D,
spending plans in the FY 1985 budget are
overshadowed, however, by the need for
drastic actions to reduce the deficit. Be
neath the political posturing on both
sides there is a realization that something
has to be done."

The analysis predicts a continuing pat
tern of deficits in 1985 and after. "Thus
the FY 1985budget is not a budget in the
traditional sense of the preSide.n~./p,lan
for dealing with the problems f the
nation. It is instead a statemen of the
problem with the answers left u in the
air-to be found in bipartisan negotia
tions with Congress, unilateral Congres
sional actions, or a new Presidential ini
tiative some time after the election. -,-

Another strain of ambivalence was ex
pressed by National Academy of Engi
neering President Robert M. White who
seemed to be asking, in essence, whether'
the R&D budget amounted to too much
of a good thing. Like other speakers,
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an rivate v ~res, and the lackof any
moraJ im ratiye requently e t in the
United. States. to-maintain; at Ieast In
principle" a sharp dividing line between
the two. Furthermore, as with the Cell
tech/MRC deal, negotiations-have __often
been-conducted discreetly _out 'oithe
publiceye.
. Either way, there has been little of the
public controversy over the restructur
ing of traditional __ relationships _between
the research community and the rest of
society that _has accompanied similar
mayes jo-:;tlW'Uriited .States,

The:sit~ation_:has-not been .without its
criticsc EdwardYoxen, lecturer in the
University of Manchester's department
of liberal studies in science; points outin
a. recent study The Gene _Business. that
many significant policy changes, such as
the. dispensation: on access' toMRC· re
search awarded to Celltecn..havetaken
place' with little open discussion; even

"The academic
excellence in places like

the MRC should be
treated as a national

resource and the
government should be
providitlgevenhanded .

'access to it," says
Chris Keightley.

though the basic discoveries on. which
the. new, technologies are based . were
financed largely from public funds.
"There has been virtually no public de
bate on this type of.issue, ',:, says Yoxen,

Few concerns were expressed; forex
amplev over the 'government' s recent de
cision to .drop the "public -interest"
members from its main regulatory
watchdog, the Genetic Manipulation Ad
visory Group, when this body was re
Gently reformulated. ,. as, the', Advisory
Cornmittee.i on Genetic' Manipulation;
and ·its.day-to:-day responsibilities for
registering and monitoring experiments
passed to the Health and Safety Execu
tive.

The lack of such debate; however, has
certainly not hampered the gradual dis
mantling ofbarriers to open cooperation
between the academic and the commer
cial communities, a process openly en
couragedby .the.c.government. The
SERC's Biotechnology Directorate, for
example,. has recently established what
is" described as a "proteinengineering
club,'::.in\\f,hich major companies.suchas

13&

Glaxo and .Uuileverwill belp sponsor
research in various academic institutions
into ways of producing proteins to order
in large quantities.

Similarly ,several university institu
tions are. using government money, both
from the research councils. and .. the' De
partment of Trade and Industry, to help
set up commercial operations. The Uni
versity' of Leicester, for examplev has
recently, obtained backing from five 'ma~

jor corporations to establish a center for
research into yeast genetics. And the
Imperial College of Science and Tech
nologyin London has established a com
pany known as Imperial Biotechriology
to exploit itsresearch facilities in fer
mentation .techniques.

Keen that. the nation should, reap a
profit from its past and present scientific
investments, the government is increas
ingly engaging in.as much.industrialplan
ning as it feels it can getaway with
behind. its free-enterprise, non-invest
ment ·image.:.Responding to dernilnds
from companies such as Imperial Chemi
cal Industries; as.well asofficials.within
theSERC, for some form of "national
biotechnology program" to cover the
spectrum of possible, initiatives from.tax
incentives .to information networks, the
Department of Trade and Industry has
recently set up a special advisory com
mittee made-up primarily of senior .indus
trialists to look at areas where an extra
push might be useful.

Taken in isolation, none, of these
moves is itself, seen: as a guarantee of
success. But behind them lie twoaddi
tiona! factors that help account for the
current bullishness of Britain'sbiotech
nologists, One, asNicholson of the. Cabi
netOffice puts it, is that. "there is .more
optimism in the business sector, than
there was' 6 or 9 months ago; wecertain
ly. startedpuUing out of the recession
faster than eitherGermany or France."

The other is the gradual emergence of
anew spirit of entrepreneurialism.among
Brffish academics. "In the past, most
academics 'had no idea about howto start
up.in business; but allthat is now chang
ing," says Keightley oflQ(Bio), aCam
bridge biochemist who was about to emi
grate to the United. States when Acorn
offered him the opportunity of helping
start up. the new company.

Similarly, Celltech points out proudly
that it has 'managed to persuade one of
the top teamsofMRC scientists; headed
by. immunologist William Hunter of Ed
inburgh.University, to join the compa
ny's new venture with Boots.' "we have
afabulousopportunity. here in Britain,"
says Keightley. "We are' now learning
how to .capitalize on it.' ':----DAvloDICKSON

Meselson Meets a Shower

Of Yellow Rain from Bees

Matthew Meselson, the Harvard
biocherrust waging a one-man chal
lenge to the U.S. Slate Department's
version of Yellow Rain warfare, went
into the jungies of Thailand last month
to test his thesis. He returned at the
end of March with anew evidence,
declaring the trip a greater success
than he had anticipated.

Along with 11'.10 bee experts. who
joined him in looking for natural terms
of Yellow Rain, Meselson was caught
In a 5-minute shower of bee drop
pings, which he thinks may be the real
source of Yellow Rain samples being
analyzed by.U.S. military labs, Mesel
son and ThomasSeeley, a biologist at
Yale University, last year developed a
theory that Yellow Rain spots reqard
ed as chemical weapon deposits were
actually the feces of the wild South
east Asian honey bee, Apis dorsata
(Science, 24 June 1983,p. 1356). The
theory was based onthe knowiedge
that honey bees periodically make
"cleansing flights" aWay/rom the hive,
that their droppings contain pollen,
and that most of the government' s
samples of Yellow Rain collected from
the environment contain 'pollen,

Meseison noticed that the govern
ment's data on Yellow Rain were
gathered in Southeast Asia between
February and May. Using funds re
centlyawarded him by the John D.
and Catherine T, MacArthur Founda
tion, he.wenttoThalland in the middle
of this ripe evidentiary season hoping
to find proof that soutneest Asian
honey bees do produce yellow, pol
ien-Iaden rain.

Meseison and Seeley reported at a
press conterencaat Harvard on 28
March that they>have proof that A.
dorsata perforrnst'massive delecalion
flights which can cover a swath thou"
sands of square meters in area with
100 or more' spots of yel16wishfeces
per-square meter." TheYfbuhdand
studied ten swaths in Thailand and
were caught in -a'bee feces shower
that left<"abouF'a 'd6zenspbts
... on each member of ourthree-man
team." Meselson says this occurred
hear 'if tree in which they hadspotted
A. dorsata nests, but the bees were so
far above the ground that he could not
see or hear them. ..
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and its ill1plementati()~"bllt:,atthe out- "'-''-" in the' 'bow-wave effects' 'qf',such ment and a steady rise in basic research.
set, took issue with what he described as inft-(a·v. over time on the economy, on The essential point is that the Adminis
the "generally gloomy view of federal the av 'Iabijity of manpowerand materi- tration is targeting strong funding growth
R&D" found in the introductory chap-. '\;' I in both defense and basic research."
ter of the annual budget a~alysis issued '\ "\ \ / Keyworth dealt with the deficit issue
by AAAS to coincide with the colloqui- " ttl' •...FY 1985 I d. · ·.t ObliqU.~ly. In his text, he said, "we all
um.* '. "., .... . ".':". ,8",\ .•:. '\ U.9€!. recogmzethat one of the' most senous

The authors early state thei~ ambiva- . IS ... a stateQ)en otthe detriments to good science is what we
lence with the comment that "It is a problElrn withith nswers might call roller coaster funding. The
strong budget for R & D, but analysis of leftl.lp in the It .. \." best protection against that phenome-
the totals r~lses questions. Tile blgm-·· ..' . . :' .' '.' \ non IS for the science community to
crease is almostentirelyon the military \ demonstrate, year after year, that R&D
side. Total non-defense R &,D budget ' ...." .' /::.:: \\:\:' funds are being used wisely and effec-
authority increases only ,about as much alsic,anclqn,: ~,hein ustrialcpll1Re~itixe~ tively.' And in his conclusion he devel-
as inflation." The main concern is not ne,~r9f.U.S/lin,(IU try, he urgedthatt e oped the theme of shared responsibility.
directed at the makeup. of the new bud- issu:~~,be .flxami ed.wit~caution. "~He acknowledged that the Administra
get: Rather, "Questions on .. R & Dr cO:llserqAs that, s a.community of scien tion had to articulate goals clearly and

s.p..en.d.ingpla.ns in the. F.Y... 198.5bUdget..a..r.e tists,•.•..... ngineerns and. t.. e.c.. hn.O.IOg.l·St.S,..w-:e. said."w.e have to. stick to those g.oals in
overshadowed.Jiowever, by the need for will-be percejved ascareening.fromwor- actice. I see this consistency as a ma-
drastic actions to reduce the deficit. Be- ry: gabou insufficientinvestments in element of science policy, an element
neath .thepolitica' poguring on ..both s ence, engineering and technology to ttl hope the Administration, the Con-
sid,esthereis a realization that something e~~:national needsto a concern that we gr. s; the science community and the
has to~.,~~ done.". .' "', ....•.... .. .';. Tay!be embarked on a course with unan- public ill be able to maintain incoming

1'he analysis predicts a continuingpat-. tIcip~ted,ends.";. .' . year "
tern of deficits in 1985.: an.daft.e.r. "Thu~' K~.yworth concentrated. on an explica- In sm ari.zing comments at the end

. . '. . .. '.' .. , .' . .' I.· '., ... ' .' ". . .". . . ..'

the FY 1985 budget is not a bUdge~i-the tion. of the Reagan Administration's of the (lllo uium, AAAS Executive Of-

tr.a•..d.iti.onal sens,e. O.. f th.e. p..•re..• Sl'.de.nt'., ...pl..a.n R..•&•...• D. po.liC
Y
., bU.t along the. way .he did fleer Wifli~m . arey phrased his majorfordealing with the problems . f the offer some general answers to the critics. point as the ans er to the question,

nation. It is instead a statemen of the He noted, for example, that they tend to "What should ie ce watchers watch?"
problem with' the. answers left u . in the lump funding increases and decreases Carey observed th t in present circum-
air-to be found in ~ipartisan riegotia- together "with the result that we can't stances they should not be. preoccupied
tions with Congres~;:unilateraICongres- appreciate the impacts of either." And with minor trends i the R& D budget
sional actions, or a new Presidential ini- he obse~ed, "That view seems to imply itself, but rather sh ld c~~nlsider such
tiative some tiOle after the election." . that changes are. inherently bad." .: things as economic poley, export policy,

Another strain ofambivalence was ex-' fie also took exception to the way and policies-for defen e. Carey noted,
pressed by National Academy. of Engi- comparisqnsbetween defense' R&D that Reagan Administrat n treatment of
neering President Robert M. White who and civilian R&D are made. Keyworth basic research and higher '\,ducation has
seemed to be asking, in essence, whether noted that many of those who insist on been favorable. He suggested, however;
the R & Dbudget amounted.to too much casting R&D policy "in that simple- that "consistency is not to be counted
of a good thing. Like other speakers, minded moldof guns and butter" arrive on," since future decisions will be deter-

"at' the absolutely false conclusion-s-or mined by policies senior to science poli-
maybe they start there-i-that the federal cy.~OHN WALSH



for the development of :new products.
That picture represents a ··ll1isunder,.

standing, Although MIT! does indeed
sponsor R&D programs; such as the
highly publicized ones on integrated cir
cuits and the fifth-generation computer,
the R&D. tends to be basic and engi
neering research. In the United States,
such R & Defforts are centered in our
universities;

The .commercialR& D successes of
Japan, as opposed to efforts to develop
the underlying technologies, have been
driven not by MIT! but by Japanese
industry, even in integrated circuits..The
participants .. in, the: Ml'I'l-sponsored .co
operative integratedi.circuits program
went back totheir own •laboratories to
develop the actual commercial 64~ ran
dom access memory -chips ·that· have
been. so successful in the marketplace.
Oki Electric, the fastest growing Japa
nese producer of 64K chips and the first
Japanese company to test a 256K chip,
did not .even participate in the MITI
program.

The Japanese government.. which has
played an important role in promoting its
industries' fortunes through- such means
as protectionist trade. policies;··has not
been a significant .. force in commercial
technology selectjon and development.
The successes of Japan in businesses
based on advanced, technology are main
ly the result of smart; persistent industri
al R&D management. Private corpora
tions in Japan make. long-term R&D
commitments to relatively narrow areas.
They.pick a target; .such as.video record
ers, assemble.large teams to pursue that
target, and stickwith itfor as long asis
necessary to bring a winningproduct to
market. They .do not "try.to .cover the
R&D waterfront, and 'they do not back
out if the payoff is-not immediate. They
also practice a technique .that J .call "in
novation.by.experiment," whereby they
put a product out on the market, even in
imperfect and sometimes expensive
form,' and learn from the customers how
to improve it. And finally, they are-ag
gressive in acquiring, improving, and im
plementing technology that they did not
develop.

These strategies do not explain all. of
Japan's success.in commercial technolo
gy, but they do .indicate that the real
source of that success is Japanese indus
try. Also, they underscore the lesson
that we should learnfrom Japan: that the
selection of the product technology and
its development is best left to the people
intimately familiar with the technologies
and the markets. Technology selection
and development should not be managed
from afar.
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Creating Conditions .. for .Innovatton

What role should the U.S. government
play with respect to R&D? That role is
not to manage technology-based com
mercial innovation but to create the con
ditions for such innovation. The govern
ment should provide an encouragingand
supportive environment and infrastruc
ture within which industries select and
develop commercial technology.

There are many 'features of such an
environment that deserve attention: a
favorable tax climate exemplified. by
R&D tax credits, by extension of those
credits to software; and by fast deprecia
tioriof R&D equipment; modified antic
trust Jaws.' that encourage cooperative
R& D and limit damages for civil.viola
tionst export control laws and-regula
tions that do not disrupt th~ interchange

.of scientific and technical.'. information
that is so vital to the progress of technol
ogy; and immigration laws that permit
outstandingforeign scientists .to remain
in the United States to do R&D.

Support for University Research

The most important.role for govern
rnent in creating the conditions for com
mercial innovation is to support universi
ties in their. efforts. to generate research
and provide manpower; The most crucial
issue we face is a lack of. skilled man
power. a.shortage .of faculty in universi
ties.for .training that manpower, and. a
deteriorating research capability in our
great. universities because of the short
ages of both faculty and modern equip
ment for instruction and for-research.

American industry today simply' can~
not get. enough of the people it needs in
such fields as, microelectronics, artificial
intelligence.. communications, and com
puter science. The universities are. not
turning out. .enough R & Dpeople in
these areas, or enough research faculty:
There is Iittlethat private companies can
do about .thisv We contribute to the sup
port .of' universities; but .industry will
never be able to meet more than a small
fraction of university, R&:D funding
needs. Even after a decade of steadily
increasing industry support for. universi
ties, industry provides only about 5 per
cent of total university R&D funding.
Congress is considering.additional incen
tives for industry support of universities,
but the fact remains that the primary
responsibility for ensuring a strong,
healthy academic research system and
thereby for providing an adequate supply
of research and skilled people must rest
with the federal government.

There is wide agreement that .the fed
era!' government should support theuni
versitiesv and, in fact, federal basic re
search. obligations' to .. ; universities' and
colleges, measured in .constant' dollars,
have grown. by more than 25,perc~nt

over the past, years. But thisis.onlya
start in filling the needs. Department of
Defense'. funding of -basic ·•. research, .for
example, has only in the past 2 years
returned to the level, measured incon
stant dollars, that it was iri 1970. The
Defense .Department ..has .'traditionally
played a vital role i~supportingbasi~;-.

university research. A time ofrapid ex
pansion of the defensebudgetis'no.time
to abandon that tradition.

Universities have had to~ compete with
the national laboratories for the Depart
ment o~.gt:lerg;~'s researchdollars.When
researchis funded: at -:~· university '0110t
only does the researchgetdone, ~utalso
students are .. trained,... Iacilities-are ..:up
graded, faculty and students get more
support, and therebybetterfacultyand
students, are. auracted," M9reOX~t,.. the
students that go into industry. help inthe
transition of advanced research into con
cepts for industri~ innovation.Wherithe
same research is funded-atunational
laboratory, most of the educational divi
dends are lost.

Universities' should not. have tocom
pete head on with. national laboratories
for mission agency funds. Unless the
national laboratory will do a substantial
ly better research job.itheruniversity
should get the funds. The sarne holds for
government funding of research in indus
try. Those funds that advocates of indus
trial policy proposetoinvest in govern
ment -directed industrial R&D would
normally be much better spent in univer
sities, unless there is:a special reason
why an industrial Iaboratory cando Jt
much, much better.

I .am' not proposing that we simply
throw money at universities. We need to
be selective. To-borrow a phrase.from
the industrial policy advocates; the gov
ernment should, stress: the, growth; of
"sunrise.science and .technology.' -Un
like. the. targeting of sunrise industries,
the targeting ·of sunrise-s-that-isr-fast
moving-areas of research can be done,
We can identifythese technologies, even
if.we cannot specify in advance precisely
What products or industries they will
generate.. But we, are not,doing this, as
well as we can and should, In microelec
tronics, for example, a study by the
Thomas Group, a Silicon Valley consult,
ing firm, c()ncludes thatgovernment sup
portof university microelectronics pro
grams totaled only about $100 million
between 1980.and 1982. To put that into
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RESEARCH ARTICLE

P ..M. Solomon, R. de Zafra, A. Parrish, J. W. Barrett

Diurnal Variation of Stratospheric
Chlorine Monoxide: A Critical Test of

Chlorine Chemistry in the Ozone Layer

Abstract. This,article reports,measurementsofthe column .density ·ofstratospheric
chlorine monoxide and presents a complete diurnal record of itsvariation (with 2
hour resolution) obtained from ground-based observations of a .rnillimeter-wave
spectral line at 278 gigahertz. Observations were carried out during October and
December 1982 from Mauna Kea, Hawaii. The results reportedhereindicatethat-the
mixing ratio and column density ofchlorine monoxide above 30 kilometers during the
daytime are - 20percent lower than model predictions based on s.! parts per billion
of total stratospheric chlorine. The observed day-to-night variation of chlorine
monoxide is, however, in good agreement with recent model- predictionsc.confirms
the existence ofa nighttime reservoir for chlorine, and verifies the predictedgeneral
rate of its storage and retrieval. From this evidence, it appears that the chlorine
chemistry above 30 kilometers is close to being understood in current stratospheric
models. Models based.onrhis chemistry and measured reaction rates predict a
reduction in the total stratospheric ozone content in the range of3 to 5 percent in, the
final steady state for an otherwise unperturbed atmosphere, although the percentage
decrease in the upper stratosphere is much higher,

Chlorine monoxide (CIa) has for some
years been' recognized as a key tracer of
the stratospheric ozone depletion cycle
arising from natural. and anthropogenic
injection. of chlorine-containing' .com
pounds, principally halocarbons, into the
atmosphere (1, 2), The reactions

a, + CI---> cto +a, (I)

and

cia + a -e- CI + a, (2)

constitute the catalytic cycle by which
chlorine atoms. convert .ozone, 0 3, to
diatomic O2•

There is a strong diurnal variation ex
pected in the concentration of cia. After
the recombination of atomic oxygen at
sunset, reaction 2 ceases. At night, Cia
is believed to combine in a three-body
reaction with N02 to form chlorine ni
trate,

M
cia + NO, ---> CIaNo, (3)

which is thought to be the dominant
reservoir of chlorine in the absence of
sunlight. During daylight hours, free
chlorine is again produced from', this res
ervoir by the photolysis of chlorine ni
trate:

CIaNo, + hv CI + NO, (4)

The rate of nighttimeremoval of cia
via reaction 3 is dependent. on the N02

concentration and the total density, both
of which decrease with altitude above 30
km: thus high-altitude.Clf) is expected to
last through the night, while cia at lower
levels (altitude es 35 . km)disappears.
Earlier measurements by in situ reso
nance fluorescenceU); infrared, hetero
dyne spectroscopy (4), balloon-borne (5)
and ground-based (6) millimeter-wave
spectroscopy have established the pres
ence, approximate quantity! and vertical
distribution of daytime stratospheric

P. M. Solomon is professor of astronomy and R.
de Zafra is professor of-physics at the State Univer
sity of New York, Stony Brook 11794. H. Parrish
and J. W. Barrett are research associates at the same
institution.
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cia. A more critical test of the full
complex of reactions of stratospheric
chlorine may be obtained from measure
ments of the diurnal variation of cia.
Such. observations avoid the complica
tions and uncertainties introduced by
vertical' and lateral transport. and long-

term seasonal trends. Earlier' balloon
based millimeter measurements over a
limited portion of the diurnal cycle have
shown a decrease in CIa at sunset and an
increase after sunrise (5). In this article
we.present a complete diurnal record' of
CIOvariation, with a time resolution of 2
hours, acquired by ground-based remote
sensing of millimeter-wave line emis
sion.

Observations of Emission Lines

The cia molecnle has millimeter
wave rotational spectral lines spaced ap
proximately every 37. GHz. We have
reported measurement (6) of the line at
204.352 GHz from the J = 11/2 --> 9/2
levels. Our current measurements are
based on the J ~ 15/2---> 13/2 transition
at 278.630GHz. We use a cryogenically
cooled millimeter-wave-heterodyne mix-

er receiver with' a noise, temperature' of
1100 K,. approximately.' 2Vi.... times 'more
sensitive than our earlier detector (6).
Use of this more sensitive detector, com
bined with an increase by a factor of 2.4
in the theoretical line intensity for the
higher frequency 278-GHz line as com
pared with the 204-GHz line, has led to a
sixfold increase in observationalsensi
tivity. For a fixed signal-to-noise ratio,
the required measurement, duration .is
reduced by about a factor of 6' or 36,
allowing arelatively high time resolution
to be achieved. The "back-end" .spec.
trometer consists of'a filter bank with
25~channels, each with a bandwidth of 1
MHz. The measurement technique , cali
bration method, and instrumental config
uration described earlier (6) remain un
changed.

Our' observations were carried out at
the summit of Mauna Kea, Hawaii (ele
vation, 4250 m; latitude, 19SN) during

two periods, from 8 to 11 October and
from 9 to 16 December 1982. The atmo
spheric water vapor content, which dom
inates the tropospheric absorption of
stratospheric emission lines at millime
ter-wave frequencies" was very low and
generally stable around the clock during
these observation periods (7).

In the following discussion, ·we pre
sent emission intensities as .brightness
temperatures". in kelvins.'. This custom,
commonly used in radio 'astronomy ,. is
derived from the Rayleigh-Jeansapprox
imation for blackbody--radiauon.iIn
which emitted power per unit frequency
is linearly proportional to" temperature.
All intensities represent the values that
would be observed if one were looking
through one stratospheric air -rnass to
ward the zenith after removing the effect
of tropospheric attenuation.

In Fig. 1,. we present a sample. of
midday (1230 to 1630) and nighttime
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tive) from that of 17 with small-cell lung
carcinoma (15 positive) is striking (see
Table 1). Both cancers have common
ancestry, but the former. is of compara
tively low malignancy and the laller is
extraordinarily malignant.

5) While patients with carcinoma gen
erally showed cellular and humoral im
mune responses to carcinoma-associated
Tvantigen; the humoral response, was
stimulated preferentially by .tubular arid
early lobular breast carcinomas, which
had T activity comparable to othercarci
nomas, .Significantly; these .carcinoma
types have a favorable; prognosis among
breast carcinomas (8, 54).

The, .Tn/anti-Tn system may .corriple
ment theT/anti~t· system' in elucidating
aspects,ofthe .pathogenesis: of carcinoma
and in early .diagnosis. While the link
between Tn and carcinoma has been
known for a decade (10), this system has
not been studied in the present context.
Research is complicated by the usually
low concentration of anti-Tn. Tn's irn
munodominant ':structure, GalNAc-a, is
also the dominant part of the blood group
A and Forssman haptens, which may
prevent some anii-Tn immune respons
es; Furthermore, Tnantigen is notreadi:.
ly obtainable from healthy tissues (7).
There are,however, some highly .in
structive experiments. by nature herself
that show not only how unmasked Tn
arises in hematopoietic stem cells, usual
ly persisting indefinitely without malig
nant change; but that Tn, the epigenetic
sequela of aTare, benign.isomatic muta
tion, occasionally precedes arid then ac
companies leukemia, disappears: upon
chemotherapy-induced remission, and
reappears in relapse (66).

Conclusion anil Prospects

The studies described here have; re
vealed, in a large number of carcinoma
patients, a ~lose link between malignant
transformation and-early, persistent
changes in. 'common 'carcinomas: un
masked precursor antigens T and Tn,
that allow the .patient's immune system
to qualitatively: differentiate carcinoma
from noncarcinorna.

On rare occasions, demonstrable' T
and TIi antigens occur in premalignant
lesions; which may either remain that
way permanently or progress to frank
malignancy. Some tissues with such
changesa.re .accessible toOlongitudinal
study and thus aid in determining the
decisive point of malignant transforma~

tion. This approach may be facilitated by
manipulaticm of immune responses, as
well as by locating incipient carcinomas
with labeled:mono- and polyclohal anti-T

and anti-Tn reagents (25, 26, 67) [but see
the introduction and (27)]. Our monoclo
nal antibodies to.T andTn were generat
ed by desialylized human Oerythro
cytes, We obtained three relevant speci
ficities: anti-T, anti-Tn, as lVell as a
specificity directed toward a . moiety
shared by T and Tn haptens(67). The
three types of antibodies reacted strong
ly and specifically with .. carcinomas in
immunohistochemical analyses of surgi
cal specimens but less well .in antibody
absorption studies (27).

Our recent observation (68) in carcino
rna patients, but not healthy.persons, of
a . significant increase in lymphoid cell
cytolytic activity against target cells with
surface-exposed. T and;Tn antigens sup';
portsT and Tn's importance in the rna
lignant processc-cspecially ',since there
was often a concomitant decrease in
natural killer cell activity. The findings
discussed. here, although they are in an
emerging phase, indicate that uncovered
T and Tn antigens endow the carcinoma
cells with a multitude of novel functions.
These, functions may be fundamental to
the multistep processes of invasion and
spread of carcinoma, and clearly have a
profound, measurable effect' on the tu
mor bearer's immune.systeln-. 'Lantigen
is likely to be a powerful probe in early
carcinoma detection.
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